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by Professor Fred All vine Georgia Institute of Technolo2y January 7, 1991 
Model Results 
1. Valuation Model A Suggests Market Slightly Overvalued While Valuation Models Band C Indicate Market 
Undervalued (see models pp. Al-3). New Valuation C Model Added This Week (see cover & p. A3). 
2. Longer Term Daily And Weekly Models Are Strong And Recommend A Heavy Commitment To Equities (see 
models on pp. Cl-5 & A5-8). Daily Asset Allocation Models Performed Very Well During 1990 Moving Out 
And Back Into Market At Seemingly Good Times. 
3. Short Term Outlook Poor Last Week, But Somewhat Improving This Week (see models pp. C6-C9). 
4. Special Charts: Price Patterns & Channels - Remain Quite Weak, While Causal Models Improving (pp. S 1-7). 
5. Special Study: Phase Of Presidential Election Cycle Very Strong (pp. S8-10) 
Long Term Outlook Further Improved This Week, And Is Strong. 
Short Term Outlook Is Poor: Technical Models Weak While Causal Models Improving 
We Expect Market To Remain Unsettled Until Persian Gulf Crisis Is Resolved. 
Longer Term Models Bullish 
The longer term weekly models are very strong, and 
that is why they were include on the cover of this 
week's report. The models suggest that a major mar-
ket advance is likely, and the portfolio strategies 
recommend holding a high level of equities. 
Phase Of P.E. Term Also Bullish 
Our research leads us to the conclusion that the stock 
market is strongly influenced by the Four Year 
Presidential Term. A high performing and reliable 
investment strategy from 1961 through 1984 was to 
emphasize cash over the 1. 7 5 years following the 
Presidential Election (i.e. be conservative), and then to 
increase equity exposure over the 2.25 years prior to 
the next P.E. Unfortunately, this strategy performed 
poorly over the 4 Year P. E. Term from 1985-1988. 
The first two years after the 84 election (85 &86) the 
stock market rapidly advanced, while theory suggested 
it should have fallen. We believe there were some 
special circumstances operating at that time to cause the 
market to surge ahead (our causal models, however, 
were very strong during 85,86, & early 87). 
The logic behind the P.E. stock market cycle is that an 
Administration tends to concentrate its "economic pain 
and suffering" (i.e. slow the pace of the economy and 
bring down inflation) during the first 2 years following 
the P.E., and then endeavors to stimulate the economy 
to have it expanding over the two years leading up to 
the next P.E. According to Political Scientist, manag-
ing the economy in this manner enhances the likelihood 
of the incumbent party and the President (if he is 
standing for re-election) maintaining control over the 
White House. Two weeks ago we reviewed the data 
showing that the 1.5-1.75 years after the P.E. tends to 
be poor for stocks which is the period we just passed 
through (with exception of 85&86). Last week, we 
presented data showing that the 12 month period run-
ning from the 4th quarter of the 2nd year after the P.E. 
(starting this past October) and continuing through the 
3rd quarter of the 3rd year after the P .E. (end of Sept. 
91) tends to be very bullish for the stock market. 
This week data is presented that covers the entire four 
year election term over the 30 year period from 1961 
through 1990. As can be observed from the chart cov-
ering the entire four year P.E. term (see p. S9), the 
S&P 500 (not including dividends) tends to fall 
sharply starting the 2nd half of the year following the 
P.E. Over the entire first year the average gain in the 
S&P 500 is only 2 percent. Stock prices then fall 
sharply through the first 3 quarters of the 2nd year 
following the P.E., and over the entire year 2nd· year 
the stock market declines on average by 2.5 percent. 
The chart then shows that the greatest annual gain over 
the four year period is 1.75-2.75 after the Presidential 
Election (i.e. Oct. 90-Sept. 91 ). Furthermore, the 
chart shows that the annual rate of return falls sharply 
from the 4th quarter of the 3rd year through the 1st 
quarter of the 4th year as the economy starts to expand 
and interest rates begin to increase. The last nine 
months for the election year is very good, and over the 
entire 4th year the stock market increases 14 percent. 
We also analyzed the 4 Year P.E. Stock Market Cycle 
excluding the unusual 4 year term from 85-88. As can 
be observed from the chart (see p. S9), the major 
difference in stock price change is the steady decrease 
over the 1. 7 5 years after the P .E. Over the remaining 
2.25 years stock price change is similar to the first 
analysis. The 3rd special chart shows what happens to 
the yield of the 30 year bond over the 4 year P .E. term. 
As can be observed (seep. SlO), interest rates tend to 
rise sharply over the 1.75 years after the P.E. when 
inflation is increasing and the Fed is tightening. From 
the 4th quarter of the 2nd year after the P.E. through 
the 3rd quarter of the 3rd year (Oct. 90-Sept.91), bond 
yields fall and bond and stock prices rise as the Fed 
succeeds in slowing the economy and bringing down 
the inflation rate. Interest rates fell sharply during the 
final quarter of last year (2nd year after f.E.) just as 
the Presidential Election Stock Market Cycle would 
suggest. 
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Model Results 
College of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Have Split Readings - 2 Strongly Positive and 2 Slightly Negative (see pp 1-4). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Are Strong, But Some Down Slightly This Week (see pp. 5-14). 
3. Short Tenn Models Poor For 3-4 Weeks & Signaled In Advance Market Decline (seep. Sl-11). 
4. Short Tenn Divergence Model Strong & Suggests Negative Psychology Hurting Market (p. S12). 
5. Special Study: Phase Of Presidential Election Cycle Very Strong ( 1-6). 
Long Term Outlook Remains Cautiously Bullish, While Short Term Outlook Is Weak. 
Uncertainties Surrounding Persian Gulf Crisis Continues To Depress Stock Prices. 
Our Lom:er Term Outlook 
Remains Posjtiye. While 
Others Are Bearish 
Barron's: The outlook of the 
editor and financial analysts 
presented in Barron's prior to 
Christmas, prior to New Years, 
and again this week was quite 
Bearish. Editor Abelson 
believes that the market will 
likely advance when there is a 
favorable settlement of the 
Persian Gulf Crisis, but then it 
will head sharply lower. We 
agree that the market is likely to 
rapidly advance if the Middle 
East situation is positively 
resolved, but then continue on 
an upward course through the 
next Presidential Election in 
Nov. 1992. 
Why Some Bearish: The bear-
ish outlook that many hold 
regarding the market is associ-
ated with the distressingly 
weak condition of many of our 
major financial institutions. 
There is a fear that the excesses 
of the past eight years (i.e. real 
estate - structures and costly 
privatizing of some firms) is 
going to weigh heavily on the 
economy and stock market for 
some time to come. Clearly, 
there are some enormous 
financial problems that have to 
be resolved over the next few 
years. However, we believe 
that there is a high probability 
of the U.S. avoiding a major 
financial melt-down, and for 
the economy to bounce back 
next spring. 
Why Are We Cautiously 
Optimistic: There are several 
reasons why we remain cau-
tiously optimistic (certainly the 
U.S. has some serious prob-
lems that have to be corrected) 
regarding the outlook for the 
economy and stock market over 
1991 and 1992. 1. The Soft 
Landing (discussed for two 
years) has had the beneficial 
result of slowing the economy 
and inflationary pressures. As 
a consequence, the Fed is not 
pursuing a course of "slaying 
inflation" like it did long into 
the serious energy related 
recessions of 1973-7 4 and 
1981-82. We had extremely 
good news this past week that 
the Producer Price Index 
(finished goods) was down in 
December, and the price news 
was also good for 
"intermediate" and "crude" cat-
egories of producer goods. 
The P .P. Index is a leading 
indicator of consumer prices, 
and suggests that the C.P.l. is 
headed lower to the 3-4 percent 
level later this year. Good 
inflation news (not deflation) is 
very positive for the stock mar-
ket. 2. The Fed is loosening 
and the triple action of lowering 
the reserve requirement, dis-
count rate, and Fed Funds is 
bullish. and we expect more 
good news to be forthcoming. 
3. Because of positive Fed 
action, our liquidity models 
have become quite strong over 
the past 4 weeks signaling the 
likelihood that the market could 
sharply advance once the 
Persian Gulf Crisis is resolved. 
4. Given the huge Federal bud-
get deficit hanging over the 
economy and the brittle nature 
of our financial system, the Fed 
is going to do everything in its 
power to tum around the econ-
omy as soon as possible so as 
not to increase the probability 
of the economy collapsing. 
The pessimists believe that 
things are different this time~ 
and that positive Fed action will 
not stimulate and turn around 
the economy as in the past -
we disagree. 5. We are in the 
most bullish phase of the 4 year 
Presidential Election-Stock 
Market Cycle, and believe the 
Fed has a good chance to now 
(with inflation under control) 
stimulate the economy and keep 
it and the stock market expand-
ing through the 1992 P. E. 
year. 
P.E.-Stock Market Cycle: This 
week we have the final install-
ment regarding our interpreta-
tion of the 4 Year Presidential 
Election Stock Market 
Cycle. Last week, we dis-
cussed the annual rate of 
change in stock prices and the 
30 year bond yield over the 4 
year P.E. term. This week we 
indexed the data over the four 
year terms to give another per-
spective of what happens. The 
results presented are for the 6 
election terms from 1961-1984 
(85-88 is excluded since we 
believe there were extenuating 
circumstances operating at that 
time). The first chart shows 
that the market generally climbs 
15 percent from the 4th qtr. of 
the 2nd year after the P .E. 
through the 2nd qtr. of the 3rd 
year. We are now 1/3 through 
this his tori call y bullish period 
for the stock market. 
Furthermore, over the 2.25 
years through the election year 
the market gains on average 35 
percent. Chart 2 shows how 
the yield on the 30 year bond 
climbs over the first 1. 7 5 years 
after the election (when infla-
tion is a problem), and then 
heads downward for almost 
three quarters as the stock mar-
ket lurches forward. The chart 
on page 3 shows that the Fed 
Fund rate increases over the 
1.75 years after the P.E. as the 
Fed tightens to slow the econ-
omy (Fed started a year earlier 
than usual in this regard). The 
movement of the discount rate 
(shown on page 4) is similar to 
the movement of the Fed Funds 
rate and yield on the 30 year 
treasury bond. The last 2 
charts shows the summary 
results of what happens to the 
price earnings ratio and divi-
dend yield over the 4 year Pres. 
Elec. term. The price earnings 
ratio drops by 33% and the 
dividend yield increases by 28 
percent over the 1. 7 5 years 
after the Pres. Elec. (see pp. 5-
6). 
Will History Repeat Itself: The 
question remains whether his-
tory will repeat itself with the 
market substantially increasing 
over the next two years. 
Obviously, strong historical 
relationship are periodically 
disturbed when significant new 
developments occur. War and 
financial excess could change 
the situation this time, and this 
is the reason that we remain 
"cautiously" optimistic regard-
ing the outlook for the market 
in 91 and 92. Politicians will 
be politicians, and if there is 
any possibility, the 
Administration (with the help 
of the Fed), is going to tum 
around the economy as soon as 
possible, and have it expanding 
over most of the two years 
before the next Presidential 
Election in Nov. 1992. Critical 
"swing voters" respond to their 
feeling about the health of the 
economy, and that is why the 
economy and stock market are 
normally advancing over the 
two year period before the 
Pres. Elec. 
Chart Reon:anjzation 
We reorganized the chart pre-
sentation this week to make the 
charts ·more easy to interpret. 
Over the past year, we have 
substantially increased the 
number of models to cover the 
short, intermediate, and long 
time horizons (i.e. short = a 
few weeks to a few months or 
quarters, intermediate = 1-2 
years, and long = 3-4 years). 
In addition, we have moved 
from primarily presenting liq-
uidity models to also having 
valuation models (relationship 
between key market instru-
ments) and technical models 
(measure turning in trend and 
continuation of trend). We 
believe the benefits outweigh 
the added complexity associ-
ated with the larger numbers of 
models now presented. 
One big change was to combine 
and separate the presentation of 
12 short term models. Our 
studies show that the market 
often makes 2-3 significant 
moves a year, and the short 
term models are designed t<;> 
forecast such moves. The 
short term models are useful in 
deciding when to commitment 
more funds to equities, and 
they can also be employed to 
enhance returns with a number 
of futures and options strate-
gies. In addition, the short 
term models are helpful in 
determining when the major 
trend is moving ahead. 
Our studies show that short 
term market movements (like 
those which occurred in May-
Oct. and Oct-Jan.) often start 
when the short term causal 
models advance and the techni-
cal models are rapidly improv-
ing. The reverse conditions 
(falling causal and technical 
models) normally happen when 
the market contracts. The short 
term models can be skipped if 
one is primarily interested in 
the results of the longer time 
horizon models. 
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Model Results 
College of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Continue to Present Split Readings - 2 Strongly Positive & 2 Slightly Negative (pp. 1-4). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Continue To Be Fairly Strong & Recommend Holding A High Level Of 
Equities In Portfolios (see pp. 5-14). The Fed continues to ease & the reseive models are strong (pp 5, 10, 11). 
3. Short Term Models After Being Poor For 3-4 Weeks (and signaling the rapid market decline) Have Bottomed, 
But It Is Too Early To Determine Whether The Short Term Advance Is Likely To Continue (seep. S 1-11). 
4. Short Term Divergence Model After Suggesting Good Buying Opportunity (before market advance) Is Now 
Very Negative- "l" on a 100 scale (p. S12). 
5. Special Study: Change In Interest Rates Last 4 Years & Chart Of C.P.I. & P.P.I. (1-3). 
6. Divergence Model Has Done A Good Job Of Signaling Short Tenn Market Advances (see cover). 
Long Term Outlook Continues "Cautiously" Bullish, While Short Term Outlook Is Uncertain. 
Both Long & Short Term Outlooks Depend On Positive Resolution of Persian Gulf Crisis. 
Greenspan States Near 
Bottom Of Slide 
This past week, the Chairman of 
the Federal Reserve suggested the 
economy may be approaching the 
end of its' slide. However, retail 
sales figures and production figures 
suggest that the economy is still 
falling, and that the bottom is not 
yet in sight. The contraction of 
employment seems to be continuing 
with more firms announcing lay-
offs than others firms are adding 
new workers. Consumer psychol-
ogy remains quite negative given 
the recession, heavy consumer debt 
load, and the war. It is going to 
ta.lee some time to turn around the 
consumer sector of the economy, 
and a quick and positive conclusion 
to the Persian Gulf War would be a 
positive development. 
Fed To Ease Further: Over the last 
year (since the Soft Landing Pro-
gram started to slow the pace of the 
economy and inflation), the Fed has 
eased several times - first gradually 
and then more rapidly. This week 
we review the changes in interest 
rates over the last 4 years to see 
what might be expected to happen, 
if the recent past is any indication of 
the future. Four short term interest 
rates are plotted from the beginning 
of 1987 to the present in the special 
chart on page 1. While the Fed 
Funds rate has fallen close to its 
level at the beginning of 87, the 3 
moo. T-Bill and Discount Rate are 
still 100 basis points higher and the 
prime rate is 200 basis points 
higher than in early 87. This sug-
gests ~at the Fed has room to 
lower rates further to stimulate the 
economy. The 2nd special charts 
shows two short term rates (Fed 
Funds & T-Bill) and the rate of the 
7 year T-Note and 30 year T-Bond. 
As was true of the 3 moo. T-Bill 
and Discount Rate, the yields of the 
7 year note and 30 year bond are 
still 100 basis points higher than 
they were at the beginning of 87. 
As the economy slows and inflation 
contracts, we expect both short and 
long term rates to fall further. 
Short War Good For Market 
The initial response of the world's 
financial markets was very positive 
regarding how the war was pro-
gressing. Over the first two days, 
it appeared that the Allied Forces 
were going to force Iraq to make a 
quick withdrawal from Kuwait. 
Experiencing little initial resistance, 
the outlook was a fast end to the 
war. However, with new concerns 
over the missile capability of Iran 
and the possibility that Saddam may 
be holding back forces, the negative 
implications of a longer war are 
commencing to hurt the financial 
markets. It is estimated that the 
Persian Gulf War is costing the 
U.S. close to .5 billion dollars a 
day. Given the already swollen 
Federal budget deficit, the prospect 
of a long and costly war is not good 
for the U.S. and the world's 
economy. We expect a great deal 
of market volatility until it is clear 
that the Allied Forces are winning 
the war, and that the major military 
involvement will be short in nature 
- 2 to 3 months. 
lnOatjon News 
One of the most important influ-
ences on the stock market is the 
outlook for inflation. Consumer 
and producer prices have been 
gradually increasing over the past 
four years, and higher prices have 
become a serious concern to the 
financial markets. As can be 
observed from the special chart on 
page 3, the rapid decline in inflation 
from 1981 to 1987 was very bene-
ficial to the stock market. Earnings 
growth from late 87 to late 89 
helped the stock market climb to 
new highs. However, the increase 
of inflation in 1990 to its highest 
levels since 1981 (not unusual for 
the 2nd year following the P.E.) 
has driven stock prices down from 
their recent highs. Both consumer 
and producer prices (shown on an 
annual basis) reached their highest 
levels in November and were both 
down in December. Unfortunately, 
the core rate of the C.P .I. was up to 
.4% in Dec., after having fallen to 
.3% over the prior two months. In 
contrast, the core rate of of the 
P.P.I. has steadily declined over 
the past 12 months. Since inflation 
lags behind the slowdown of the 
economy, the expectation is for 
inflation to continue to slowly 
decline throughout 1991 (possibly 
to fall to from 4-4.5% by the end of 
91) unless the war drags-on. 
Additionally, producer prices tend 
to lead consumer prices, and the 
progress being made in the pro-
ducer sector should help to bring 
down consumer prices. 
3 
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Model Results 
College of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models - 2 Strongly Positive, 1 Slightly Negative, 1 Slightly Negative & Improving (pp. 1-4). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Continue To Be Fairly Strong: Daily Models Range From 81-89 (p. 5) & 
Weekly From 79-92 (p. 7). Long Term High Performance Sequential Combination Model (p.8) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily and Weekly Portfolio Strategies All Recommend Holding A High Level Of Equities (pp. 6&7). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Fairly Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Continue Fairly Strong (pp 7, 10,11). 
6. Shon Term Technical & Causal Mooels Have Become Quite Positive Over Past Two Weeks (seep. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Is Weak (given rapid market turnaround) & Would Be A Reason For Concern Were It Not 
For The Causal Model Being Strong (p. S 12). 
8. Special Study: 4 Year Election Term & Stock And Bond Prices ( 1-4) 
Long, Intermediate, And Short Term Models Are All (cautiously) Bullish. 
Caution Is Advised Due To A Large No. Of Uncertainties That Could Alter The Outlook Were They To Worsen. 
Case For Contjnujne 
Market Adyance 
Reasons for Optimism: We have 
repeatedly stated that based on our 
analysis the market likely bottomed in 
October last year (see chart p. S 1 ). 
There are three primary reasons for the 
continuing strength of the stock market. 
1. The Soft Landing Program ("get 
tough phase0 from Mar. 88 - Mar 89) 
slowed the growth of the economy and 
lowered the rate of inflation (outlook 
very good for remainder of year). 2. 
We are in the bullish phase of the 4 
year Presidential Election Term, and the 
Administration will try hard to have the 
economy in an upturn as soon as pos-
sible. 3. Recession expected to be rel-
atively mild and of average (11 months) 
or shorter than average duration 
(supported by the less than expected 
decline in 4th qtr. GNP reported last 
Friday). 4. The Persian Gulf War is 
also going to be relatively short with 
the major military action over in a few 
months. Finally, the positive qualita-
tive factors are supported by a lame set 
of relatively stron2 lon~ and interrnedi.: 
ate tenn monetaty mguidity) models. 
valuation models. and technical 
models. 
Reasons for Pessimism: On the other 
hand, there are a number of negatives 
that the market pessimists stress that 
cannot be ignored. 1. One major con-
cern is that our financial structure is 
very weak and vulnerable (tied into real 
estate excesses) and that it will take 
some time to correct the problems that 
exist and that the economy is not going 
to get off unscathed. 2. The recession 
is going to be severe (in part because of 
no. 1) and it will be a Iqpg time before 
the economy turns arouitd, and this will 
depress stock prices. 3. We have 
underestimated the length and the cost 
of the Persian Gulf War and the war 
effort is going to act as a serious drag 
on the economy and financial markets. 
Clearly, if the financial system, reces-
sion, or war create more serious prob-
lems than present! y seems to be the 
case, the financial markets could come 
under considerable pressure. 
War Proeressin& 
Reasopably Well 
While the Persian Gulf War is not yet 
two weeks old, the war news remains 
relatively positive. Loss of allied 
forces and equipment has been rela-
tively low. Iraq has been unable to 
present a significant defense - the air 
force is defecting or grounded and the 
use of missiles has been largely inef-
fective. There is the belief that the 
worst part of the war may be over by 
mid-March. Countries committed tens 
of billions of dollars this past week to 
helping the U.S. pay for the war. 
Stabilizing the Persian Gulf could have 
some positive long tenn benefits to the 
rest of the world. Some military 
experts believe that once the Persian 
Gulf Crisis is positively settled that we 
could experience a long period of rela-
tive peace in the world that would con-
tribute to a sttonger world economy. 
Presidentjal Electjop -
Fipancjal Cycle 
Stock Market: We have done extensive 
research on the 4 year Pres. Elect. 
term, and believe that there is strong 
logic supporting the advance of the 
stock market over the 2.25 years prior 
to the next P.E. The tightness of fit of 
this phenomena can be observed from 
the chart on page 1. Obviously, the 
four year pattern of first decline and 
then advance does not always occur as 
was demonstrated from 85-88. The 
challenge is to determine when it is 
likely to happen and when it will not 
occur (done with the monetary, value, 
and technical market models). As a 
result of the Soft Landing Program, the 
stock market did not advance rapidly in 
1988 as would have been expected. 
Instead the market peaked 1-1.5 years 
later from late 89 (small stocks) to mid 
90 (high cap stocks). We believe that 
the S&P 500 could advance from its 
October 1990 low of 300 by 20 to 30 
percent to between 360 and 390 over 
the next two years if inflation falls, the 
recession is mild, and the models 
remain strong. 
Interest Rates: Given that Fed policy 
has a great deal to do with creating the 
observed four year stock market cycle, 
one would also expect to observe a sys-
tematic change in interest rates over the 
four year election term. As can be seen 
from the charts showing the 3m T-Bill, 
Fed Funds rate, Discount Rate, and 30 
Year Bond (pp. 2-5), interest rates tend 
to increase over the first 1.5 years after 
the P.E., decline for around one year 
( 1.5-2.5 after P.E.), then increase 
rather slowing for a year (2.5-3.5 after 
P.E.), and the decline for 6 months (6 
months prior to election). Interest rates 
(particularly short term) have fullen 
sharply over the past 6 months and 
could continue to slide for a few more 
months in accordance to the observed 
pattern of change. However, given the 
huge Federal budget deficit and the 
demand for funds in Eastern Europe 
and Japan, we expect rates to start 
increasing once the economy bottoms 
and beginning to advance. 
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Model Results 
1. Valuation Models - 2 Strongly Positive, 1 Positive, 1 Slightly Negative (pp. 1-4). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continue To Be Fairly Strong: Daily Models Range From 83-88 (p. 5) & Weekly From 78-92 
(p. 7). Long Tenn High Performance Sequential Combination Model (p.8) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies All Recommend Holding A High Level Of Equities - 95-100% (pp. 6&7). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Fairly Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Continue Fairly Strong (pp 7, 10,11). 
6. Short Tenn Technical & Causal Models Have Been Quite Positive Over Past Three Weeks (seep. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Is Weak (given rapid market turnaround). But Offset By Strong Causal Model (p. S12). 
8. Special Study: a. Interest Rates Continue Expected Fall (1), b. Discount Rate Cut Extremely Bullish (2-3), 
c. Evaluation Of Current Market Level (4-6) 
Long, Intermediate, And Short Term Models Are All (cautiously) Bullish. 
Bull Market Continues: 
Many Bears Capitulate 
The cover of the Market Commentary 
suggests that the market bottomed in 
October 1990 about the time expected at 
the beginning of the 4th quarter of the 
second year following the Presidential 
Election. The stock market often expe-
riences its most rapid advance over the 
six month period from the beginning of 
the 4th quarter of the second year fol-
lowing the Presidential Election 
through the 1st quarter of the 3rd year. 
The reason this frequently occurs is that 
the Fed wins another bout with inflation 
around this time, and starts providing 
liquidity to stimulate the economy. The 
"bullish case" is based on (1.) the Fed 
whipping inflation and stimulating ~ 
economy, (2.) the recession being 
relatively mild, and (3.) that we will 
avoid an extended and costly "ground 
war" in the Persian Gulf. In addition to 
the above considerations, the Valuation 
and long and intermediate (time hori-
zon) Liquidity Models are quite strong 
and confirm the set of bullish condi -
tions. However, the market could 
experience some selling pressure if 
there are any setbacks in the battle 
against inflation, the severity of ~ 
recession, and the length of the war 
Interest Rate Slide 
As discussed and shown in recent 
reports, it is common for interest rates 
to increase over the first year and a half 
following the Presidential Election. 
The reason for this is that the Fed fights 
the inflationary pressures often 
unleased by stimulating the economy 
going into the Presidential Election. 
However, the Fed started its Soft Land-
ing Program (i.e. designed to slow the 
economy and inflation to keep the 
expansion alive) in March 88 because 
the economy was strong going into the 
Pres. Elect. and there was concern that 
inflation might soar and send interest 
rates higher (similar to what had hap-
pened in late summer and early fall of 
87). As a result interest rates initially 
peaked in March 89 (see chart next 
page) and declined to the end of the 
year. However, since the economy 
kept expanding and inflationary pres-
sures persisted. interest rates increased 
over the first half of 1990. Rates 
started to decline in the 2nd half of the 
year as is the nonnal experience with 
the Presidential Cycle as the economy 
slowed and the core rate of inflation 
fell. The rapidly falling interest rates 
starting in the final quarter of 1990 
were very bullish for the stock market. 
As noted in recent reports, the most 
bullish period for the stock market over 
the four year election tenn is often the 
6, 9, and 12 month periods beginning 
the 4th quarter of the 2nd year follow-
ing the P.E. (i.e Oct. 1990). The rea-
son for this phenomenon is that this is 
the period when the Fed moves from 
the brake (after slowing inflationary 
expectations) to the accelerator and 
adds liquidity to stimulate the economy. 
Secopd Cut Ip Discount 
Rate Extremely Bullish 
In the Market Commentary in mid 
December 1990 we reported on condi-
tions contributing to Irjple Factor 
Bumshness. We discussed that the 
reductions in the 1. Reserve Require-
ment, 2. Discount Rate, and 3. Fed 
Funds were very bullish for the stock 
market Subsequently, we reported our 
expectations that interest rates would 
fall further. and last week (after the 
poor employment news) the Fed cut the 
Discount Rate another half a point to 6 
percent. This week we prepared an 
analysi! showing the implication of 
cuts in the Discount Rate on the stock 
market over the 41 year period from 
1950-1991 (2&3). Reductions in the 
Discount Rate have historically been 
very bullish for the stock market. 
There have been 13 reductions in the 
Discount Rate over this period 
(excluding the most recent cuts), and 
the stock market has typically been 
much stronger 6, 9, and 12 months 
later. 
Is Market Oyeryalued 
The S&P 500 has increased almost 15 
percent from its October 1990 low, and 
the Price Earning Ratio of the S&P 500 
has climbed to 15.8 (p. 4). This week 
we examine the question "has the mar-
ket become overvalued" given its rapid 
advance over the past 4 months. One 
way to evaluate the level of the market 
is to compare the current P.E. ratio to 
what might be expected given the level 
of interest rates. The table (p. 5) 
shows that based on the present I-Bill, 
Fed Funds, Discount Rate, and 30 yr 
I-Bond that a P.E. of around 14 (11.2, 
13.7, 14.6, & 14.4) would be expected 
(based on the results over the past 22 
years). Given an expected P.E. ratio of 
around 14 and an actual ratio of 15. 8 
would lead to the conclusion that the 
market is considerably overvalued and 
is vulnerable to a sharp correction. 
However, if one studies the same rela-
tionship over the past 10 years, the 
expected P .E. ratio is near the current 
ratio of 15.8 (14.4, 16.9, 15.2, 16.5). 
While the P.E. ratio has become rather 
high, it could expand further if inflation 
falls to 3.5-4 percent for. the year 
(which is plausible if oil prices stay in 
the low 20s and the recession forces 
down the increase in wages). Fmally, 
the tight inverse relationship between 
the level of interest rates and the P .E. 
ratio is shown in the last chart (p.6). 
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1. Valuation Models - 2 SttonW,y Positive, 1 Positive, 1 Slightly Negative (pp. 1-4). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continue To Be Strong: Daily Models Range From 86-90 (p. 5) & Weekly From 80-93. 
(p. 7). Long Term High Perfonnance Sequential Combination Model (p.9) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies All Recommend Holding A High Level OfF.quities- 95-100% (pp. 6&8). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Continue To Be Strong (pp 7, 10,11). 
6. Short Term Technical & Causal Models Have Been Quite Positive Over Past Four Weeks (seep. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Mcxlel Is Weak (given rapid market advance), However Offset By Strong Causal Model (p. Sl2). 
8. Special Study: a. Interest Rates Continue Expected Fall (1) & b. S&P 500 P.E. Ratio - Fairly High? (2-4). 
Long, Intermediate, And Short Term Models Are All Bullish. 
Caution Warranted Since Market Has Advanced So Rapidly & May Be Becoming Overvalued. 
More Bears Capjtulate 
It is often the case when 
CONDffiONS LOOK VERY BAD, 
and a sane person would question 
making risky investments, that the 
MARKET PRESENTS A GOOD 
BUYING OPPORTUNITY. This 
was the case in October and 
November 1990 when we had the 
quadruple problems of 1. a weak 
financial structure (e.g. savings & 
loans, banks, and some insurance 
companies), 2. a Federal govern-
ment debt that seemed to be grow-
ing out of control, 3. a recession 
beginning, and 4. the Persian Gulf 
Crisis with a war deadline. There is 
no question regarding the serious-
ness of these problems, and that 
they all have to eventually be cor-
rected if the U.S. is going to have a 
healthy economy with a strong 
financial market. On the positive 
side, steps have been taken in recent 
months to reduce our financial 
problems (1 and 2) through the 
S&L bail-out, changes in banking 
regulations, and Budgetary Agree-
ment. The other two problem (3 & 
4) seem to be under control with the 
outlook for a relatively short 
recession and Persian Gulf War. 
As problems with the economy 
seemed to grow into the fall of 90, 
investors ran for cover and the mar-
ket became undervalued. Then as 
the problems seemed to be coming 
under control, more and more bears 
were converted to the bullish camp 
contributing to the S&P 500 
increasing almost 20 percent from 
its Oct. 90 low. According to CNN 
just last week Marty Zweig threw-in 
the towel and went long in stocks. 
The question now becomes "what is As we have discussed, inflation has 
the market outlook since the many turned down and could be running 
bears have been slain." 3.5-4 percent by the end of the year. 
Market Becomina: Fairly valued 
While we believe the market could 
advance a while longer, the data we 
review suggests that the stock mar-
ket is rapidly becoming fairly valued 
as more bears become bulls. Last 
week we showed that based on a 
P.E. ratio of 15.8 that the market 
was approaching a fairly valued 
level in relation to the yield of the 3 
mon. T-Bill, Fed Funds, Discount 
Rate, and 30 yr. Bond. The interest 
rate chart on the next page shows 
the rapid decline in rates over the 
past five months as the stock market 
bottomed and rapidly advanced. 
Key interest rates have now 
declined to within 50 basis points of 
the level at the beginning of 1987. 
If rates come down somewhat fur-
ther as expected, this could help 
strengthen the underlying relation-
ship between the P.E. ratio and 
interest rates and support a some-
what higher P.E. ratio. 
Market Has Djscounted 
Future Lower InOatjon 
Our studies suggest that the inflation 
outlook is the single most important 
factor determining the direction of 
the stock market (the other 2 factors 
are the direction of earnings and 
buyer psychology). This week we 
present a chart showing the relation-
ship between the Price Earnings 
Ratio and Inflation (page 2 ahead). 
Based on the relationship over the 
past 20 years, a P.E. ratio of 16.5 
would be associated with an annual 
inflation rate of close l() 3 .5 percent. 
P.E. Ratjo Becomine Hieb 
The P.E. Ratio of the S&P 500 
climbed to 16.5 with the advance of 
the market last week. As can be 
observed from the chart (p. 3), the 
P.E. ratio has climbed to the 93 per-
centile based on its range over the 
past 17 years from 197 4 to the pre-
sent. The only time the P.E. ratio 
was higher was from 1. late in 86 
until the crash in 87 and 2. in June 
& July 90 before the rapid market 
correction. Clearly the outlook for 
inflation has improved, but the mar-
ket may have become too optimistic 
and may be driving prices to high 
and unsustainable levels. 
During the prior 3 recessions the 
P.E. ratio fell close to 7, but in the 
present recession the P.E. ratio only 
fell to 14 (maintained twice the level 
of the last 3 recessions) because of 
the Soft Landing Program that kept 
inflation from rapidly rising. As a 
result of the limited drop in the P.E. 
ratio, there is not the opportunity for 
a large P .E. expansion as the econ-
omy recovers. Furthermore, earn-
ings could decrease over the next 
two quarters due to the recession 
and soft economy and this could 
drive the P.E. still higher at the cur-
rent level of the stock market. We 
believe that Caution Is Warranted 
Regarding The Stock Market Out-
look Since The Market Is Rapidly 
Becoming Overvalued. The market 
is expected to go somewhat higher 
based on excess optimism, but as it 
does it becomes vulnerable to a 
major correction. 
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1. Valuation Models - 2 Strongly Positive, 1Positive,1 Slightly Negative (pp. 1-4). 
l .a. Special Study: Interest Rates, Inflation, & 17 Year P.E. Ratio History Suggest Market Is Approaching Fully Valued 
Level. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continue To Be Very Strong: Daily Models Range From 88-91(p.5) & Weekly From 82-
96 (p. 7). Long Tenn High Perfonnance Sequential Combination Model (p.9) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Holding 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp. 6&8). 
4. The 50 Series Intennediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models Range 
From 77-99 (pp. 10-14). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 7, 10,11). Intennediate Horizon Models Range 
From 97-99. 
6. Shon Tenn Technical & Causal Models Have Been Very Strong Over Past Five Weeks (seep. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Is Weak (given rapid market advance), However, Offset By Strong Combo Causal Model (p. S12). 
8. Special Study: New Negative Sentiment Indicator Was Very Bullish In Oct. And Still Is Fairly Strong. 
Long, Intermediate, And Short Term Models Are All Bullish. 
Caution Warranted Since Market Has Advanced So Rapidly & May Be Becoming Overvalued. 
New Hjgh For S&P SQQ 
This past week the S&P 500 make two 
new all-time highs as shown on the 
Cover of the Market Commentary. 
Over the three months from mid-July 
to early October 1990, the S&P 500 
collapsed by almost 20 percent Over 
the past four months the market 
reversed it course and has increased 
close to 25 percent. Whether one got 
aboard the fast moving market early or 
later, the question still remains "How 
much further can the market advance 
before a significant correction sets 
in?". Ironically, the sentiment of major 
investment advisors in Barrons before 
the year end holiday season was across 
the board very bearish. However, this 
week with the S&P 500 making new 
highs four of six Barrons guests were 
quite bullish, and several of the ana-
lysts see the market advancing another 
10-20 percent over the next 3-6 
months. We believe that the S&P 500 
is rapidly approach a "fully valued 
level" and significant advances from 
the present level would be due to 
11excessive optimism" and could con-
tribute to a sharp market correction. 
Market Fajrly valued 
Given the rapid advance of the market 
the past four months, we decided to 
once again examine the P.E. Ratio 
regarding its fair market value. The 
table on the next page shows the 
Relationship Between the Level of 
Major Interest Rates (ranked in ascend-
ing order) and the P.E. Ratio of the 
S&P 500. As can be observed from 
the table, the current Fed Funds rate of 
close to 6.3 percent and the 3 month T-
Bill rate of 5. 7 percent have a corrre-
sponding P.E. Ratio of 17 times earn-
ings - the present P.E. In relation to 
the current Discount Rate and 30 year 
bond yield the P.E. ratio is a little high. 
However, if the Discount Rate is cut 
again (possible if recession drags on) 
and the yield of the long bond drops 
another 30 basis points, the expected 
P.E. would be close to 17.5. 
P.E. Ratio Is High 
While the P.E. Ratio seems reasonable 
in relation to interest rates, the P.E. 
ratio is, nonetheless, very high in 
comparison to its recent history. At the 
current level of 17, the P.E. ratio 
stands at its 96 percentile in its range 
over the past 17 years (since 1974) as 
can be observed from the chart two 
pages forward. Over the past 17 
years, the P.E. ratio was only higher 
during 1987, and it was in October of 
that year that the stock market Crashed. 
Further perspective on the level of the 
market can be obtained from consider-
ing the relationship between the P .E. 
ratio and inflation rate. As can be 
observed from the 3rd special chart, a 
P.E. of 17 would be associated with an 
inflation rate of only 3 percent While 
inflation is cenainly trending down-
ward, most forecasts place the inflation 
rate at 3 .5-4 percent by year end. Thus 
in relation to inflation, the P.E. ratio 
seems to be relatively high. 
Some market analysts are talking about 
market gains of from 35-50 percent 
from the October 1990 low. They note 
that market advances of this order were 
experienced in 1975, 1980, and 1982-
83. However, what they have failed to 
appreciate is that the P .E. ratio in these 
three instances had fallen to near 7 and 
that the P.E. in October, 1990 only fell 
to 14 (i.e. one half of the earlier 
levels). As we have repeatedly 
discussed, the Soft Landing Program 
of the Federal Reserve slowed the 
inflationary pressures in the economy 
during 1989 & 90 and the P.E. ratio 
was not beat down as in prior reces-
sions. 
Negatiye Sentiment Indicator 
We strive to periodically add new indi-
cators that will provide fun.her insight 
into the direction of the stock market. 
Since we believe the Federal Reserve is 
the strongest factor influencing the 
stock market, most of our models were 
of a monetary characteristic (i.e. based 
on reserves, money supply, and inter-
est rates). However, since the stock 
market does tend to become "over" and 
"under" valued at times, we have 
added several Valuation Models over 
the past year. This week we add an 
entirely new type of valuation model 
that is based on "negative sentiment". 
As can be seen from the special chart 
(page 4 forward), most significant 
market advances start when there is 
strong negative sentiment. As can be 
observed, negative sentiment was very 
high a year ago February and again this 
past October before major market 
advances. Market analysts are often 
wrong at turning points, but fairly 
good trend followers and right on 
direction. That is the reason negative 
sentiment is often high at turning 
points, but declines once a market 
advance gets underway. 
'fl: 
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1. Valuation Models - 2 Negative: Sentiment & Inflation (A&B). 3 Positive: Relative Yield (C&D) and Technical- trend 
following) (E) (pp. 1-5). Believe the two most important Valuation Models (A&B) are signaling caution. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continue To Be Very Strong: Daily Models Range From 86-91(p.6) & Weekly From 84-
97 (p. 8). Long Tenn High Perfonnance Sequential Combination Model (p.10) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Holding 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp. 7&9). 
4. The 50 Series Intennediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models Range 
From 74-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12). Intermediate Horizon Models Range 
From 97-100. 
6. Short Term Patten, Technical, & Causal Models Have/ Are Topping & Turning Down & Caution Advised (see p. S 1-11 ). 
7. Divergence and Combo Causal Model Turning Down Suggesting Mark.et May Have Reached Short Tenn Peak (p. S 12). 
8. Special Study: CRB Index - Been Very Strong Since October 90 & Remains Strong. 
Longer Term Models Are Bullish. Short Term Cautious Position Adyised. 
After New Hiah? 
Early last week the S&P 500 edged up 
to make another all-time high (see 
cover). The question on the minds of 
many financial analysts is "whether the 
stock market is going to move deci-
sively higher, has topped out for the 
time being, or is poised to move 
lower". Unfortunately, as discussed 
below there are some reasons to think 
the mark.et has become overvalued and 
vulnerable, and other reasons to argue 
that the market could climb higher. 
Concern Market Is Overvalued: Based 
on fundamental value considerations 
(i.e. market in relation to forecasted 
inflation and current interest rates - as 
presented in reports last 2 weeks) and 
investment sentiment (i.e. herd is 
becoming more bullish, and that is 
often bearish) the market has become 
fully valued, and is moving into an 
over-valued range. However, 
"excessive optimism'' could drive the 
market still higher (i.e. belief in a short 
recession and upturn of economy 
and/or a quick end to the Persian Gulf 
War) and make it vulnerable to a fast 
correction on release of bad news. 
Strong Monetary Models Is Good: 
Concern of the Federal Reserve over 
the deteriorating economy has led it to 
rapidly increase reserves and to bring 
down interest rates. The daily and 
weekly liquidity models (our basic 
models) are very strong and range 
from 74 -100. Indicative of the Fed's 
effort to stimulate the economy, the 
intennediate reserve models are Very 
Strong - range from 97 to 100. Fur-
thermore, if the economy remains 
sluggish the daily and weekly liquidity 
models (based on short, intennediate, 
and long tenn interest rates) could 
grow even stronger. Should ti'1! 
models become even stronger, a pos-
sibility that can not be ruled out, the 
mark.et could be propelled still higher. 
Lonier Tenn Outlook: 
The longer tenn Positive Scenario that 
could contribute to the stock market 
moving strongly into higher territory 
includes: 1. we start collecting the 
"peace dividend" (i.e. Persian Gulf 
War is quickly over with our energy 
future more secure plus the cold war 
with the Soviet Union is over), 2. the 
economy bottoms over the next few 
months and the upturn starts in the 
summer, 3. the fragile financial system 
is able to the grow its way back to 
health without another crisis, 4. the 
growth of the Federal Deficit slows 
and the level of debt starts to decline, 
and S. inflation contracts and falls to 3 
percent or lower on a sustained basis. 
The longer tenn Neaative Scenario that 
could keep the market from moving 
much higher includes: 1. the "peace 
dividend" is slow in coming with gov-
ernment and military expenditures con-
tinuing to grow as a percent of GNP as 
occurred over the past decade, 2. as the 
economy starts to recovery interest 
rates start advancing due to the 
"crowding out" of private investment 
by public investment (borrowing), 3. 
as a society we continue to try to spend 
more than we produce with the conse-
quence that the "coren rate of inflation 
does not fall much below the 4 percent 
level, and falls far short of the five year 
objective of the Fed to get inflation 
down to lt011 • 
Out longer tenn outlook (at this time) is 
neither the real "positive scenario" or 
that of "gloom and doom ti. The U.S. 
economy is working to solve some of 
its longer tenn problems, while other 
are likely be around for some time. 
CRB Index 
The special study this week involves 
the CRB Index. and we believe that 
this index can provide valuable insight 
regarding the direction of the stock 
market. This week the CRB Index 
(i.e. daily cash settlement price) 
reached a three year low as can be 
observed from the chart on the next 
page (p. 1 ). Some believe that the 
falling index could be a sign of coming 
deflation which would be detrimental 
to the economy and the financial mar-
kets. We do not believe that the index 
is falling rapidly enough to lead to 
deflation, but instead contracting to a 
point that could contribute to greater 
price stability in the future. 
Our interest in the CRB Index (at this 
point) is the extent to which it is help-
ful in predicting short (i.e. a few 
months) and intennediate tenn change 
in stock prices (i.e. 1-2 years). The 
scale of the CRB Index is inverted in 
the second special chart (p.2) to allow 
one to observe the extent to which 
falling commodity prices are correlate 
to rising stock prices. Arrows were 
added to pick-up the major trend in 
commodity prices in the third special 
chart (p. 3). As can be observed from 
this chart, the stock market often is 
increasing when commodity prices are 
falling which intuitively makes a great 
deal of sense. Observe that the com-
modity index was falling as the S&P 
500 climbed from 270 to 350 from 
Aug 88 to Aug 89 and that the 
commodity index has been falling since 
the market low in October 1990. We 
believe that trend of the CRB Index is 
very significant to the movement of the 
stock market and we will be 
incorporating it into future models. 
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1. Valuation Models - 2 Negative: Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market (A&B). 3 Positive (2 contracting): Relative Yield 
(C&D) and Technical - trend following (E) (pp. Sl-5). Two most important Valuation Models (A&B) signaling caution. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continue To Be Very Strong: Daily Models Range From 80-90 (p. 6) & Weekly From 84-
95 (p. 8). Long Term High Perfonnance Sequential Combination Model (p.10) Also Bullish. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Holding 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp. 7&9). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models Range 
From 77-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12). lntennediate Horizon Models Range 
From 97-100. 
6. Short Tenn Pattern, Technical, & Causal Models Have/Are Topping & Turning Down & Caution Advised (seep. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Falling Together Suggesting Market May Have Reached Short Tenn Peak (p. S 12). 
8. Special Study: New Raw Material Model Has Turned Down Sharply Last 5 Days And So Has Synthetic Bond Index (pp. 
S6&7). Further deterioration of these models makes a correction ever more likely. 
Longer Term Liqudity Models Remain Bullish. Fed Has Added Considerable Liquidity To System. 
Short Term Models Adyjse Extreme Caution. Market lncreasjn2ly Oyervalued - Correction Likely. 
Economic Stren2th? 
There was some evidence last week that 
the "economy is stronger" than previ-
ously thought to be the case. The 4th 
quarter G.N.P. was revised upward to 
-2.0 percent. Many sectors of the 
economy reported gains during the final 
quarter, and had it not been for the 
slumping automobile industry tre 
G.N.P. would have been positive dur-
ing the final quarter. If the slump so 
far has been relatively shallow and the 
Fed has added considerable liquidity to 
the system (which the models certainly 
suggest), then the recession could be 
relatively short with the rebound stan-
ing late in the second quarter. 
A relatively short and shallow reces-
sion, while good for the economy, is 
not necessarily good for the stock mar-
ket. If the economy turns around over 
the next few months, then it is likely 
that inflation will not fall yezy far and 
we may not see the 3.5-4 percent 
annual inflation rate forecasted by the 
Administration. Furthermore, an eco-
nomic rebound means that the Fed will 
not loosen further and that interest rates 
may haye reacbed or be near their low 
for this four year election tenn. While 
President Bush's public rating is very 
high now, the Pres. Elec. is still 1. 7 5 
years in the future. In order to insure 
Bush's re-election and a strong show-
ing for the Republicans, the economy is 
going to have to tum around soon. A 
large portion of the "swing voters" 
make their choice of presidential candi-
dates and party based on how well tre 
economy is perfonning over the year or 
two before the election. Time is 
growing shon, and a tum around in the 
economy is needed from a political 
standpoint. Our economic research 
shows that one of the most reliable 
economic phenomenon is that the econ -
omy is advancing over the two year 
period before the Presidential Election -
we call this the economic Presidential 
Election Effect (P.E.E.) 
Market Oyeryalued? 
Last week the S&P 500 made its 4th 
new all-time high over the past 3 
weeks. The question remains "Is the 
market under, properly, or overval-
~?". Our research suggests that the 3 
primary factors that drive the stock 
market are 1. inflation outlook 
(improving, but not likely to drive 
inflation below 4 percent for an 
extended period of time), 2. earnings 
(forecast by many to be down 7-10 
percent for the year), and 3. psychol-
ogy (moving towards over optimism). 
In our opinion the new highs for the 
market are associated with pride regard-
ing the war and collecting the "Peace 
Dividend". There is some degree of 
truth in the advice to "buy on rumor 
and sell on fact". The market has been 
advancing almost since the war broke 
out the day after the deadline for Iraq to 
withdraw had passed. The S&P 500 is 
up almost 20 percent since the war 
broke out, and the final signing of the 
peace agreement is like yesterday's 
news. The market has in our opinion 
already discounted the coming of the 
peace. 
PE Ratio: The S&P 500 P.E. ratio 
climbed to 17.15 this week which is in 
the upper 6 percent of its range for the 
past 17 years (since 1974) and on a 
forward basis (i.e. earnings forecasted 
to decline by 7-10% for the year) the 
P.E. ratio is in the upper 4 percent of 
its range (see chart 2 pages forward). 
There is no question that the monetary 
models are strong, but we believe the 
market has progressed from being 
undervalued in Oct. 1990 when ire 
P.E. was down to near 14 to being 
overvalued with the current P.E. of 
17.15 and a forward P.E. approaching 
19. Many technical forecasters believe 
the market could advance another 10 
percent based on the historical gains 
associated with the strong advance of 
the market so far this year. However, 
the market did not fall to anywhere near 
to the extent in this recession as was the 
case in the prior 3 recessions, so there 
is less opportunity for a rebound. 
A further reason for believing the mar-
ket has become overvalued is that at the 
end of the year money managers had a 
high level of cash while they now have 
a low level. Barron's reported (3/4/91) 
that 1. their survey of money managers 
found that cash in equity accounts had 
fallen from 17.5 % three months ago to 
11.5% now and 2. that Indata reponed 
cash in portfolios in mid Feb. was 
down to 6% (from 6.9% at year-end) to 
the lowest level since last summer. The 
cash that flowed into equities during the 
first quarter of this year helped to fuel 
the sharp market advance. With 39 
percent of managers surveyed by Bar:. 
ron • s planning to raise cash, demand 
for stocks could fall and contribute to a 
market correction from its overvalued 
level 
Raw Material Model - Causation 
New model is presented on next page. 
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Model Results 
1. Valuation Models - 2 Negative: Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market Return-A&B, 1 Neutral 
(relative yield) - C 2 Positive (relative yield) and (technical - trend following) - D&E (pp. 1-5). We 
believe most important Valuation Models (A&B) are signaling caution. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Continue To Be Strong, But Are Weakening: Daily Models Range 
From 74-88 (p. 6) & Weekly Models From 77-91 (p. 8). Long Tenn Sequential Combination Model 
(p.10) Strong, But Weakening. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Holding 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In 
Portfolios (pp. 7&9). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To 
Equities. Models Range From 77-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12). Intermediate 
Horizon Models Range From 97-100. 
6. Short Tenn Pattern & Technical Models Are Topping & Causal Models Are Very Weak (p. S 1-11 ). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Falling, And Divergence Model Now Very Weak Which Is Often 
Case Before A Large Market Correction (p. S 12). 
8. Special Study: P.E. Studies Show That Market Is Overvalued On A Fundamental Basis (pp 1-3). 
Market Op Short Term & Lom: Term Bases Is Becomim: 
More Oyervalued And Cautjon Is Advjsed 
Fundamental value Decreasine 
We have repeated several special charts this 
week relating to the Level Of The Stock Market 
to consider whether a 17 .6 price earnings ratio 
for the S&P 500 is warranted. The first special 
chart shows that the P.E. ratio climbed to the 5th 
percentile of its range over the past 17 years (p. 
1 ). Some market optimists expect the market to 
rise much further since they claim the typical 
bull market increases around 65% versus the 25-
30% gain of the market so far. However, as the 
chart suggests the Soft Landing Program of the 
Federal Reserve kept inflation from growing 
rapidly. As a result, there was not the typical 
p.e. contract in this recession, and as a conse-
quence the p.e. expansion is going to be rather 
mild. The 2nd special chart shows the relation-
ship between the P.E. ratio and the C.P.I. (p.2). 
The current P.E. of 17 .6 is not justified unless 
inflation falls to near 3 percent - a level to which 
only the most optimistic allude. Finally, the 
special table shows the relationship between the 
p.e. ratio and key interest rates (p.3). This chart 
shows that several key interest rates would have 
to fall from 40-70 basis points to warrant the 
current p.e. ratio of 17.6 of the S&P 500. 
Raw Materjal Model 
The new Raw Material Model was made one of 
the regular models this week (p SS), and we 
believe that it provides important insights into 
the short and intermediate direction of the stock 
market. The model has decreased the past 10 
days, and if it continues to deteriorate the market 
is like I y to forced into a correction. 
Deyelgpmept Of A Complementary 
Set Of Models 
Periodically, we believe it is useful to review the 
nature of the models you regularly receive. The 
more your understand about the models and 
how they operating, the greater use you will 
make of them and the more valuable they will 
become. Furthermore, we believe that the mar-
ket will be relatively trendless and cyclical 
(swinging in a trading range) over the 1990s (as 
explained in a long special year end report) per-
forming similar to the market over the 16 years 
from 1966 to 1982 when the Dow fluctuated in a 
trading range from 700 to 1000. In a relatively 
JO 
flat and cyclical market, returns can be substan-
tially improved by market forecasting and asset 
allocation. 
Initial Models: 
In the early years of the stock market project the 
models were entirely of a (1.) 
Monetary/Liquidity Nature being constructed 
largely from different maturity bonds, reserves, 
and money supply. The course of the stock 
market is to a large extent determined by the 
Fed's decision regarding whether to tighten or 
loosen. And such decisions are based on infla-
tionary pressures in the system plus the level at 
which the economy is operating. Normally 
when the economy expands too rapidly and 
inflation becomes a threat, the Fed will tighten 
(i.e. slow the rate of growth of the economy and 
possibly cause a recession) and this often 
depresses the stock market. Conversely, loos-
ening by the Fed when inflation is under control 
is often positive for the stock market since eco-
nomic activity is expanding. In the past, and on 
into the foreseeable future, we believe the 
actions of the Fed will have considerable influ-
ence on the course of the stock market. Unfor-
tunately, the market does not advance precisely 
in relation to changes in the system's liquidity. 
At times the stock market becomes overvalued 
(or undervalued) relative to economic conditions 
and the return of alternative investment instru-
ments. 
Newer Models: 
As a result we have designed a set of (2.) 
Valuation Models to help us determine whether 
the market has swung too far in one direction or 
another. The Valuation Models measure the 
current price of the market in relation to past and 
projected inflation, return of other financial 
instruments, and investment advisors sentiment 
(a contrary logic measure). Additionally, a set 
of (3.) Technical Models have been prepared to 
more precisely measure and forecast the shorter 
term movements of the market (i.e. when a trend 
is starting, stalling, continuing, or reversing). 
Why More Mo<lels: 
We believe that greater precision in forecasting 
the market is made possible by using the thtee 
categories of models together, rather than using 
only one type of model (i.e. the Mone-
tary/Liquidity Models). For example, in Oct 90 
the Monetary/Liquidity Models, Valuation 
Models, and Technical Models were all three 
strongly positive creating a set of signs that were 
extremely bullish. The three models were also 
very positive in mid-January of this year 
before/as the market began its rapid climb. At 
the present time while the Monetary Models 
remain fairly strong, several of the Valuation 
Models suggest the market has become fully 
valued or overvalued. 
Mo<lelin& Process: 
Finally, the relative success that we have expe-
rienced in forecasting the stock market is to a 
large extent associated with the nonlinear model-
ing method (closely related to chaos theory) that 
we have pioneered and use extensively in model 
building. Our goal is to strive to improve the 
existing models and to develop new models that 
provide further insight into the direction of the 
stock market. 
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Model Results 
. Valuation Models - 2 Negative (A&B): Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 1 Neutral (C): Relative 
Yield, 1 Positive (D) But Declining: Relative Yield, and 1 Strong (E): Trend following (pp. 1-5). Valuation 
Models continue to suggest that market overvalued and caution is advised. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong, But Are Weakening. Daily Models Range From 75-90 (p. 6) & Weekly 
Models From 76-89 (p. 8). Long Term Sequential Combination Mcxlel (p.10) Strong, But Weakening. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp 7&9). 
4. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 78-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12) - Range From 75-100. 
6. Short Tenn Pattern & Technical Models Are Topping & Causal Mcxlels Are Weak (p. S 1-11 ). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Mcxlel Now Weak (p. S 12). 
8. Special Study: P.E./Dividend Analysis Suggests Market Is Overvalued On A Fundamental Basis (pp 1-3). 
Market On Short Term & Lone Term Bases Is Becomine 
More Oyervalued Apd Cautjon Is Adyjsed 
Fundamental value 
Price Earninis Ratio: A question of 
considerable importance to equity 
managers is whether the market is 
fairly valued, undervalued, or 
overvalued. This week we present 
a somewhat different perspective on 
the level at which the market is val-
ued. The S&P 500 P.E. Ratio this 
week is 17 .5 - at the upper 5 per-
cent of its range over the past 17 
years (p. 1). The advance of the 
S&P 500 over the past 2.25 years 
(since late 1988) has been almost 
entirely due to th8 expansion of the 
P .E. multiple from 12 to 17 .5 - due 
to improvement in investors' 
psychology. Earnings have been 
plotted along with the P.E. Ratio on 
the 2nd companion chart (p. 1 a), 
and this chart shows that earnings 
are little changed from 2.25 years 
ago. To support such a high P.E. 
ratio, earnings would have to 
increase and/or inflation come way 
down over the year. The economy 
would have to bounce back sharply 
for earnings to improve much this 
year, and this does not seem to be 
likely given the economic weakness 
reponed this past week (i.e. indus-
trial prcxluction and capacity utiliz.a-
tion down, 1st ten days of March 
car sales down, and business 
inventories up). 
Producer Price Index: If earnings 
are largely unchanged for the year, 
then the inflation picture would 
have to fall to near the 3.5 percent 
level to justify the current P.E. (p. 
4). Over the past 2 months the core 
rate of the Producer Price Index has 
advanced increasing .5% and .4% 
after a 12 month slide, and this 
does not bode well for the CPI. 
This week's C.P.I. report could 
have a strong impact on the market, 
and if the number is not low for 
(i.e .. 1-.2% for Feb.) the market 
could deteriorate. 
Dividend Yield: The S&P 500 
Dividend Yield (like the P .E. ratio) 
can also be used to help assess 
whether the market is fairly valued, 
undervalued, or overvalued. 
Unfortunately, the S&P 500 divi-
dend yield (presently 3.26%) has 
fallen to the lower 5 percentile in its 
range cover the past 17 years (p. 
3). It was only lower during 9 
months in 1987 - before the 1987 
Market Crash. As discussed 
before, the market is often 
vulnerable when the dividend yield 
falls below 3.3 percent. In 
summary, the market seems to us to 
be overvalued with the S&P 500 
Dividend Yield at its Sth lowest 
percentile while the P.E. Ratio is at 
its 5th hi&hest percentile. The 
factor that we believe is driving the 
market to an unsustainable level is 
the coming of peace in the Persian 
Gulf, and that we are feeling good 
about ourselves as a country. 
However, the Peace Dividend is 
well off in the future (if it every 
occurs), and in the mean time we 
have serious domestic problems 
that have to be addressed (i.e. 
recession, huge Federal Budget 
deficit, heavily indebted consumer 
market, a shaky financial structure 
with S&L & banking problems, 
and an eroded international com-
petitive position). 
A Further Djscoupt Rate Cut 
Last week when Chm. Greenspan 
spoke, he did not rule-out the pos-
sibility of a funher discount rate cut 
if the economy does not bottom and 
start to recover fairly soon. With 
the Fed Funds rate falling below 6 
percent (last three days) and the 
poor industrial production and 
capacity utilization numbers that 
came out on Friday, there is 
speculation that the Fed will feel 
compelled to cut the Discount Rate. 
It is often beneficial to the stock 
market when the Fed starts 
rcliquifying the economic system 
. such as occurred over the past few 
months (Fed Funds rate, Reserve 
Requirement, and Discount Rates 
were all cut - a policy change that 
we called Triple Factor Bullish). 
However, if the Fed forces rates 
down too low as it tries to slow the 
economic decline and bring about a 
recovery, it could contribute to 
bringing back of inflation. This 
happened before when the Discount 
Rate was reduced below 6 percent 
as shown on the 4th special chart 
(p. 3). We fear that the Fed is so 
anxious to get the economy moving 
with the low domestic approval rate 
of the Administration that it will 
forget about fighting inflation 
(remember Greenspan's objective 
of getting inflation down_ to "O" 
over a five year period). 
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ti.on Models (fundamentally unchanged) - 2 Neeative (A&B ): Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market 
, J Neutral (C): Relative Yield, 1 Positive, (but declining) D: Relative Yield, and 1 Stron& (E): Trend 
lowing (pp. 1-5). V a1uation Models continue to sueeest market somewhat overvalued & caution is advised. 
nger Tenn Liquidity Models Strong, But Are Deteriorating. Daily Models Range From 78-91 (p. 6) & 
eekly Models From 75-90 (p. 8). Long Term Sequential Combination Model (p.10) Strong, But 
eakening. 
Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Ponfolios (pp 7&9) . 
. The 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Arc Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 78-100 (pp. 11-15). . 
s. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12)- Range From 81-100. 
6. Short Term Pattern & Technical Models Down Past 2 Weeks As Market Corrected & Remain Weak (p. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Strengthened After Market Correction Past 7 Days (p. S12). 
8. Special Study: New Basic Factor Index Explained (be made a permanent model next week) (see pp 1-3 & 3a). 
Market Now .Judeed To Be From Fajrly To Overvalued On A Short Term & Lone Term Bases 
5 Month Bull Market Contjnua, While Contractjon May Be Extended Somewbat Further 
Model Lo1ic 
)ver the past 3-6 months, we have 
Ldded a number of new models 
aaving characteristics different from 
mr fundamental Monetary/Liquid-
ly Models (i.e. Pan 2 - chans·6-15 
long and intermediate horizon 
nodels) to broaden our perspective 
egarding the factors influencing the 
najor direction of the stock market. 
r-he Valuation Models (i.e. charts 
-5 of set showing Long and 
determine when a change is devel-
oping in the major trend of the mar-
ket - either upward or .downward. 
In addition, the short term models 
can be used for deciding when to 
commit more funds to equities and 
when to build cash. Furthermore, 
the shon term models can be used 
to enhance market return through 
buying calls and puts in the futures 
market 
ntennediate Horizon Models) are Towards Causatjog 
lesigned to help us determine when The basic Monetary/Liquidity 
rie market is either Overvalued or Models are constructed from 1. 
Jndervalued. Sttong MARKET returns of different maturity debt 
~V ANCES normally occur when issues and 2. from factors influ-
rie market is both Undervalued (as cnced by the Federal Reserve (i.e. 
ndicated by the Valuation Models) reserves and money supply). We 
nd the Monetary/Liquidity Models are now moving in our modeling 
re rapidly improving (or arc high) effon to determine what factors 
conditions from Oct. 90 - Mar. influence the changes in Fed policy 
1. Conversely, Market Tops often . and return of different debt instru-
ccur when the Monetary/Liquidity mcnts. 
lfodcls and Valuation turn down 
like happened last 2 weeks), and 
tAJOR MARKET CONTRAC-
10NS occur when the Monetary/ 
.iquidity and Valuation Models arc 
tpidly deteriorating. These longer 
ttd intennediate horizon models are 
esigned primarily for the purpose 
f Asset Allocation. 
I e have also developed a set of 
hon Term Models (i.e. chans 1-
3 - Part 1 ) to determine factors 
iving the market over a period of 
few days to a f cw months. The 
irpose of these models is to 
Raw Material Model: A few weeks 
ago we inttoduccd a Raw Material 
Model (p. S8) which we believe 
provides additional insight into the 
changing yield of debt instruments 
and in Fed policy variables. Over 
the past 21 months, the market has 
advanced rapidly in three major 
upward burst and in each case the 
Raw Material Index was rapidly 
advancing. The rapid advance of 
the market from Oct 90 to Mar. 91 
corresponded with a sharp increase 
in this model. Furthermore, the 
market moved either sideways or 
downward when the Raw Material 
Index was decreasing. 
Another BASIC MODEL: Given 
the attractiveness of the Raw 
Material Model, we examined other 
basic factors of production and 
have uncovered another category of 
variable that also does an excellent 
job in signaling the shon and inter-
mediate direction of the stock mar-· 
ket. The new Basic Factor (of pro-
duction) Index is plotted with the 
S&P 500 on the special chans 
shown on the next four pages (pp. 
1-3&3a). The three major advances 
of the market during 1988 occurred 
when the Basic Factor Index was 
rapidly improving (p. 1). Again, 
the 40-50 point gain in the S&P 
500 from Mar. - Aug. 1989 oc-
curred as the Basic Factor Index 
was rapidly improving. Lastly, the 
40 point gain in the S&P 500 from 
Feb. - Jul. 1990 and the 80 point 
gain from Oct. 90 - Mar. 91 oc-
curred as the Basic Factor Index 
was steadily improving. In contrast 
the Basic Factor Index was rapidly 
deteriorating as the S&P 500 fell 
sharply from July to Oct. 1990. 
flan.s.: In the near future, we will 
develop a Short Term Combination 
model (incorporating data from the 
Bond Index, Raw Material Index, 
and Basic Factor Index) that could 
be quite useful in forecasting shon 
term market movements lasting 
from a few days to a few months. 
1,,-
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1. Valuation Models: A&B Negative - Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market Return, C Neutral To Negative -
Relative Yield, D Positive But Deteriorating- Relative Yield, and E Very Strong-Trend Following (pp. 1-5). 
Valuation Models continue to suggest that market has become Fully Valued and Caution Is Advised. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Strong, But Are Weakening. Daily Models Range From 73-91 (p. 6) & Weekly 
Models From 67-91 (p. 8). Long Term Sequential Combination Model (p.10) Strong, But Weakening. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp 7&9). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 79-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12)- Range From 76-100. 
6. Short Term Pattern Show Signs Of Turning Up, But May Be Due To End Of Quarter Pension Fund 
Purchasing. (p. S 1-11 ). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Weak: (p. S12). 
8. Special Studies: Assessment of Model Performance (pp 1-5) & More Analysis Of New Raw Material B Model. 
On A Short Term Fundamental Basjs Market Is Becomin& Oyeryalued. 
On A Loni:er Term Basis Market Remains Bullish. Oyerall CAUTION ADYISED. 
Fundamental value 
Presidential Election Cycle Calls Tum 
Again: As noted last Fall, we were 
entering one of the most bullish 6 
month period of the 4 year Presidential 
Election Cycle from the 4th quarter of 
the 2nd year after the P .E. through the 
1st quarter of the 3rd year (i.e. Nov. 
90 -Mar 91). This is the 6 month 
period when the market normally turns 
upward after the Fed has gone through 
an extended period of tightening to 
slow the economy to bring inflation 
under control after the election. The 
S&P 500 is up almost 30 percent from 
its October low, and the gain of small 
stocks has been even more spectacular 
(i.e. Nasdaq made a record advance 
during the 1st quarter of this year). 
While we believe that the Bull Maiket 
continues, our analysis suggests that 
the maiket for the time being is pushing 
into over-valued territory, and particu-
larly if it breaks to new highs this week 
which is entirely possible. 
5 - 5 Warning: After the advance last 
week, the S&P 500 is back close to its 
all-time high where it was two weeks 
ago - the P.E. ratio at 17.5 is at the top 
5 percent of its range over the 17 year 
period since 1974 and the dividend 
yield is at the lowest 5 percent of its 
range. Nonetheless, the market could 
push into new high territory this week 
since there are still a large number of 
Bullish Advisors that recommending 
more commitment to stocks - small 
stock getting a big push. Their logic is 
that Bull Markets often advance from 
60-80 percent, and that we have much 
further to expand. The major defi-
ciency of this analysis is that it falls to 
recognize that the market did not expe-
rience the large historical sell-off before 
the advance began - S&P did not fall 
below the level of where it started the 
first post Presidential Election year 
1989. Without the sharp sell-off 
(because of the somewhat successful 
Soft Landing Policy of the Federal 
Reserve), there is not the normally 
rebound to be experienced when the 
maiket turns upward. Furthennore, the 
last 3 Bull Markets started with a P.E. 
ratio of close to 7 .5 percent while this 
Bull Market started with a P.E. of 
nearly 14. When the maiket has been 
severely beaten down, the gains are 
much more spectacular than when tre 
market has not been destroyed by sud-
den tightening of Fed after Pres.Elec. 
Model Assessment 
This week we have charted the results 
of the Longer Daily and Weekly Liq-
uidity Models (recommend moving into 
stocks when they climb to above 60-70 
and moving out of stocks when they 
fall to 20-25) plus the 50 Series 
Models (designed to move into stocks 
when models above 50 and out of 
equities below 50). The Cover of the 
Report this week shows the Perfor-
mance of the Daily Long and lntenne-
diate Tenn Liquidity Models (i.e. con-
structed from different maturity interest 
rates). We believe that the models 
provide very important insight into the 
direction of the stock market, and that 
they can be used to significantly 
increase return through ( 1) asset alloca-
tion (i.e. raising or lowering stock 
market exposure) or from (2) enhance-
ment through the buying of puts and 
calls in the futures market to take 
advantage of shorter term market 
movements. The first 3 special charts 
(pp. 1-3) show the results for the 50 
Series Model with attention paid to ~ 
combined impact of the Long Term 
Liquidity Model and Reserve Model 
(reserve model is less stable, and nor-
mally increases before most market 
advances). The 4th special chart shows 
the results of the Weekly Liquidity 
Models and the 5th chart shows the 
results of the Daily Liquidity Models 
that were presented on the Cover Of 
The Market Commentary. (The Short 
Tenn Liquidity Models have not been 
downgraded since they they have 
proven to be relatively poor in 
forecasting the stock maiket due to ~ 
Fed's Soft Landing Policy). 
New Raw Mare rial "B" Index 
Last week we introduced a 2nd Raw 
Material Variable that we believe can be 
quite useful in helping to forecasting 
shorter and longer tenn market moves. 
The development of this Index (along 
with the 1st Raw Material Index) is 
consistent with our desire to move 
beyond building models based on cor-
related variables that signal the direction 
of the stock market (e.g. interest rates, 
reserves, and, money supply). We 
believe the new Raw Material variables 
move closer to causation and cover 
factors that influence the correlated 
variables. The new Raw Material "B" 
variable is plotted in 2 sections to better 
show how it influences the market (5-
89 to present and 7-90 to present). As 
can be observed, when the Index is 
advancing the market is normally 
upward trending; and, conversely, 
when the Index is deteriorating the 
market is often declining. It is our 
intention to develop models scaled from 
0-100 for the new Raw Material 
Indexes, but this will take sometime. 
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1. Valuation Models: A&B Negative - Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market Return, C Neutral To Negative-
Relative Yield, D Approaching Neutral - Relative Yield, and E Very Strong-Trend Following (pp. 1-5). 
Valuation Mcxlels continue to suggest that market has become Fully Valued and Caution Is Advised. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Sttong, But Have Weakened. Daily Models Range From 76-92 (p. 6) & 
Weekly Models From 67-91 (p. 8). Long Tenn Sequential Combo Model (p.10) Strong, But Weakening. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Sttategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp 7 &9). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Sttong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 77-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Sttong (pp 8, 11,12)- Range From 70-100. 
6. Short Tenn Causal Model Strong & Could Contribute To Market Advance If Inflation Nos. Good (p. S 1-11 ). 
· 7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Neutral (p. S12). 
8. Special Studies: 50 Series Reserve Model (see cover & p. 12.b.). New Raw Mat B Model Again Next Week. 
Market Is Fully valued Io Overyalued On A Short Term Basjs. Much Depends On PPI & CPI. 
On A Loneer Term Basis Market Remains Bullish. Oyerall CAUTION STILL ADYISED. 
Model Assessment 
The different horizon Liquid-
ity /Monetary Models (long = 3 - 4 
yrs., intermediate = 1 - 2 yrs., and 
short term= few wks. - few mon.) 
are all designed to measure the 
changing pressure for financial 
resources in the economic system. 
The models are constructed from 
different maturity interest rates, 
reserve factors, and money supply. 
The models are designed to be 
advancing when liquidity is improv-
ing (i.e. supply is increasing relative 
to demand), and that is normally 
good for stock prices (also depends 
on level of Valuation Models). Last 
week we reviewed the performance 
of several of Longer Horizon Daily 
and Weekly Models and two Inter-
mediate Horizon 50 series models. 
The data continues to support the 
conclusion that the Liquid-
ity/Monetary Models are highly cor-
related to the change in stock prices. 
50 Series Reserve Model: Once 
again this week we want to focus 
your attention on the 50 Series 
Reserve Model featured last week, 
since we believe it provides some 
startling insight into the movement 
of stock prices that we have failed to 
observe in the past. The special 
chart shown on the cover of the 
report (and on next page) is the 
same chart we have been producing 
regularly on page 11 on the inter-
mediate and long term horizon 
models. The only difference is that 
this chaft shows the results for the 
past 6.25 years from 1985 (rather 
than 1982) to the present. Please 
observe that over the six complete 
years that the reserve model was 
growing rapidly during the first 6 
months of the year and the stock 
market was rapidly advancing. The 
pattern has been strong so far this 
year as the reserve model has soared 
to its highest level of 100 and the 
market has increased very rapidly. 
Results: The S&P 500 (see table) 
has gained an average of 36 percent 
(annualized) over the first six 
months of the year while gaining 
only 0.8 percent over the 2nd half 
of the year. 
Why Pattern? It could be that the 
rapid increase of the reserve model 
and the market during the first half 
of the year is due to chance, but we 
do not believe this to be the case. 
Instead, we believe that there is 
strong economic logic supporting 
the reserve model/stock pattern 
observed The 1st qtr. of the year is 
the slowest when the weather is 
bad, construction is down, and 
people are staying at home. Condi-
tions start to improve during the 2nd 
quarter of the year as the weather 
becomes less harsh. The economy 
picks-up substantial during the 3rd 
quarter summer vacation months 
and continues strong through the 
final holiday quarter of the year 
(also lots of football and outdoor 
activities). Due to the seasonality of 
the economy, reserves are increased 
during the first half of the year to 
give the economy a boost. With 
demand being slack interest rates 
often decline and the stock market 
advances. While stock prices can 
advance during the 2nd half of the 
year, this is less likely to happen 
than during the first part of the year. 
The reserve picture worsens and 
interest rates rise during the 2nd half 
of the year which is not conducive 
for a strong stock market. · 
Implication For Near Future? The 
upturn in the 50 Series Reserve 
Model since last November coin-
cided with the market bottom, and 
the surge in the Reserve Model has 
paralleled the rapid advance of the 
stock market. Now what about the 
2nd quarter? As can be observed 
from the chart, the advance of the 
S&P 500 during the 1st qtt. is nor-
mally much stronger than during the 
2nd (case from 85-88, but not for 
89 & 90). Based simply on 
strength of reserve model one could 
make a case for a reasonably strong 
2nd quarter. However, we remain 
skeptical since the the "5" and "5" 
condition continues - the S&P 500 
P.E. ratio at 17 .5 is at the top 5 per-
cent of its range over the past 17 
years (since 1974) and the dividend 
yield is at the lowest 5 percent of its 
range. This indicates to us that the 
market is becoming over-extended 
and vulnerable. If the market 
advances much above its current 
level (and become more over-
extended), a major correction is 
likely during the 2nd half of the 
year. 
A Volatile Week For Market 
Our studies show that the trend in 
inflation is the most important 
determinant of change in stock 
prices. We will find out at the end 
of the week whether after two bad 
month! y reports the PPI and CPI 
improves, or continue its recent 
deterioration. If the numbers are 
good, as the consensus expects, 
then the market could push to new 
highs. However, if the numbers are 
disappointing, the market could 
experience considerable selling 
pressure. At the present, we are not 
happy with the inflation outlook for 
the remainder of the year, and will 
discuss our views on this subject 
next week. 
Annualized Change In S&P 500 
Over 1st 6 Months When Reserve 
Model Strong Versus 2nd 6 Months 
Y.eac 1st Half 2nd Half 
85 33.2 19.4 
86 41.8 -2.1 
87 56.6 -36.0 
88 21.0 15.7 
89 31.1 23.5 
90 2.6 -15.7 
9 1 • 65.4 n.a. 
Average 36.0 0.8 
*1st qtr. annual rate 
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• Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Prof essoc Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Mcxlels Unchanged: A&B Negative- Sentiment & Inflation Adjusted Market Return, C Neutral To 
Negative -Relative Yield, D Approaching Neutral - Relative Yield, and E Very Strong -Trend Following (pp. 
1-5). Valuation Mcxlels continue to suggest that market has become Fully Valued and Caution Is Advised. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong. Improved After Weakening. Daily Mcxlels Range From 77-93 (p. 6) & 
Weekly Models From 68-90 (p. 8). Long Term Sequential Combo Mcxlel (p.10) Strong & Has Turned Up. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp 7&9). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Mcxlels Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Mcxlels 
Range From 82-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. The Fed Continues To Ease & The Reserve Models Are Very Strong (pp 8, 11,12)- 3 Of 4 Are From 90-100. 
6. Short Term Models Pointing Upward, But Market Highly Prices & Sensitive To Quick Change (p. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence & Combo Causal Model Neutral (p. Sl2). 
8. Special Studies: P.E. Fundamental Value Analysis (pp 1-3). New Insider's Trading Mcxlel (pp 4&5). 
On A Short Term Basis Market Is Oyervalued Which Often Haopens Durjne Bull Mark'fts. 
On A Loneer Term Basjs Market Remains Bullish. Short Term Caution Still Adyjsed. 
What's FirinK Market 
The 3 most important factors that can 
drive a market higher are 1. improved 
inflation outlook, 2. earnings outlook, 
and 3. buyer optimism. Right now all 
3 elements of a bull market seem to be 
in sync. Inflation is coming down, 
Zack forecasts earnings to be up 
slightly for year, and buyers are opti-
mistic (news letter sentiment highest in 
a long while - see Valuation Model A 
on p. 1). In the short-run (i.e. next 
few weeks and even months), the mar-
ket could move higher as investors like 
the news they are receiving. However, 
the danger is that these good signs can 
lead to a market becoming considerably 
overvalued and vulnerable to a correc-
tion. As suggested on the Cover of the 
Commentary, the market may climb 
higher (Dow to 3000-3100 and S&P 
500 to 380). However, if it does, the 
likelihood of a sharp market correction 
in the 3rd quarter (when market fre-
quently gets slammed) is strong since 
this is when several factors will be 
putting upward pressure on interest 
rates. 
InDatjon Outlook 
Inflation News Good For Market: As 
noted in last week's report (section 
entitled A Yolame Week For 
Market), 11If the numbers are good 
(PPI & CPI), as the consensus expects, 
then the market could push to new 
highs." The numbers were good, and 
the S&P 500 labored ahead to another 
new high (the last of several over the 
past few weeks - see cover). The Soft 
Landing (Fed gradually tightened from 
Mar. 88 to Mar. 89) did achieve its 
purpose of slowing the economy and 
inflation (we did have a recession as 
was inevitable, but it's a mild one). 
Outlook For Inflation: Our research 
suggests that the trend in inflation is the 
most important determinant of stock 
prices. There is no question that rates 
are headed downward from the high 
level in 1984 (up 6.4% for year and 
highest level since 1982). However, 
we believe that rates are not coming 
down very far for several reasons. A. 
This is going to be a mild recession 
since the next Pres. Elect. is only 18 
months away, and the "Fed has the 
pedal to the metal" (3 of 4 reserve 
models are presently from 90 to 100). 
As the economy recovers, interest rates 
are likely to rise. While the CPI was 
down for the month (last happened in 
early 86' when oil plunged), the out-
look is not good for inflation falling 
below 4-5 percent on an annual basis 
for an extend period of time (i.e. 6 
months or longer). 
Statements About Inflation: We will 
report on 3 statements suggesting that 
inflation is not going to come down 
very far from its recent high during 
1990. 1. Chm. of the Atlanta Fed (and 
member of Open Market Committee) 
Robert Forrestal stated that it may be 
necessary for the Federal Reserve to 
"tolerate slower progress against infla-
tion than we had earlier hoped for" - 0 
Inflation In 5 Years (Investors Daily 
4/4/91 p.21 ). Forrestal indicated that 
he expected inflation to abate somewhat 
as the year progresses, but that it will 
still average 4% -4.5% by year end (not 
good for stock market). 2. From 
Forbes "What's Ahead For Business" 
(4/15/91 p.35) "The total U.S. demand 
for funds this year has reached record 
levels (Federal deficit = $320 and state 
and local $105). ... U.S. also faces 
the costs <ff meeting demands for extra 
aid this year from Gulf allies ... . 
Given the continuing deficit, the U.S. 
needs to attract foreign invesunent. ... -
- and we may have to raise interest rates 
to get it. 3. Patrick C. Jackson, A 
Labor Deparanent Supervisor respon-
sible for the consumer price data, stated 
on Friday that the core rate of inflation 
during 1991 would be about the same 
as posted in 1990 (which was highest 
since 82). Furthermore, overlooked in 
the market's enthusiasm for the overall 
CPI report for the month was that the 
core rate of inflation increased at a 6.8 
annual rate over the first quarter of 91. 
It appears that the Battle Of Inflation 
has not been won and that's bad for the 
market outlook over the next 3-6 
months. 
Market Is Oyeryalued On 
Fundamental Basjs 
The market is not cheap and once again 
we present charts showing that the 
market is climbing to heights that may 
not be sustainable. The 1st special 
chart (p.l) shows that a P.E. ratio of 
17. 9 for the S&P 500 is associated 
with a 3 percent inflation rate (present 
annual rate of 4.6%). The 2nd special 
chart shows that the P.E. ratio has 
climbed to the upper 4.5% level of its 
range over the past 71 years since 1974 
(p.2). The 3rd special table shows 
some conflicting results (p.3). The 
yields of the 3 mon. T-Bill and Fed 
Funds does seem to support the current 
P.E.. and possibly even a slightly 
higher P.E. (p.3). However, we 
believe the more important factor is the 
relationship between the P.E. and long 
bond yield. The long bond yield would 
have to fall to near 7 .5% from its cur-
rent 8.14% to support the present level 
of the P.E. 
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Model Resu Its 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models A,B, & C Negative - (Sentiment, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, & Relative Yield), D 
Neutral (Relative Yield), and E Very S tron& -(Trend Following) (pp. 1-5). With The Exception Of Trend 
Following Model, Valuation Models Continue To Deteriorate And Stron2ly Su22est Market Overyalued. 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Strong. Improved After Weakening. Daily Models Range From 76-93 (p. 6) & 
Weekly Models From 69-92 (p. 8). Long Term Sequential Combo Model (p.10) Strong & Has Turned Up. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure In Portfolios (pp 7&9). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 82-100 (pp. 11-15). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp 8, 11,12) - 3 Of 4 Are From 90-100. 
6. Short Term Models Topping & Pointing Down. Market Very High - Overvalued & Vulnerable (p. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Weak, Suggesting Mkt. Overvalued. Will Worsen If Causal Model Declines (p. S 12). 
8. Special Studies: A. Fundamental Value Analysis (pp 1-4). B. Bond Direction. C. Raw Material "B" Model. 
On A Short Term Basis Market Is Oyeryalued And Could Experjence A Sbarn Correction. 
Op A Lon2er Term Basjs Market Remajns Bullish. Short Term Cautjon Stjll Adyised. 
What's Driyin2 Market? chart shows that the P.E. ratio at 
As discussed last week, our studies 18.0 is at the highest 4.5 percentile 
show that the 3 most important fac- of its range. The 3rd special chart 
tors that drive a market higher are 1. shows (p.3) that the CPI would have 
improved inflation outlook, 2. earn- to fall to 3.0 percent (far below most 
ings outlook, and 3. buyer opti- estimates) to sustain an 18.0 P.E. 
mism. In our judgement the market The 4th special chart shows that the 
has already discounted the improved advance of the S&P 500 since late 
inflation outlook (we do not believe 1984 to the present of close to 50 
that it will be as good as some ex- percent is almost entirely due to P.E. 
pect) and the possibility that earnings expansion from 12 to 18. The 5th 
could increase a little. The factor special chart shows the average sea-
that is driving the market now is sonal change over the past 10 years 
Positive Investor Psychology which in the yield of the long bond from 
often sets in near market highs. approximately April 18 - May 3. 
Newsletter writers are very bullish The chart shows the long bond 
(see Valuation Model A - p 1), and tacked on 23 basis points over this 
that is bearish. The reason for this 11-12 day interval due to large sea-
in our opinion is that most of the sonal selling of bonds by the private 
newsletter writers do not have causal and public sector. The seasonal 
the first raw material index. Exten-
sive studies that we have done sug-
gest that the 2 raw material indexes 
have a great influence on the stock 
and bond markets and move us 
closer to causation of what leads the 
Fed to take action that we closely 
follow (interest rates, reserves, & 
money supply). We present charts 
covering 3 different time periods for 
you to review - 3/89 - present, 7 /90 
to present, and 1988 (pp. 6-8). We 
believe that at times the market 
moves in lock step with the Raw 
Material B model, and we encourage 
you to review the charts closely to 
see if you concur. Over time we will 
be using both of the raw material 
indexes more in our modeling effort. 
and valuation models and are fun- pattern was explained in an article in Hi2her Gasoline Prices 
damentally trend followers. While Investor's Daily (April 15, p. 1). Last week the financial journals 
they are often right on the trend, they Richard Spurgin, director of reported that gasoline inventories 
tend to be bearish at bottoms (e.g. research at Technical Data, who has were at their lowest level in 16 years 
throughout 1988, Oct. 90 & Jan. 91) studied the pattern believes that cor- and that gasoline prices could rise 
and bullish at tops (Aug. 87, Oct. porate and Federal borrowing will be very rapidly. On Saturday The New 
89, & Jul. 90). Unfortunately, the particularly high over this 2 week York Times suggested that gasoline 
bullishness of the newsletters tends period and could send the yield of prices could increase 10-15 cents by 
to encourage the small investor to the 30 year bond up 50 basis points mid-May. The problem with U.S. 
plunge into the market near the top from 8.25 to 8.75. Given the refiners trimming their inventories to 
and to sell out near the bottom. already high and vulnerable nature of such low levels is that this becomes 
Market More Oyeryalued 
The market indexes made new highs 
this past week and in our view the 
market is becoming more overvalued 
on a fundamental basis. The 1st 
special chart (p.1) shows that divi-
dend yield of the S&P 500 at 3.16% 
is at the lowest 4.5% of its range 
over the past 17 years, and the 2nd 
the market, an increase of 20-30 an invitation for the OPEC countries 
basis po in ts could send the market to increase their crude oil prices. It 
down sharply (a higher increase as will be very bad for the stock and 
per Spurgin would be disaster). bond markets if gasoline prices 
climb to near the forecasted level and 
Raw Material B Index carry crude oil prices higher. The 
This week we make the 2nd raw prospects of higher energy and 
material index a permanent part of higher bond yields make the stock 
the weekly report. The comments of market look even more vulnerable to 
this index are entirely difftrent from us at this time. 
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Model Results 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative - (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) and F Very Strong -(Trend Following) (pp. 1-6). With The 
Exception Of Trend Following Model, Valuation Models Continue To Sueeest Market Oyervalued. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong. Improved After Weakening. Daily Models Range From 76-93 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 70-93 (p. 10). Long Term Sequential Combo Model (p.12) Strong & Has Turned Up. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp 10, 13, 14)- 3 Of 4 Are From 88-100. 
6. Short Term Models Continue To Contract Market Still Very High- Overvalued & Vulnerable (p. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Improving As Market Contracts. Will Worsen If Causal Model Declines (p. S12). 
8. Special Studies: A. Fundamental Value Analysis - Repeat (pp 1-3). B. Forecast Of Market Gain (pp 4-5). 
Belieye Stock Market On Short Term Basjs Is Oyervalued And Could Continue To Contract. 
On A Loneer Term Basis Market Remajps Bullish. Short Term Caution Still Adyised. 
Market Still Oyeryalued (see special chart on next page). The Research Continues 
As discussed above, the basic liq- market newsletters have become Our goal is to develop the best set of 
uidity models constructed from very bullish (a contrary logic indica- models possible for forecasting the 
reserves, money supply, and interest tor) encouraging small investors to stock market The Valuation Models 
rates (using our innovative nonlinear get in near the market top (see Bull and Short Term Models have been 
pattern recognition process which is vs. Bear Chart on page 1 ). How- added and expanded over the past 6-
closely related to chaos theory) ever, a few bad weeks for the stock 9 months. The short term models 
remain relatively strong. For that market will cause the trend followers can be used to better time commit-
reason we believe that the bull mar- to reverse course and stop encourag- ments to the stock market, and also 
ket continues. However, the market ing small investors to buy stock. for a variety of market enhancing 
has become overvalued (5 of the 6 The worst news for the market this techniques. The Valuation Models 
Valuation Models are negative) past week is that the recession seems are helpful in assessing when the 
which often happens during bull to be worse than expected and could stock market is undervalued. ~ 
markets, and thus the stock market extend far into the summer. This valued, and oyervalued and they 
contraction is likely to continue for means that forecasts for earnings to complement the liquidity models. In 
some time. The "5" and "5" condi- advance this year are now being October 1990, the Valuation Models 
tion still exists suggesting that the called into question. More specifi- suggested the market was underval-
market is overvalued. The P.E. cally the bad news for the week is ued (i.e. excess selling had 
Ratio (S&P 500) is 17.76 and in that the first quarter G.N.P. was occurred) and as the liquidity models 
upper 5 percent of its range while the worse than expected suggesting that and portfolio strategies rapidly 
Dividend Yield (S&P 500) is in the the recession is likely to be more improved the stock market began its 
lower 5 percent of its range cover the stubborn than earlier expected. sharp advance. In recent weeks, as 
past 17 years (since 1974). Where While consumers kept spending the market labored to make slightly 
many forecasters went wrong was during the final quarter and held higher highs, the Valuation Models 
expecting the bull market to advance inventories in check, this did not indicated that the market was becom-
upwards to 80 percent as has been happen during the first quarter of ing overvalued and Caution Was 
the historical experience. However, this year. Automobile sales continue Advised concerning the short term 
they failed to recognize that the P.E. to be a disappointment, and suggest outlook. This week we make the 
only contracted to 14 during the that consumers are still reluctant to new Insider's Buying Indicator (see 
recession instead of below 8 during increase spending on durable goods. cover) a permanent part of the 
the prior 3 recessions. Funhermore, manufacturer's new weekly report and it should help us 
orders slipped for the 4th month and determine when the stock market is 
that is not positive. Ironically, the becoming more or less attractive. 
government that is calling for Next week we will introduce an 
stepped up economic activity was a entirely new use of the models to 
major contributor to the decline in forecast changes in the S&P 500 
orders. Until the economy turns over varying time horizons ( 4, 8, 
around, there is little chance for any 13, 26, & 39 week periods). Then 
significant improvement in earnings in a few weeks, we hope to intro-
and that is another negative for the duce a new bond model that we have 
Poorer Market Enyjronment 
Over the past few weeks we have 
discussed that the 3 engines of an 
advancing market are 1. improved 
inflation outlook, 2. better earnings 
forecast, and 3. buyer optimism. 
Clearly inflation is headed down-
ward, but probably not much below 
4% for any extended period of time stock market. been work.rug on. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Ne~ative - (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) and F Very Stron~ - (Trend Following) (pp. 1-6). Continue 
To Suggest Market Oyeryalued. Recommend Reviewing Petformance Of Valuation Model E (p.5) 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Strong. Improved As Fed Eases. Daily Models Range From 72-94 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 74-94 (p. 10). Long Tenn Sequential Combo Model (p.12) Strong & Has Turned Up. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 86-100. 
6. Short Term Mcxlels Up Slightly. Market Still Very High - Overvalued & Vulnerable (p. Sl-11). 
7. Divergence Model Improved As Mkt. Corrected & Causal Model Improved. Possible Short Term Advance 
Towards Top Of Range (p. Sl2). 
8. Special Studies: A. Fundamental Value Analysis - Repeat (pp. 1-4). B. 3rd Report Fed Easing (pp. 5.1.7). C. 
New Return Matrix For Forecasting Stock Price Change (pp. 8-11 ). 
Some Sjens Of Short Term Streneth. Howeyer. Expect volatile Stock Market Due Io 
Bie B2nd Auctjon. Loneer Term Basis {towards Pres. Elect.) Remain Sliehtly Bullish. 
Market Somewhat Oyeryalued reserve requirement ... we have experi- Research Continues 
We continue to present extra charts enced three factors over the past four weeks Last week we make the new Insid-
showing the level of the S&P 500 that have been historically very bullish/or ers' Buying Indicator a permanent 
P.E. ratio and the S&P 500 dividend the stock market. • part of the weekly report, and we 
ratio (pp. 1-4). The extra charts plus Second Cut In Disco~nt believe it will help us determine 
the collection of Valuation Models (5 . · Rate Extremely 8011!sh . when the stock market is becoming 
of the 6 Valuation Models are nega- This.wee~ w~ pl'Cpared an ~ysis s~owmg more or less attractive. This week 
tive) continue to suggest that the the imphcauon of cuts m the DISCount we introduce an extended application 
Rate on the stock market over the 41 year f th · 
mar~et has ~ecome over-extended perioo from 1950-1991 (2&.J). Reductions o e models: Foreca~t Change~ m 
and~? !fe sli§~fly ov~ryalue~ ran~e. in the Discount Rate have historically been the ~&P 500 over Different Tlille 
~e 5 and 5 co~dinons still exist very bullish for the stock market There Ho~zons (4, 8, 13, 2~, & 39 week 
with the P.E. Rano (S&P 500) at have been 13 reductions in the Discount penods). (We hope to introduce a new 
17 .84 in the upper 5 percent of its Rate over this period (excluding the most bond mooel in the near future). For a few 
range, while the Dividend Yield recent cuts), and the stock market has typi- weeks, we will discuss how the 
(S&P 500) is 3.20 percent and in the cally been much stronger 6, 9, and 12 models can be used as a fairly reli-
lower 5 percent of its range covering months later. able tool for making market fore-
the past 17 years (since 1974). casts. The underlying tool of the 
History was again correct - the asset allocation models is the return 
3rd Cut In Djscount Rate F~deral Reserve loosened and stock distribution. The models were 
The Federal Reserve started easing pnces soared as we felt would ~ the designed having thigh returns when 
in the final quarter of the year as the case (see P: 7). When C<?ndmons the values were large and low or 
recession unfolded, and that was a looked particularly bad (i.e. bud- negative returns when the model 
very positive development for the getary proJ;>lems, Gulf Coast War, values were weak (see 10 - 1 return 
stock market. The earlier cuts in the ~d r~cession), the Fed eased (as functions page 8-11). The matrices 
Discount and Federal Fund Rates mflanon c~ntacted) and the stock show that when the model values are 
were quite significant, as we market spnnt~ forward 2?-35 _per- rapidly increasing and strong (in the 
reported first in mid Dec. and later in cent. Interesnngly, the rapid gam of 6th through 10th decline), the market 
mid Jan. (see abstracts from prior the stock market ~currt?d when h?th was rapidly increasing. It is particu-
reports below). the 4 year Presidenttal Electton larly good for stocks when both the 
Triple Factor BnlUshness (12/21/90) Pattern (4th qtr. 2nd yr. -1st. qtr. 3rd Bond and Reserve Models are 
... The Fed has succeeded in slowing the yr.) and the Season Pattern 10 Stock advancing together and singularly 
economy and is bringing inflation under Pn~es (Dec.- Jun~) wer~ both (Tables on pp. 8-11). We have had 
control and continues the process of easing. bulli~h. The 3rd cut .10 !11e 1?1~ount such conditions over much of the 
... the next four charts ..• show what has Rate l~ somewhat an!1-climatic m that past six months when the forecasted 
happened in the past when the Fed has the big market action has ~eady returns often ran 30-40 percent on an 
re~uced the Fed Funds and also cut ~e occurred, and problems are gomg to annualized basis for the different 
D1~ount ~te. Over the past 40 .Years tlus have to be re~olved before ~e mar- time horizons. Next week we will 
twin condiuon has bee~ very bullish for· ~e ket can work its way much higher. start presenting a table giving fore-
market ... The thud factor that is & dif'&. · h " ~ 
extremely bullish was the reduction in the casts 1or 1erent ttrne onzons. 
WIAIR.fl{JE'!f <f:(f})filfil!EN1f AIRYl'i Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technolo2y May 13, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Unchanged: A-E All Negative - (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market 
Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) While F Very Strong - (Trend Following) (pp. 1-
6). Even With Drop Of S&P 500 To 375, Market Still Oyervalued And Believe Correction Could Continue. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong Due To Easing By Fed. Daily Models Range From 69-94 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 73-94 (p. 10). Long Term Sequential Model (p.12) Strong, But Has Turned Down. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp. 10, 13, 14)- 3 Of 4 Are From 85-100. 
6. Causal Models Weakened From Mid Week On And Were Largely Responsible For Friday's Sharp Correction. 
Market Still Overvalued & In Our Opinion Is Vulnerable Over Short Term (p. S1-ll). 
7. Special Studies: A. Fundamental Value Analysis (pp. 1-4). B. Presidential Election Review & Update (pp 5-9). 
Poor Bond Auction (more band news possjblel Makes Short Term Outlook volatile - Cautjon 
Still Adyjsed. Lom:er Outlook (i.e. moyine towards Pres. Elect.) Remains Sliehtly Bullish. 
Bond Market? 
Uncertainty: Bond Managers tell me that one obtains about as many different forecasts regarding where the 
market is headed as the number of Bond specialists asked. Some bond forecasters are very optimistic, believing 
that the slow economy will send the 30 year Treasury Bond yield down to near 7 .5 percent and bond prices up 
sharply. At the other extreme, there are those who believe that the 30 year Treasury bond yield bottomed a few 
weeks ago and is headed up to 8.5 percent or higher. Given the trade-off between investing in stocks and bonds, 
the answer to where the bond yield and price is headed is very important to the outlook for the stock market. 
Poor Prospect: While we do not consider ourselves bond experts (1st bond model possibly introduced next 
week), we are economists and do understand the important relationship between demand and supply. The price 
paid normally increases when demand increases relative to supply. By all accounts, the demand for borrowing by 
· the Treasury is going to soar over the next six months with the quarterly auctions (i.e. Aug. & Nov.) being 
records by a long margin. If the economy turns around (as employment nos. have indicated over past 2 weeks 
and as the Administration wants with the P.E. in 18 months), then interest rates are likely to increase with bond 
prices falling. In part what we are experiencing is the legacy of the 1980s of the Federal government living far 
beyond its means. In the short-run this was good for the economy and supported the 2nd longest expansion of 
the economy over the past 50 years. Now we are in the "hangover" period where we have to start paying the 
consequence of living beyond our means - this could mean higher interest rates than would otherwise have been 
the case. 
4 Year Term 
This week we have reproduced 5 charts regarding the progress of the stock market over the 4 year Presidential 
Election term from 1961 to the present. While not a perfect indicator of what is going to happen, there have been 
consistent changes over several terms in stock and bond prices. First, as can be observed from the chart on p. 5, 
the stock market has frequently bottomed in the 4th qtr of the 2nd year after the Pres. Elect. and then advanced 
sharply through the 1st qtr. of the 3rd year. This pattern was once again repeated this year with the S&P 500 up 
close to 25 percent over this six month period (when stock price advance is often the most rapid). By reviewing 
the chart one can also observe that the stock market did not decline over the 1st 1. 75 years as is normal. Thus, we 
would not expect the advance over the last 2.25 years of the term to be as great as in the past. Addi tonally, 
observe from p.6 that the bond yield normally decreases from the 3rd qtr. of the 2nd year after the Pres. Elect. 
into the middle of the 2nd qtr. of the 3rd year (present qtr.). The reason for this is that the economy normally 
turns around during the 3rd year and as the economy expands the demand for bonds increases and the price falls. 
Additional charts are shown for the Fed Funds, 3 mon. T-Bill, and Discount Rate which also typically bottom and 
increase from this quarter on through the Presidential Election. 
Return Matrices 
WJA!RIEJE1f <C((J)WJWJ!BH1l'A!R'tli Stock Market Project, 
Geor ia Institute of Technolo y Ma 20, 1991 
School of Management, 
b Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Unchanged: A-E All Neiative- (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market 
Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) While F Very Stton~ - (Trend Following) (pp. 1-
6). Even With Drop Of S&P 500 To 372, Market Still Oyervalued And Believe Correction Could Continue. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong Due To Easing By Fed. Daily Models Range From 66-93 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 69-94 (p. 10). Long Term Sequential Model (p.12) Strong, But Has Turned Down. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 84-100. 
6. Short Tenn Causal Models Weakening For 1.5 Weeks And Largely Responsible For Market's Slide. Market 
Still Overvalued And In Our Opinion Remains Vulnerable Over Short Tenn (p. S 1-11 ). 
7. Special Studies: A. New Market Forecasts (pp. 1-2). B. Bond Model Introduced (pp 3-5). 
Lanie Treasury Auction Of I -Bms Makes Short Term Outlook volatile - Caution Still 
Adyjsed. Lon2er Outlook (Le. moyjn2 towards Pres. Elect.) Remajns Sli&htly Bullish. 
Market Still Oyeryalued future events (i.e. inflation decreasing percent for the 50 Series Reserve 
Caution Still Advised: As the Cover of with earnings growing), and that is why Model. 
the Market Commentary shows, ~ the market has been propelled into 
market has gone nowhere the past 6 oveivalued territory. New Bopd Model 
weeks, and is presently back to the level In the last few reports, we indicated that 
of early April. For almost this long, we Shorter Term Market Forecasts a Bond Model was imminent (it is 
have been warning that the market was The primary orientation of the Stock something that I have personally 
becoming overvalued (for the short Market Project to this point has been to worked on for sometime), and this 
term), and that a correction was likely. develop long term models with time week the Bond Model is introduced. 
This was while late comers to the Bull horizons of from 2 - 4 years. This The model is displayed in 3 different 
Market were calling for 3300 on the week we start a new aspect of market forms on pp. 3-5 (i.e Ryan excess 
Dow and 400 on the S&P 500. modeling- forecasting likely changes in return -Ryan less T-Bill yield, Bond 
Basically what has happened is that the the S&P 500 over shorter time horizons Yield with multiple buy and sell signals, 
market moved from an undervalued (4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 wks). The shorter & Ryan Excess with 1st Buy and 1st 
level in Oct. and Nov. 1990, as the tenn forecasts are an outgrowth of the Sell signals). The results speak for 
liquidity models soared, to an longer tenn models that are scaled from themselves (the past results are good), 
overvalued level in April and May 1991, 0 - 100 and constructed from 20 years and we will go into more detail about 
as the liquidity models contracted. of weekly data (i.e. 1040 weeks) and the nature of the model in subsequent 
Considerations: The five Valuation daily data (i.e. 5200 days). The past reports. (Another Bond Model may be 
Models are all negative and continue to two weeks we have shown you some introduced next week.) The new Bond 
suggest that the market is somewhat return matrices with impressive returns Model (and the pending bond model) 
overval.ued and that the correction could when the model values are increasing are still favorable regarding bonds 
continue. Additionally, the "5" and "5" and high (i.e 5-10 and rapidly (signals given some time ago). We will 
conditions still exist with the P.E. Ratio increasing or possibly neutral). This reseive our enthusiasm for the new 
(S&P 500) at 18.1 being in the upper 5 week we have included two of the Bond Model(s) until we see what 
percent of its range, with the Dividend matrices for the 50 Series Bond and happens to bonds over the next six 
Yield (S&P 500) at 3.24 percent being Reserve Models (pp 1 &2). The return months. If conditions change a model 
in the lower 5 percent of its range matrices were constructed from out of can given incorrect forecasts, and there 
covering the past 17 years (since 1974). period data (1000 weeks through July is a possibility that conditions impacting 
There is no denying that the inflation 90) so we could see how good the the bond market may have in fact 
outlook is improving (currently running forecasts were for the market advance changed. Some of my colleagues (also 
at a 2.5% rate with the year-over-year since late last year. We have shaded the my concern) have reservations 
rate trending down to 4.9% ), and this is model values from mid Nov. 90 to the regarding the health of the bond market 
a very positive background condition. present As can be obseived, the model due to the huge new issues of Treasury 
However, the slow economy that is values were largely in the powerful left Bills, Notes, and Bonds expected over 
bringing inflation down is also hurting hand column and relatively high (5-10), the next 6 months (see Cover). We 
earnings, and forecasts for S&P 500 and they forecasted annualized gains of believe that rates on longer term 
year over year earnings to climb to 25-35 percent which was slightly less Treasury issues may have to increase 
$24.5 - $25 from $21.34 (Barron's this than the market achieved. The time (bond prices fall) to clear the market 
week) seem overly optimistic to us. horizon forecasts for this week are (i.e. demand does influence price on 
Furthermore, as the economy also shown in the matrices as the bold longer term issues). If this is true the 
strengthens to produce higher earnings, and italized numbers. The forecasted bond market could deteriorate over the 
it is likely that inflation will also tum returns are down sharply from a few next six months (more discussion in 
upward. We believe that some months ago and average 5.2 percent for future). 
forecasters are "double discounting" the 50 Series Bond Model and 9.9 
fi!AIRIKIE1! <C({))filfil!Eliil IJ.!B.~ ~ Stock Market Project, 
Geor ia Institute of Technolo y Ma 28, 1991 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Uncha.nged: A-E All Negative - (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market 
Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) While F Remains Strong - (Trend Following) (pp. 
1-6). Indicators Suggest That S&P Remains Somewhat Oyenalued And Market Could Remain Volatile. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Strong, But Slowly Deteriorating. Daily Models Range From 67-93 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 66-94 (p. 10). Long Tenn Sequential Model (p.12) Strong, But Has Turned Down. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Still Pursuing Easing Policy & Reserve Models Are Strong (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 82-100. 
6. Short Term Causal Models Improved And Largely Responsible For Recent Market Advance. Direction, Thrust, 
& Distribution Weakening. Synthetic Bond Index Weak, While Raw Material A&B Favorable (pp.S 1-11 ). 
7. Special Studies: A. Market Forecasts & 3-D Charts (pp. 1-6). B. New Bond Model (pp. 7-9). 
Short Run Exnect Market To Be volatile - Moye From Low To Hi&h Sjde Of Tradjn2 R3n2e. 
Lon2er Outlook U.e. moyjn2 to Pres. Elect.> Sli&htly Bullish (models strone. but weakeninel. 
Short Term Cautious Outlook aspect of market modeling involving ReseIVe model was strong (i.e. 7-10) 
forecasting changes in the S&P 500 but not increasing. (See results of 50 
Little has changed from last week over shorter time horizons (4, 8, 13, Series ReseIVe Model on pp. 13 a&b.) 
regarding the market fundamentals, and 26, & 39 wks). The shorter tenn fore- The remainder of the time (i.e. when 
we see no reason to change our view casts are an outgrowth of the longer model values low or decreasing) the 
that the market could swing widely in tenn models that are scaled from 0 - 100 market experienced little or no gain. 
the trading range traced-out over the and constructed from 20 years of The 3-D plot of the 13 week horizon for 
past 7 weeks. The market advanced weekly data (i.e. 1040 weeks) and daily the 50 Series ReseIVe Model shows 
very rapidly (almost 30 percent) from its data (i.e. 5200 days). The past two (p.2) the same relationship, but is a little 
Oct. low to the April high. Given that weeks we have shown you some return more dramatic in tenns of concentrating 
the market did not contract nearly as far matrices with impressive returns when the higher and lower returns. . 3-D 
during this recessions as in the past - the model values are increasing and high charts are also shown for the Long 
P.E. only fell to 14 in Oct versus 7.5 (pp. 5-6). We have shaded the model Tenn 50 Series Model for the 13 and 26 
during prior 3 recessions - the potential values from mid Nov. 90 to the present. week horizons (pp. 3-4), and once 
for advance is limited (not the 70 - 80 As can be obseIVed, the model values again the return are strong and concen-
percent some have talked about). were largely in the powerful left hand trated when the model values are 
The 5 Valuation Models remain some- column and relatively high (5-10), and increasing and high. Conversely, they 
what negative, and this is due to the they forecasted armualized gains of 25- are poor when the model values are 
market being relatively high at this time. 35 percent which was slightly less than decreasing and low. (See results of 
The "5" and "5" conditions still exist: the market achieved. The time horizon Long Tenn 50 Series Model on p. 16.) 
(1) the P.E. Ratio (S&P 500) is near the forecasts for this week are also shown We believe that the short tenn forecasts 
upper 5 percent of its range; and con- in the matrices as the bold and italicized can be useful in deciding when to make 
versely, (2) the Dividend Yield (S&P numbers. The forecasted returns are heavier commitments to stocks, and for 
500) is near the lower 5 percent of its down sharply from a few months ago strategies using futures to enhance 
range (covering the past 17 years - since and average (for the 5 time horizons) 10 returns. To further concentrate rerurns, 
1974 ). Clearly the inflation outlook has percent for the 50 Series ReseIVe Model we are starting research using three 
improved and this is positive for the and 4.5 percent for the Long Tenn 50 directional matrices and the results will 
stock market. However, the slow Series Model. be reported to you in the future. 
economy is hurting business, and this is 
leading to downward revisions of earn-
ings forecasts. 
Forecast For Short 
Time Horjzons 
Matrix Analysis: As explained last 
week, the primary orientation of the 
Stock Mar~et Project has been to 
develop longer tenn models with time 
horizons of from 2 - 4 years for the 
primary purpose of allocating assets 
between the S&P 500 and T-Bills. 
Now we have started a new and exciting 
3-D Charts: To more dramatically 
demonstrate the implications of the 
return matrices, we decided to construct 
3-D plots showing how the returns vary 
depending on the changes and the level 
of the 50 Series Reseive and Long Tenn 
Models. We are very impressed with 
the results of the 50 Series Reserve 
Model. As can be observed from the 
chart (see cover and p.l), the 26 week 
return of the S&P 500 was consistently 
high when the model values were from 
3 to 9 and increasing. The returns were 
good, but not quite as strong, when the 
New Bond Model 
Last week we introduced our first long 
tenn bond forecasting model and the 
results are presented on pp. 7-9. The 
model is displayed in 3 different forms: 
Ryan excess return - Ryan less T-Bill 
yield, Bond Yield with multiple buy and 
sell signals, and Ryan Excess with 1st 
Buy and 1st Sell signals. The Bond 
Model is deteriorating and if the trends 
continue, the buy signal could change to 
sell relative! y soon. 
fi/AJR!KIE1f <Cq))filfil!EH1f AIRY 'i Stock Market Project, School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine Georgia Institute of Technolo2y June 3, 1991 
Model Results 
1. Valuation Models More Overvalued: A-E All Ne~ative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted 
Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt) While F Very Stron~ - (Trend Following) 
(pp. 1-6). While Market May Go Higher, It Is Overvalued And Ouite Vulnerable- CAUTION ADVISED. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Fairly Strong Due To Easing By Fed. Daily Models Range From 66-93 (p. 7) 
& Weekly Models From 66-93 (p. 10). Long Tenn Sequential Model (p.12) Strong, But Has Turned Down. 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 83-100 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Easing Policy Makes For Strong ReseIVe Models (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 80-99. 
6. Short Term Causal Models Improving (but low) For 2 Weeks And Have Spurred Market To New High. 
However, Divergence Model EXTREMELY NEGATIVE Suggesting Market Is Considerably Overvalued 
(same conclusion as Valuation Models) (p. Sl-11). 
7. Special Studies: A. New Market Forecasts (pp. 1-6). B. Fundamental Value Analysis (pp 7-10). 
Short Term Outlook Is Extreme Caution Sjnce Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Lon2er Outlook (Le. moyin2 towards Pres. Elect.) Continues To Be Sli2ht1y Bullish. 
potential in your invesnnent strate- cally that further explore the question 
gies for short term timing purposes, of Value. The first chart (p. 7) sug-
and we have prepared 3 extensions gests that the current P .E. is justified 
of the model for your consideration by a 3 percent CPI, while most of 
(see Cover and pp. S13 a-c). The the forecasts we have reviewed sug-
lst special chart extends the Diver- gest CPI to be from 4.5-5 percent in 
gence data back another year so we the 2nd half of 91 and on into 1992. 
can see what happened during the We believe as others do that as the 
2nd half of 89 and the 1st half of 90 economy improves, there will be in-
(p. S 13a). Very negative Diver- creased wage and price pressures. 
gence was recorded before the Aug. The next two charts (pp. 8&9) show 
and Sep. 89 corrections and the Jan. that conditions have changed to "4" 
90 correction - mkt. had become and "4" (P.E. in upper 4% of its 
overvalued and vulnerable and range while the dividend is in the 
sharply corrected as expected. Di- lower 4% of its range covering the 
vergence is smoothed in the 2nd past 17 years) as the market has 
special chart to help identify the advanced with the S&P 500 P .E. 
major patterns (p. S 13b ). As can be ratio up to 18.56 and the dividend 
observed, when Divergence is hi~h down to 3.13 percent. Finally, it 
the market very often advances and can be observed that most of the 
when it is low the market frequently market advance since late 88 is due 
declines. The Divergence and to a P.E. expansion of 50% - 12-18. 
Causal Models are combined in the 
3rd special chart. It is often particu-
larly bullish when both the Diver-
gence and Causal Models are strong. 
Ijme Forecasts 
Diyer2ence Model Warnjn2 
Explanation: One of our interesting 
and more complex models is based 
on Divergence between the short 
term causal models and price change 
(pp. Sl0&12). Positive Divergence 
occurs when the market is decreas-
ing while the short term causal 
models are improving. Divergence 
numbers are considered "good" from 
70-90 and "strong" from 90-100. 
When Divergence is from 70-100, 
the market is likely oversold and will 
soon rebound. Conversely, Nega-
tive Divergence occurs when the 
market is increasing while the short 
term causal models are decreasing. 
Divergence numbers are considered 
poor from 10-30 and bad from 0-10. 
Extreme Level: While the short term 
causal models (pp. S10&12) have 
improved over the past two weeks, 
they remain relatively weak. In 
contrast, the S&P 500 has increased 
by approximately 5 percent increase 
over the past two weeks. This 
development has led to the Diver-
gence Model plunging to the low Fundamental value? 
Last week we explained the power 
of the new 3-dimensional analysis 
that uses both the level and the 
change of the 50 Series ReseIVe and 
Long Term Liquidity Models to 
forecast the stock market for 4, 8, 
13, 26, & 39 week horizons. The 
charts and forecasts are presented on 
the next 6 pages (pp 1-6), and they 
remain unchanged for the prior 
week. The forecasted returns are 
down sharply from a few months 
ago and average 10% for the 
Reserve Model and 4.5% for the 
Long Term 50 Series Models. 
These models do not consider value. 
level of 1 on a 100 point scale. As the market has rallied over the 
Several major market corrections past 6 months ( 6 most powerful 
have been associated with such low months for the stock market over the 
readings and they include Oct. 1987, 4 year Pres. Elect.), and with sub-
Oct. 1989, Jan. 1990, and July stantial gains in many portfolios, it is 
1990. The five Valuation Models prudent to protect that value if the 
(pp. 1-5) all suggest that the market market is becoming overvalued. As 
is overvalued and provide an inde- discussed in 1. above, all five of the 
pendent confirmation that the stock Valuation Models suggest that the 
market is very pricey. market has become overvalued and 
Model Extensions: We believe the is vulnerable. In addition, we are 
Divergence Model has considerable repeating 4 charts presented periodi-
Pi/A/RIKIE"If <C({J)Pif PJ/IEPl"!f A/RVi Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technology June 10, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Mod.els Remain Overvalued: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted 
Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Model Still YJ;n 
Strong (but turning down) (pp. 1-6). Given Poor Bond Market, Stock Market Remains Quite Vulnerable. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Mod.els Deteriorated This Week. Daily Mod.els Range From 64-90 (p. 7) & Weekly 
Models From 58-89 (p. 10). High Return Long Tenn Mod.el Weakening (p.12). 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Mod.els Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Mod.els 
Range From 83-99 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Easing Policy Contributes To Strong Reserve Mod.els (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 79-99. 
6. Short Term Causal Mod.els Turned Down Sharply As S&P Tried To Make New High. Divergence Model 
(featured last week) Suggests Market Is Overvalued (same conclusion as Valuation Models) (p.Sl-11). 
7. Special Studies: Interest Rate Matrix (p.l), P.E.Analysis (pp.2&3), and Interest Rates - 4 Yr.Tenn (pp.5.-8). 
Short Term Outlook Remains Cautjous Sjnce Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Lom:er Outlook <Le. moyjne towards Pres. Elect.) Continues To Be Sliehtly Bullish. 
Diyereence Model Update 
Explanation: Last week we explained 
that one of our more interesting and 
complex models is based on 
Divergence between the short term 
causal models and price change (pp. 
SllA-C). Strong Positive Divergence 
(i.e. 70-100) occurs when the market 
is decreasing while the short term 
causal models are improving. In 
contrast, Poor Divergence occurs 
when the market is increasing as the 
short term causal models are 
decreasing. 
Extreme Leyel: We rep:>rted last week 
(on cover of Commentary) that 
Divergence had fallen to below 1, and 
was at a level from which major 
corrections had occuned in the past -
Oct. 1987, Oct 1989, Jan. 1990, and 
July 1990. While the Divergence 
Model has improved,, it is still quite 
negative and suggests the correction 
could continue. 
Model Extensions: The Divergence 
Model provides important insights into 
when the market is under or over 
valued and can be expected to rapidly 
change directions (like last week). We 
are making two extensions of the 
Divergence Model a regular part of the 
weekly report. Under or over valued 
conditions may be easier to observe by 
smoothing the Divergence Model with 
a 10 day exp:>nential moving average 
and then rescaling as shown on page 
S11B. Rapid changes often occur 
when both the Divergence and Causal 
Models are moving in the same 
direction, and the Combination of the 
Divergence and Causal Models is 
presented on page S 11 C. 
Fundamental Value? 
As stocks rallied over the past 6 
months ( 6 most powerful months for 
the stock market over the 4 year Pres. 
Elect.), the market moved from being 
~to ~ valued. All five of the 
Valuation Models now suggest that the 
market is overvalued. Further 
indicating the market is pricey are the 
"5" and "5" conditions - P.E. in upper 
5% of its range and dividend in lower 
5% of its range covering the past 17 
years since 1974. 
Time Forecasts 
We are very enthusiastic about the new 
3-dimensional analysis that uses both 
the level and the change of the 50 
Series Reserve and Long Term 
Liquidity Models to forecast the stock 
market for 4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 week 
horizons. As shown in the 3-D charts 
the last three weeks, high returns can 
be concentrated in certain time periods 
(i.e. 80% of market gain in 33 percent 
of time) The forecasted returns did not 
change this week and remain 10% for 
the Reserve Model and 4.5% for the 
Long Tenn 50 Series Models - down 
sharply from a few months ago. 
However, it should be recalled that 
these models do not consider value, 
and when value is factored in the 
outlook for the next few months is 
poor. 
Djrection 30 Year Bopd Yield 
One of the most hotly debated ques-
tions in recent months is "where is the 
long bond yield headed". Last Friday 
the 30 year bond yield increased to 
8.47 percent - its highest level since 
last November. A Matrix which can 
be used to estimate the yield of the 30 
year Treasury Bond is presented on 
the next page (p. l). The analysis 
takes into consideration both the 
Inflation Rate (CPI) and the Bond 
Yield Premium (above the CPI). We 
believe the CPI will range from 3.5-
5.0 percent over the next two years 
and that the Bond Yield Premium will 
range from 4.0-4.5 percent. This 
means the 30 year T-Bond Yield will 
range from 7.5 to 9 .5 percent While 
there are those who are very optimistic 
about inflation and see it falling 
sharply, many other forecasting 
organizations place the year-end 
inflation rate at4-5 percent. If the year 
end CPI is 4.5% and the premium 4% 
the long term bond yield should be 
near 8.5 percent - close to its present 
level. For a few months the inflation 
rate could be lower, but we expect 
rates to increase as the economy 
recovers. The upward pressure on 
both short rates (i.e. T-Bll and Fed 
Funds) and the 30 year Treasury Bond 
Yield as the economy expands can be 
observed from the 4 year Presidential 
Election Tenn study reviewed again 
this week (pp 3-7). We believe the 
stock market advanced too fast and 
became overvalued due to market 
analysts projecting both improved 
earnings and falling inflation. When 
the economy expands earnings are 
likely to improve, but so is inflation 
which means higher interest rates. As 
inflation increases and rates go up the 
Price Earnings ratio decreases (see pp. 
2&3). 
JYJ.Alll~!Eil C(f})J}JJJ}JJJBH'!f Alll"H' ~ Stock Market Project, 
Geor ia Institute of Technolo June 17, 1991 
School of Management, 
b Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Based On Last 10 Years Relationships Continue To Suggest Market Is Overvalued: A-E All 
Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Deb4 & 
Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Model Still Strona. But turning down (pp. 1-6). Advise Caution. 
2. Longer Tenn Liguidity Models Sha:cply Deteriorated This Week. Daily Models Range From 54-88 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 53-86 (p. 10). High Return Long Term Liquidity Model Weakening (p.12). 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Still Recommend 100% Of Maximum.Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Interm. Horizon Models Strong, But Turning Down. Models Range From 82-97 (pp.13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Easing Has Contributed To Strong Reserve Models (pp. 10, 13, 14)- 3 Of 4 Models Range From 72-97. 
6. Short Tenn Causal Models Turned Down Sharply As S&P Tried To Make New High. Divergence Model 
(discussed last 2 weeks) Is Neutral After Being Way Overvalued. Fast Causal Turned Up On Friday & If 
Follows Through S&P 500 Could Climb To Top Of Its Range. 
7. Special Study: Change In Interest Rates & Stock Prices Following Recessions & Longer Term Market Outlook. 
Short Term Outlook Shows Sims Of lmproyjpe. And Could Push S&P 500 To Top Of Ranee. 
Loneer Outlook Ci.e. moyjne towards Pres. Elect.l Continues To Be Sliehtly Bullish Csamel. 
Why Cautious? 
Valuation: As discussed above, all 5 of the Valuation Models suggest that the market is somewhat 
overvalued which makes the market subject to rapid change. In addition, the "5" and "5" (P .E. 
in upper 5% of its range while the dividend is in the lower 5% of its range covering the past 17 
years) conditions exist which further suggest the market is pricey. The 3 factors which our 
studies indicate drive the stock market, in order of importance, are: 1. inflation outlook (likely to 
improve in short run - through year end, but not much improvement foreseen over longer term -
92 & 93), 2. prospects for eamin&s (should gradually improve as economy turns around), and 3. 
stock buyer qptirnism (fairly strong). However, just because the market is somewhat overvalued 
does not necessarily mean that it won't climb higher, and become more overvalued as happened in 
Oct. 87 and in July 90. 
Liguidity Models: Another reason we are cautious is that not only are the Valuation Models weak, 
but in addition many of the longer term liquidity models (constructed from different maturity 
interest rates) have turned down sharply. When the longer term liquidity models lose their 
momentum, the short term market outlook is often poor (more on this next week). Given the 
weakness of the longer tenn liquidity models, we believe the stock market would have contracted 
more sharply had it not been for the strength of basic Raw Material Models A & B (pp. S7&8). 
Trading Range: We do not believe the tum-up on Friday represents the beginning of a legitimate 
new thrust upward. Rather it seems to us to be the market churning so often associated with 
periods of uncertainty when the market is awaiting the development of important new economic 
data such as inflation (which was fairly good last week) and recovery from the recession 
(increasing amount of data suggesting that the economy has bottomed and is close to turning up). 
At the end of the report, we discuss the impact of recovery from recessions on the bond and stock 
markets. 
Time Forecasts 
We remain enthusiastic about the :qew 3-dimensional analysis that uses both the level and the 
change of the 50 Series Reserve and Long Tenn Liquidity Models to forecast the stock market for 
4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 week horizons. The forecasted returns did not change this week and remains 
at 10% for the Reserve Model and 4.5% for the Long Tenn 50 Series Models - down sharply 
from a few months ago. Next week we plan to spend more time on this subject. 
What If The Recession Is Over? 
Overview: We have been asked by a sponsor "what the end of the recession is likely to mean for 
the bond and stock markets?". This week we did an extensive study of the question, and made 
the assumption that the current recession ended in May. We found the results quite interesting -
first it contributed to our becoming more optimistic regarding the outlook for the stock market, but 
towards the end of our analysis we uncovered some disturbing relationships that set us back. The 
9 charts/tables tell the story (see order on next page), and hence we will only summarize the find-
ings. 
Findings: Regarding interest rates (the 30 year T-Bond-p.l, 7 year T-Note - p.2, & 3 mon. T-
Bill - p.3), the analysis showed that rates generally increase following recessions (6 & 12 
months) with the increase becoming greater as one moves from longer to shorter maturities (see 
table p 9). The 4th chart shows that the P .E. Ratio tends to tum up sharply towards the end of the 
recession as inflation abates. The 5th and 6th charts show that the S&P 500 generally increases 
over the first 6 & 12 months following recessions - 23.4% (annual rate) over first 6 month and 
15.3% over the 12 months (most rapid gain over 1st 6 months after recession- see table on p. 9). 
We thought this was great news, but then found that the P .E. Ratio presently is considerably 
higher than it was at the end of the prior 7 recessions, and instead was near the peak level from 69 
to 72. In other words, we can not expect the P .E. Ratio to climb following the recession and 
drive stock prices higher as has been the case following the last 7 recessions. 
High P.E.: We believe the high P.E. is due to the Soft Landing Program of the Fed and that the 
market actually bottomed during 1988 when the P .E. fell to 12 - its now high in our opinion at 
18+ (more on this next week). The 8th chart shows the yield of the 30 yr. T-Bond in relation to 
recessions. As the comments explain, we believe the yield of the 30 year bond is stuck in the 
range of 8-9 percent and is not likely to improve much. If this is actually the case, then bond 
yields are not going to fall and help the stock market to advance. Furthermore, we are concerned 
regarding the longer tenn health of the economy, and do not believe conditions exist that support a 
bullish outlook for the stock market (doing a new book to be entitled something like "Wake-up 
America - Your Economy Is Burning") that explains our concern regarding the future. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Still Overvalued: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted 
Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Model Strong, But 
Turning Down. (pp. 1-6). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Deteriorated Rapidly Last Week. Daily Models Range From 47-87 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 51-85 (p. 10). High Return Long Tenn Liquidity Model Weakening (p.12). 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 81-96 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Easing Policy Contributes To Strong Reserve Models (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 67-96. 
6. Short Tenn Causal Models Turned Down 3 Weeks Ago As Market Topped, But Have Recently Turned Up 
From Very Low Level. Divergence Model Improving As Market Contracts & Is Neutral To Slightly Weak. 
Suggests Market Is Slightly Overvalued (p.S9- l 3). 
7. Special Studies: Longer Term Outlook (p.1) And 3--D Models And Return Matrix (a repeat). 
Short Term Outlook Remains Cautious Since Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Lon2er Outlook (i.e. moyin2 towards Pres. Elect.) Continues To Be Sli2ht1y Bullish. 
Market Outlook? the Fed pennitted the economy to ex- expansion of the economy from 82 to 
Ran&e Of Opinions: A most challeng- pand into mid 1990. Had it not been 91. Also, because of the Soft Landing 
ing question at this time is where the for Iraq invading Kuwait, the economy Program of the Fed (which slowed the 
stock market is headed. The optimists might not have slipped into recession economy and the rate at which inflation 
see the Dow climbing to 3500 - 4000 and kept on growing at a slow, low in- grew), the stock market is carrying its 
over the next couple of years, while the flationary pace. Another thing differ- highest P.E. at the end of the eighth re-
pessimists believe that the Dow could ent about this recession is that it occurs covery from recession over the past 40 
fall to 2000 - 2500. If inflation falls to at the end of the 2nd longest expansion years. In other words, the P .E. is very 
3-3.5 percent, bonds hold in the 8-8.5 of the economy since World War Il. A high for this stage of the business 
percent range, and earnings tum up, lot of excess occurred because of the cycle. If the excessive level of debt 
then the optimists are likely to be cor- long expansion. In addition, the poli- carries the burden that we believe, the 
rect However, if inflation stays in the cies of the Administration led to rapid outlook for interest rates and the 
4-5 percent range, bond yields climb to expansion of debt in all sectors of the rebound of the economy is not very 
9 percent or higher, and earnings only economy (i.e. government, business, good. Unfortunately, our view of~ 
improve slightly, then the pessimists & public). economy (given the research we are 
are likely to be nearly correct. A Debt Driven Boom: In reality, the doing for a new book) is not that good 
Economists frequently write that the boom of the last 8 years was under- for the next 5-10 years - on into the 
recovery from this recession is going written by rapid expansion of debt. decade of the 1990s. For this reason, 
to be different from those in the past When a society incurs debt so rapidly, we believe the upside potential for the 
Recovery is expected to be slower than it is in essence borrowing from the fu- stock market is limited, and that the 
in the past, and some economists even ture. Eventually, the burden of exces- stock market could be quite volatile. 
suggest that there will be a short tenn sive debt expansion becomes apparent, The Administration is going to do 
recovery and then the economy will as is now the case. The Federal gov- everything in its power to get the econ-
slide back into recession. ernment is going to have to sell $200+ omy moving before the next 
Things Are Different: While there are billion dollars of new debt over the Presidential Election, and that is why 
the alarmists who regularly suggest next 6 months. In addition, the RTC we are somewhat optimistic about the 
that things are different this time told Congress last week that it needs stock market through 1992. 
around, the fact is that there are a num- $80 billion dollars to continue its res- Tjme Forecasts 
ber of things that are different in the cue of the bankrupt savings and loan We remain enthusiastic regarding the 
economy and stock market that will business. While we may be dead potential of the new 3-dimensional 
affect the future course of events. In wrong, we believe that all the debt that analysis that uses both the level and the 
the special report last week, we noted will have to be sold will put upward change of the 50 Series Reserve and 
that the P.E. was much higher than pressure on interest rates (since the Long Tenn Liquidity Models to fore-
was the case at the end of the seven credit worthiness of the U.S. has cast the stock market for 4, 8, 13, 26, 
prior recessions. One reason for this greatly diminished), and this will be & 39 week horizons. Charts showing 
was the Soft Landing Program of the bad for the stock market If rates climb the concentration of returns when the 
Federal Reserve which drove interest much further, the tension that is being models are rapidly increasing or high 
rates up from March 88 to March 89. created could cause the stock market to are presented on the next few pages. 
The Soft Landing Program did achieve rapidly decline. The forecasted returns have not 
its objective for a while of slowing the Direction Of S&P 500: We not only changed over the last few weeks and 
economy and the rate of inflation. believe that things are different regard- remain 10% for the Reseive Model and 
While inflation rose to its highest level ing the economy, but also regarding 4.5% for the Long Tenn 50 Series 
in 1990 since 1982, it was only up a the stock market. As shown on the Models. However, it should be 
net 2 percent (from 4+ to 6+ ). cover, the stock mark.et increased at its recalled that these models do not con-
Furthennore, the early action taken by most rapid rate during the debt driven sider value. 
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Model Resu Its 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Suggest Market Still Overvalued: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, 
Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F 
Model Strong, But Turning Down After Sharp Advance. Trend Model Often Recovers After Market 
Consolidates And Leads Market Higher (may not due to high market valuation & economic problems (pp. 1-6). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Continued To Deteriorate Last Week. Daily Models Range From 46-85 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 47-83 (p. 10). High Return Long Tenn Liquidity Model Weakening (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Still Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure As Mkt. Consolidates (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 79-95 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Easing Contributes To Strong Reserve Models (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 63-94. 
6. Short Term Causal Models Bottomed & Turned Up From Low Level Last Few Days. If Continues Could Stop 
Market Decline. Divergence Model Becoming Strong As Market Contracts & Suggests Market Apprpaching 
A Bottom (pp.S13-A&B), But Divergence Remains Weak When Causal Model Considered (p. 13C). 
7. Special Studies: S&P To Lower End Of Trading Range & Return Matrix Different Time Horizons (next 6 pp.). 
Short Term Outlook Remains Cautious Since Market Oyervalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Lonier Term Ci.e. movine to Pres. Elect.) Sliehtly Bumsh - Expectjn2 Economy To Improve. 
Trading Range Market 
Reason For Sideways Market: For the 
past two months, we have been advis-
ing caution over the short run, while 
believing the prospect for next 1.5 
years is slightly bullish as we move to 
the Nov. 92 Presidential Election 
(market often tops within a few 
months of Pres. Elec. given stimula-
tion of economy to attract swing voters 
before the election). We repeated the 
Cover of the Market Commentary for 
the 3rd time suggesting that the 
"market is moving in a trading range" -
now to the bottom of the range (as 
shown). The market advanced rapidly 
for six months from Oct. 90 - Apr. 91 
(or for 3 months from Jan. - Apr. 
91). At the beginning of the expan-
sion the market was Undervalued with 
all the Valuation Models being either 
positive or neutral. Then as the 
Liquidity & Reserve Models improved 
during the final qtr .. of 1990, the mar-
ket rapidly advanced which is common 
for this 6 month period of four year 
Presidential Election Tenn. (Most 
rapid advance often occurs over 6 
months from beginning 4th qtr. of 2nd 
yr. after P.E. through 1st qtr. 3rd yr. -
period just completed.) In contrast, 
over the past 2 months the Valuation 
Models have all become negative sug-
gesting that the market has become 
overvalued based on historical rela-
tionships. In addition, the Liquidity 
Models after advancing for six months 
have peaked and turned down over the 
past 6 months. 
Moving Out Of Trading Range: The 
Liquidity Models are now moving 
-;1 
from a high level into the middle of 
their range which is an indication of a 
sideways market. If the Liquidity 
Model were to substantially improve, 
the sideways forecast would change to 
a positive outlook for the market. On 
the other hand, should the Liquidity 
Models further deteriorate the forecast 
would be for the market to tum 
downward out of its trading range. It 
will take some positive or negative 
news to move the market in one direc-
tion or the other. Good news would 
be that (1) inflation continues to con-
tract even as the economy starts to re-
cover and (2) corporate earnings start 
to improve. Bad news for the market 
would include ( 1) bond yields increase 
from 8.5 to 9 percent due to the huge 
amount of borrowing by the Federal 
Government (estimated to be 1 billion 
a day for several months) and (2) the 
economy experiences a "double dip" 
(improves for 1-2 qtrs. and then 
declines again) and earnings show 
little improvement 
ThiDKS Are Different 
We would rather be positive and sug-
gest that the economy will experience a 
satisfactory recovery from the reces-
sion, but that is Far From A Certainty. 
There are a number of reasons to be 
concerned over the health of the eco-
nomic recovery. The most serious 
problem we face as a country is that 
the U.S. has become a Debtor 
Economy. Most sectors of the econ-
omy increased their relative borrowing 
- consumers, businesses, and local, 
state, and Federal governments - over 
the past 10 years. We believe the high 
level of borrowing created a false 
sense of prosperity over the past 10 
years - to a certain extent it meant that 
we borrowed from the future. Now 
we are commencing to experience the 
negative consequences of the 
"borrowed economy". To sell 
increasing quantities of debt means 
that interest rates must rise since the 
credit worthiness of the system is 
deteriorating. Higher interest rates 
could contribute to the economy 
slowly after a brief recovery from the 
recession. Furthermore, consumer 
who account for two thirds of our 
GNP are close to being "borrowed 
out", and as their incomes slowly rise 
they may use the increase to pay down 
their debt rather than to buy more 
goods and seivices. Finally, govern-
ment at all levels are finding it neces-
sary to reduce their outlays due to 
growing deficits, and this also could 
contribute to slowing or even stopping 
the recovery. 
Time Forecasts 
The time horizon (4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 
horizons) analyses and forecasts are 
presented in the next 6 pages. While 
the forecasted returns of the Reserve 
Model remains unchanged at 10% (an 
average of the 5 time horizons), the 
Long Tenn 50 Series Reserve Model 
has deteriorated with the forecasted 
return becoming -1 %. The low or 
negative nature of these forecasts, 
compared to the high forecasts 4 to 8 
months earlier, is another reason for 
our negative short tenn outlook. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Still Suggest Market Overvalued: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, 
Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F 
Model Strong, But Turning Down After Major Advance. Trend Model Often Recovers After Market 
Consolidates And Leads Market Still Higher (may not happen this time due to high P.E. at end of recession). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Continued To Gradually Decline Last Week. Daily Models Range From 46-84 
(p. 7) & Weekly Models From 48-81 (p. 10). High Return Long Term Liquidity Model Weakening (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Still Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure As Mkt. Consolidates (pp. 9 & 11). 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong & Recommend A Heavy Exposure To Equities. Models 
Range From 77-95 (pp. 13 & 15-17). However, Models Could Rapidly Fall If Conditions Further Deteriorate. 
5. Fed Easing Contributes To Strong Reserve Models (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are From 52-93. 
6. Short Tenn Models: Causal Models Have Turned Up From Low Level, While Longer Tenn Direction Models 
Continue To Decline. Divergence Models (p. 13 & 13b) Are Slightly Positive, But The Combination Of 
Divergence And Causal (p. 13c) Remains Weak. Conditions Represent Somewhat Of A Stand-off. 
Short Term Outlook Remains Cautious Sjnce Market Oyervalued Op Seyeral Measures. 
Lon2er Term (Le. moyin& to Pres. Elect.) Sli&htly Bullish - Expectin& Economy To Imorove. 
Keys To Stock Market; 
Ligujdity & Valuatjon 
Recent Past: We believe that using 
both our Liquidity Models (derived 
from interest rates, money supply, 
and reserves) and our Valuation 
Models (compare level of stock 
market to other economic and 
financial variables) one obtains a 
fairly good appreciation of the 
Direction of the Stock Market. For 
example, during the final quarter of 
last year the Valuation Models were 
very strong (suggesting that the 
market was undervalued - selling 
had gone too far) and the Liquidity 
Models started to rapidly improve. 
These two conditions - unvalued 
market and rapidly improving liq-
uidity models - set the stage for the 
beginning of a sharp market 
advance. The market advanced 
rapidly during the first quarter of 
1992 since the Valuation Models 
were positive and the Liquidity 
Models were rapidly improving. 
However, during the 2nd quarter of 
this year, the Liquidity Models 
topped and turned down to a neutral 
level, while the Valuation Models 
became negative indicating that the 
market had become overvalued. 
The neutral level of the Liquidity 
Models (i.e. declining while still 
averaging above 50) and the over-
valued condition of the Liquidity 
Models suggested to us that the 
market would probably fluctuate in 
a trading range which it has for the 
past 3 months. d 
Current Position: At this time, the 
market appears to be fluctuating in 
the lower end of its trading range 
(see Market At A Glance on p. S2) 
taking some cheer from the fact that 
the recession seems to have bot-
tomed, but not liking the upward 
pressure on longer term interest 
rates. We believe later this year 
(after a possible further correction 
of the stock market) that there is a 
good ·possibility of the market 
starting an advance that will con-
tinue through much of next year 
(and the Presidential Election) and 
carry the market somewhat above 
its recent highs (5-10 percent). 
Improved earnings will be the posi-
tive factor driving prices higher, 
while rising prices (and higher 
interest rates) are likely to hold the 
market back. 
Seasonality & Enen:v 
Seasonality: As shown on the 
Cover of the Market Commentary, 
there has been a strong seasonal 
tendency in stock prices since 
1985. In 6 of the last 7 years, the 
stock market has advanced sharply 
over the first half of the year 
(sometimes the advance starts dur-
ing the last quarter of the prior 
year). The worst period of the year 
has consistently been the 3rd quar-
ter of the year - the quarter we are 
now entering. As noted on the 
chart, one reason for the seasonal 
pattern is that the economy often 
expands rapidly during the busy 
summer quarter of the year and this 
puts upward pressure on inflation 
and interest rates. 
Energy: Another reason the 3rd 
quarter is often bad is that energy 
demand is strong and energy prices 
frequently increase. Over the last 
few days, the Raw Material Index 
"B 0 (see p. SS), which measures 
energy prices, has rapidly 
decreased (index inverted). If this 
Index continues to deteriorate (fall) 
like it has during the past 2 Julys, it 
could exert down ward pressure on 
stock prices. On the positive side is 
the fact that many of the world 
economies are slow so energy 
demand is not increasing very 
rapidly. However, on the negative 
side is the fact that there is only 
limited production coming from the 
Kuwait and Iraq oil fields. As a 
result, there is some concern that 
demand may exceed supply later 
this year which could force energy 
prices to rise sharply. 
Time Forecasts 
The market forecasts for different 
time horizons ( 4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 
horizons) from the 3 Dimensional 
Analysis were unchanged this 
week. The average forecast for the 
Reserve Model is 10% (an average 
of the 5 ti.me horizons), while the 
forecast for the Long Term 
Liquidity Model is -1 %. In con-
trast, a few months ago the forecast 
of these models was for annual 
gains of 25-35 percent. 
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School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
Chanees In Model values Oyer Last 7 Months 
As shown on the Cover, the S&P making the maximum commitment the stock market had become over-
500 has moved to the middle of its to equities (pp. 9&11) before the valued, and would move in a trad-
range covering last three months. end of 1990. However, conditions ing range for the time being as has 
We believe that the S&P 500 had changed by Mar. 91. About been the case. Furthermore, given 
stalled-out for good reasons after three months ago, all the Valuation the "pricey" level of the market 
advancing 25% from Oct. 90 - Mar. Models switched from being (P.E. ratio for S&P 500 is now in 
91. In Oct. 90, conditions were positive to negative, and now the upper 5% of its range of the past 
right for a major market advance - suggest that the stock market has 17 years, while the S&P 500 divi-
Valuation Models were all positive become somewhat overvalued, and dend yield is near the lower 5% of 
suggesting that the market was several of the Liquidity Models have its range), we have been advising 
undervalued (i.e. weak hands had fallen from the top of their range Caution regarding the short run 
sold their stock) and the Liquidity (bullish) to slightly below their mid outlook (next three months~. We 
Models started to rapidly advance point (neutral), but do not yet believe that the stock market is 
(i.e. Fed was adding liquidity & recommend lower stock holdings. waiting for strong evidence one way 
interest rates were falling). The The dual conditions (weak Valua- or the other regarding whether the 
Asset Allocation Models (daily and tion Models and deteriorating Liq- economic fundamentals are going to 
weekly models) recommended uidity Models) led us to believe that improve, be little changed, or fall. 
Model Details 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative (Stock Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt Yield). However, Longer Trend Following F Model Still 
Stronfi, But Turning Down. (pp. 1-6). 
2. Several Of The Long Time Horizon Liquidity Models (pp. 6-12) Deteriorated Again Last Week. Excluding The 
2 Short Term Models, The Other 6 Models Now Average Only 46 (on a 100 pt. scale). The 2 Short Term 
Models (designed from short term rates) Are Now Slightly Above 80, But We Do Not Believe These Models 
Are Nearly As Important As They Used To Be (before Soft Landing Pgm.). (See comments on last chart p. 17) 
High Return Long Term Weekly Liquidity Model Continues To Recommend Stocks, But Is Weakening (p.12). 
3. Daily & Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure (pp. 9 & 11), But 
Could Start Recommending Lower Equity Positions If Model Continues To Decline. 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Are Strong But Declining & Range From 76-94 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed Is No Longer Trying To Push Rates Down And 3 Of The Reserve Models Are Below 50 (pp. 10&14). 
6. Short Term Causal Models and Technical (Direction, Thrust, & Distribution) Have Turned Up From Low 
Level, But Are Fairly Weak As Has Been Market Advance (pp. S9-12). Divergence Model, After Signaling 
Top & Becoming Strong Before Rally (pp. S13a-c), Ranges From 30-40- Not Level To Expect Mkt. Advance. 
7. Special Studies: 3-D Models Based On Intermediate Horizon 50 Series Model Strong, But Deteriorating. 
Forecast For The Reserve Model Is 10% And For Long Term Liquidity Model -1 % (average 5 time horizons). 
Short Term Outlook Remajps Cautjous Sjnce Market Overvalued On Several Measures. 
Lon2er Outlook <Le. moyjpe to Pres. Elect.) Continues Io Be Sli2ht1y Bullish. 
Economjc Outlook Is Uncertain And Is Confusin2 Market Outlook 
The market has moved into a trad- worse, a depression. The letters tions' (s&ls, banks, & insur. firms) 
ing range since there is considerable represent differing opinions over ability to lend, and low investment 
uncertainty regarding the outlook the nature of the recovery. The has seriously eroded our intema-
for the economy. Symbolic letters diversity of views is because the tional competitiveness. The likeli-
are used to explain how the recov- economy has changed making it hood of the different recession sce-
ery might progress. 11V" is for a hard to predict what will happen. narios based on what I read and 
rapid recovery with GNP growing The booming 1980s (stopped short discuss is "V" 10%, "U" 60%, 
8-10% - 1st year after recession. of 8th birthday) was supported by "W" 30%, & "L" 10%. So much 
"U" is used to suggest a slow re- huge societal borrowing depends on how well the policy 
covery of 1-2% over the first year. (consumers; government - Fed, makers handle domestic and inter-
"W" indicates that the economy will state, & local; & business) that is national matters. I recommend 
slip back into recession after a short now creating a serious trouble in watching car sales (upturn), retail 
recovery before a lasting recovery starting and keeping expansion go- sales (downturn), real income 
starts. "L" is used to indicate either ing; and real estate speculation has (sliding), & money growth (weak) 
a very long recession, or, still weaken our major financial institu- to evaluate how economy is doing. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Remain Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market 
Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Model Strong, But Declining. 
It Often Recovers After Market Consolidates & Leads Market Higher (may not this time due to high P.E.). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Continued To Deteriorate Last Week. Daily Models Range From 42-81 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Models From 36-78 (p. 10). High Return Long Term Liquidity Model Falling (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure, But Could Start Disallocating If Models 
Continue To Deteriorate (pp. 9 & 11 ). Models Have Recommended Heavy Equity Exposure For 8 Months. 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And Turned Down And Still Recommend A Heavy 
Exposure To Equities. Mcxiels Range From 74-93 (pp. 13 & 15-17). 
5. Fed No Longer Easing Causing Reserve Models To Contract (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are Now From 29-41. 
6. a. Short Term Models: Causal And Distribution Models Have Gradually Improved Last 3.5 Weeks As Market 
Has Advanced. Slope Of Slower Direction Models Been Positive Last Few Weeks. Models Do Not Exhibit 
Strength That Normally Carries Market To New Highs. 
b. Divergence Mcxiels Have Become Quite Weak Similar To Level On 5/31 At Recent Market High (pp. 13-b ). 
7. Special Studies: a. 3-D Moving Down From High Level (pp 1-6) and b. Fundamentals Alarming (pp. 7-12) 
Short Term Outlook Ilimltft<Hu;Drmj!lil! Cautious Since Market Oyervalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Lon2er Term Gojn2 Towards Pres. Elect. Sli2htly Bullish. But Consjderable Uncertajnjty. 
Fundamental Weakenjn2 
The Cover of this week's Market Commentary report is particularly suggestive of the near turn overvalued nature 
of the stock market. The S&P 500 Dividend Yield is down to 3.16% this week, and moving towards the 
dangerous 3 percent level! All that it would take for the dividend to fall to 3 percent or less is for the S&P 500 to 
increase to 390 (i.e. where it was on June 3rd), or for dividends to be further cut. We believe that one or both of 
these events is likely to occur over the next few weeks. Over the last 41 years the dividend yield has fallen below 
3 percent on five occassions, and in all cases the market sold-off sharply shortly thereafter. We are suspect 
regarding the health of the market for several reasons. While there are numerous signs that the recession· may 
have bottomed, there are many reasons to question the strength of the recovery. Lay-offs are still occurring in 
high technology firms like IBM; state and local governments found their budgets deeply in the red beginning in 
July and many are cutting back on their employment and expenditures; the consumer is heavily in debt having 
increased debt from 70 percent of income in 1980 to 90 percent in 1991 and needs to paydown debt rather than to 
increase it; Federal debt continues to grow as the borrowing hang-over grows worse; real estate values are still 
declining in many parts of the country. All in all we believe the economy, and in turn the stock market, is very 
vulnerable due to the 1980 philosophy of live and pay later, rather than shaping up and becoming more 
competitive. 
stop 
This week we present 6 charts on pages 7-12 that further examine the fundamental strength of the market 
underpinnings, and we find then all wanting. 
What has cheered the market on to new heights is that the stock market often increasing 50 to 80 percent over the 
year are two following a recession. That would have carried the S&P 500 from close to 300 last October to 450+ 
over the next 1.5 years (say through the next Presidential Election). What 
As the market has rallied over the past 6 months ( 6 most powerful months for the stock market over the 4 year 
Pres. Elect.), and with substantial gains in many portfolios, it is prudent to protect that value if the market is 
becoming overvalued. As discussed in 1. above, all five of the Valuation Models suggest that the market has 
become overvalued and is vulnerable. In addition, we are repeating 4 charts presented periodically that further 
explore the question of Value. The first chart (p. 7) suggests that the current P .E. is justified by a 3 percent CPI, 
while most of the forecasts we have reviewed suggest CPI to be from 4.5-5 percent in the 2nd half of 91 and on 
into 1992. We believe as others do that as the economy improves, there will be increased wage and price 
pressures. The next two charts (pp. 8&9) show that conditions have changed to "4" and "4" (P.E. in upper 4% of 
its range while the dividend is in the lower 4% of its range covering the past 17 years) as the market has advanced 
with the S&P 500 P.E. ratio up to 18.56 and the dividend down to 3.13 percent. Finally, it can be observed that 
most of the market advance since late 88 is due to a P.E. expansion of 50% - 12-18. 
Time Forecasts 
·J 
The market forecasts for different time horizons (4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 horizons) from the 3 Dimensional Analysis 
were unchanged this week. The average forecast for the Reserve Model is 10% (an average of the 5 time 
horizons), while the forecast for the Long Term Liquidity Model is -1 %. In contrast, a few months ago the 
forecast of these models was for annual gains of 25-35 percent. 
Diyera:ence Model Waruine 
Explanation: One of our interesting and more complex models is based on Divergence between the short term 
causal models and price change (pp. S10&12). Positive Divergence occurs when the market is decreasing while 
the short term causal models are improving. Divergence numbers are considered 11gocxi11 from 70-90 and "strong" 
from 90-100. When Divergence is from 70-100, the market is likely oversold and will soon rebound. 
Conversely, Negative Divergence occurs when the market is increasing while the short term causal models are 
decreasing. Divergence numbers are considered poor from 10-30 and bad from 0-10. 
Extreme Level: While the short term causal models (pp. Sl0&12) have improved over the past two weeks, they 
remain relatively weak. In contrast, the S&P 500 has increased by approximately 5 percent increase over the past 
two weeks. This development has led to the Divergence Model plunging to the low level of 1 on a 100 point 
scale. Several major market corrections have been associated with such low readings and they include Oct 1987, 
Oct. 1989, Jan. 1990, and July 1990. The five Valuation Models (pp. 1-5) all suggest that the market is 
overvalued and provide an independent confirmation that the stock market is very pricey. ' 
Model Extensions: We believe the Divergence Model has considerable potential in your investment strategies for 
short term timing purposes, and we have prepared 3 extensions of the model for your consideration (see Cover 
and pp. S 13 a-c). The 1st special chart extends the Divergence data back another year so we can see what 
happened during the 2nd half of 89 and the 1st half of 90 (p. S 13a). Very negative Divergence was recorded 
before the Aug. and Sep. 89 corrections and the Jan. 90 correction - mkt. had become overvalued and vulnerable 
and sharply corrected as expected. Divergence is smoothed in the 2nd special chart to help identify the major 
patterns (p. S 13b ). As can be observed, when Divergence is hi&h the market very often advances and when it is 
low the market frequently declines. The Divergence and Causal Models are combined in the 3rd special chart. It 
is often particularly bullish when both the Divergence and Causal Models are strong. 
Fundamental Value? 
As the market has rallied over the past 6 months ( 6 most powerful months for the stock market over the 4 year 
Pres. Elect.), and with substantial gains in many portfolios, it is prudent to protect that value if the market is 
becoming overvalued. As discussed in 1. above, all five of the Valuation Models suggest that the market has 
become overvalued and is vulnerable. In addition, we are repeating 4 charts presented periodically that further 
explore the question of Value. The first chart (p. 7) suggests that the current P.E. is justified by a 3 percent CPI, 
while most of the forecasts we have reviewed suggest CPI to be from 4.5-5 percent in the 2nd half of 91 and on 
into 1992. We believe as others do that as the economy improves, there will be increased wage and price 
pressures. The next two charts (pp. 8&9) show that conditions have changed to "411 and "4" (P.E. in upper 4% of 
its range while the dividend is in the lower 4% of its range covering the past 17 years) as the market has advanced 
with the S&P 500 P.E. ratio up to 18.56 and the dividend down to 3.13 percent. Finally, it can be observed that 
most of the market advance since late 88 is due to a P.E. expansion of 50% - 12-18. 
Ijme Forecasts 
Last week we explained the power of the new 3-dimensional analysis that uses both the level and the change of the 
50 Series Reserve and Long Term Liquidity Models to forecast the stock market for 4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 week 
horizons. The charts and forecasts are presented on the next 6 pages (pp 1-6), and they remain unchanged for the 
prior week. The forecasted returns are down sharply from a few months ago and average 10% for L.i.e Reserve 
Model and 4.5% for the Long Tenn 50 Series Models. . These models do not consider value. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models A-E 1 Neutral & 4 Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market 
Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Mod.el Strong, But Declining. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Tended To Stabilize This Week. Daily Models Range From 40-80 (p. 7) & 
Weekly Mod.els From 38-78 (p. 10). High Return Long Term Liquidity Model Also Stabilizing (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure, But Could Stan Disallocating If Mod.els 
Continue To Deteriorate (pp. 9 & 11). Mod.els Have Recommended Heavy Equity Exposure For 8 Months. 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And Turned Down But Still Recommend A Heavy 
Exposure To Equities. Models Range From 74-92 (pp. 13 & 15-17). (They are parameterized around 50.) 
5. Fed No Longer Easing Causing Reserve Models To Contract (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are Now From 26-41. 
6. Short Term Mod.els A Mixed Picture: Direction (slower changing technical) And Causal Slightly Positive. 
However, Fast Trend Following Distribution Model Has Turned Down (p. Sl 1&12). Models Do Not Exhibit 
Strength Normally Needed To Carry Market Much Higher. Short Term Models Close To A Stand-off. 
Divergence Models Present A Somewhat Stronger Picture For Short Term Market Movement (pp. 13a-c}. 
7. Special Studies: a. 3-D Moving Down From High Level (pp. 1-6) and b. Fundamentals Alarming (pp. 7-10) 
Short Term Outlook Ilmi<;Jtct&§illWiilJ Cautious Since Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Loneer Term Goine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertaintv. 
New Causal Model 
Background: For several months, 
we have been exploring the possi-
bility of going beyond the monetary 
variables (i.e. interest rates, 
reserves, and money supply) that 
comprise the core of our short (few 
weeks to few months), intermediate 
( 1-2 years), and long (3-4) time 
horizon causal models. We have 
long sought variables that would 
help to explain what causes: 1. the 
Fed Reserve to change its behavior 
or 2. that directly influences key 
financial variables (i.e. interest 
rates). For several months we have 
included 2 Raw Material Indexes (A 
& B) covering separate variables in 
the weekly report (pp. S7 &8) or 
that are faxed daily. From studying 
the charts showing the different 
Raw Material Indexes it was clear 
that they often had a strong influ-
ence on short and longer term 
change of stock prices (influences 
that did not always show up in other 
causal variables). 
Characteristics: This week we intro-
duce a new model called Causal 
Model - R.M. (raw material) "A" 
which is presented on the next page 
(* 1 ). From now on Causal Model -
R.M. "A" will be one of our regular 
models presented in the weekly 
package (or faxed daily). As can be 
observed from the chart on the next 
page (* 1 ), there were five reason-
ably well timed stock buy decisions 
from 1980 to the present. While 
there is no certainty that this model 
will perform as good in the future as 
in the past, we believe that it has a 
good chance of doing so since it 
measures one set of raw material 
prices that enter into the production 
process. No model is perfect and 
that is why we use sets of models in 
forecasting the stock market. On 
the negative side, we would have 
preferred that this model not have 
given a 2nd Buy S&P signal late in 
1980 since the stock prices declined 
sharply over the next 1.5 years (it 
would have been ideal to have 
stayed out of stocks from late 1980 
until the 2nd half of 1982). In 
addition, we would have preferred 
had the 4th buy signal occurred at 
the beginning rather than late in 
1988. On the positive side, we 
liked the way the R.M. "A" model 
performed recommending being out 
of stocks before the July 90 high, 
and then recommending the pur-
chase of stocks in Nov. 91 - close 
to the market low. Over the 11.5 
year period presented, R.M. "A" 
mcx:lel is estimated to have generated 
an annual excess return approaching 
500 basis points after transaction 
costs (next week we will present the 
returns yearly and overall). 
Comparisons To Another Model: 
One of our best models is the Daily 
Long Term Liquidity Model that has 
generated an excess return of close 
to 550 bases points above the S&P 
500 over the past 20 years. The 
new Causal Model - R.M. "A" is 
co-plotted with the Daily Long Term 
Liquidity Model from 1980 on (p 
*2). Given that the new model is 
constructed from a set of raw mate-
rial prices, one should expect that it 
would often lead the Daily Long 
Term Liquidity Model. In fact, the 
co-plot of the two models reveals 
that the new Causal R.M. 11 A" 
model often leads the Daily Long 
Term Liquidity Model (see on chart 
the no. of times the notation of 
"Leads" appears). We like the 
leading characteristic of R. M. 11 A" 
since it will warn us to be prepared 
to a change in the high performance 
Long Term Daily Liquidity Model. 
We have noted for several weeks in 
notes on the Index of Raw Material 
"A" (p. S7) that it has been much 
stronger than the liquidity models 
and has been providing support for 
the stock market. As can be 
observed from the chart, the R.M. 
"A" Model is presently near 70 
while the Long Term Daily Liq. 
Model has fallen to near 40. (We 
are obtaining data on other raw 
material indexes and hope to design 
other Raw Material Models.) 
Time Forecasts 
The market forecasts for different 
time horizons ( 4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 
horizons) from the 3 Dimensional 
Analysis is 13 % for the Reserve 
Model and -1 % for the Long Term 
Liquidity Model. However, values 
weaker than" when advance started. 
IJJAIIUE.lll1f C(f})IJJIJllllHilAIRVi Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technolo2y August 5, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models (no change) A-E 1 Neutral & 4 Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Trend Following F Model Strong. 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Stabilized The Past 2 Weeks And Provide Support For The Stock Market. 
Daily Models Range From 44-80 (p. 7) & Weekly Models From 35-79 (p. 10). Models In Neutral Position. 
3. Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure, But Could Start Disallocating If Models 
Were To Further Deteriorate (pp. 9 & 11). Models Have Recommended Heavy Equity Holdings For 8 Months. 
4. 50 Series Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And Turned Down, But Still Recommend A Large 
Exposure To Equities. Models Range From 71-91 (pp. 13 & 15-17). (They are parameterized around 50.) 
5. Reserve Models Have Contracted From Earlier Levels (pp. 10, 13, 14) - 3 Of 4 Are Now From 26-41. 
6. Short Term Models Present A Mixed Picture: Direction (i.e. slower changing technical) And Causal Slowly 
Advancing. However, Faster Distribution Model Is Weak Around 50 (p. S 11&12) And Does Not Support A 
Strong Market Advance. Much This Week Depends On How Well The Record Treasury Bond Auction Goes. 
7. Divergence Models Good Performance Since April (during trend less market) And Is Now Strong (pp.13a-c ). 
8. Special Studies: a. 3-D Analysis Of 50 Series Models - Weakening (pp. 1-6), b. Fundamentals Factors -
Alarming (pp. 7-8), and c. New Causal Factor "A" Model- Reasonably Good (pp 9-10) 
Short Term Outlook Remains Cautious Since Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
Dividend Yield I T-BiJI 
Yield Indjcator 
The Indicator: In recent months, some 
bullish analysts have tried to marshall 
whatever indicators they can find 
which suggest that the stock market is 
in the early stages of its advance. One 
of the relationships they present to 
support their position of the stock mar-
ket going higher is the ratio calculated 
by dividing the Dividend Yield by the 
T-Bill Yield (abbreviated Div.tr-Bill 
Ratio). (It is often expressed the other 
way around as T-Bill/Dividend Ratio 
which we believe is confusing.) A 
chart of the Dividend.If-Bill Ratio is 
shown on the next page * 1. This rela-
tionship has done a good job of sug-
gesting when to "buy" and "sell" the 
S&P 500 over last 24 years. Follow-
ing the recommended signals, an 
investment manager could have 
exceeded the return of the "buy and 
hold" S&P strategy by several hundred 
points. The "buy" signal is given 
when the Ratio climbs to .6 (or 
higher), and as can be observed stock 
often increase when the Ratio is above 
.6. The stock market often advances 
when the Ratio is above .6 since tre 
dividend yield (plus prospect of stocks 
appreciating) is attractive relative to 
what can be earned from I-Bills. 
When the ratio is below .5, the stock 
market is often overvalued. 
Concern Oyer Indicator: We have sev-
eral problems with the Dividend/f-Bill 
Ratio, and believe that it could be pro-
viding a false bullish signal. 1. Our 
preference is for Valuation Models that 
not only have won the past battles, but 
are also winning the current battles. 
The history of this indicator shows that 
it was almost flawless (i.e. gave buy 
and sell stock signals at the correct 
time) from 1969-1988. However, tre 
I-Bill/Dividend Ratio gave an early sell 
signal late in 1988 and thus missed the 
rapid advance of the stock market dur-
ing 1989. It did give a buy signal in 
Jan. 91; however, the indicator barely 
reached the buy level and has not been 
above .6 since the week of the signal. 
Additionally, the signal was not given 
at the market bottom in Oct. 90. 2. 
The Fed has been giving increasing 
emphasis to the I-Bill in its policy to 
control the economy. As discussed 
several; times before, the Soft Landing 
Policy implemented between Mar. 88 
& Mar. 89 involved driving up short 
term rates over 300 basis points 
(purpose to slow the pace of the econ -
omy and to slow the growth of infla-
tion). The high level of the I-Bill 
caused the Dividend/f-Bill Ratio to fall 
giving an early sell signal late in 1988. 
Conversely, we now believe the Fed, 
in an effort to "jump start" the crippled 
economy, has driven short tenn rates 
(Fed policy is directed primarily to 
short term rates) to unusually low 
levels relative to longer tenn rates. 
(The Fed can do this through its Open 
Market Activities and its huge holding 
of Treasury issues.) Since the T-Bill is 
lower than would otherwise be the case 
the Dividend/f-Bill Ratio is higher. 
However, the Dividendff-Bill Ratio is 
presently only .57 and not above .6 the 
· level at which the stock market has 
rapidly advanced in the past 
Caution Sianals 
The 3 factors, in order of importance, 
that can drive stock prices upward are: 
1. falling inflation, 2. earnings growth, 
and 3. positive investors' psychology. 
The early stage of market advances is 
normally driven first by declining 
inflation and then by improving .earn-
ings. The last, and often speculative 
stage, of a market advance is due to 
overly optimistic investors' psychol-
ogy - the current stage of the stock 
market. Stock prices may go higher 
over the next few months, but if they 
do the market will be pushed to an 
unrealistically high level from which a 
rapid downward adjustment could be 
expected. At the present, 4 of our 5 
Valuation Models are negative and 1 is 
neutral (see above). There are other 
classic signals suggesting that the stock 
market has reached a "pricey" level and 
that Caution is appropriate for the short 
run if prices move substantially to new 
highs. The other indicators include the 
lofty P.E. and low dividend yield 
(upper 4.5 and lower 4.5 percentiles 
respectively over the past 17 years). In 
addition, if the S&P climbs to or above 
its recent high, the dividend yield is 
likely to fall below the dangerous level 
of 3 percent (as explained in the prior 2 
reports). We would not be surprised 
to see the markets move to new highs i 
but believe this could cause sharp 
market correction 
Ijme Forecasts 
The 3-D analysis of 50 Series Models 
(4, 8, 13, 26, & 39 horizons) is 
unchanged - Reserve Model is 13 % 
and Long Term Liquidity Mode!f-1 %. 
li/Allf.llf.!E7f C(J)li/WJ!EM7f Allf.'fl i Stock Market Project, School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine Georgia Institute of Technolo2y Au2ust 12, 1991 
Model Results 
1. Valuation Models (no change) A-E 4 Negative & 1 Neutral (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/f-Bill Model Is 
Neutral. Trend Following Model Remains Strong, If It Deteriorates Trouble Could Be Brewing. (pages 1-7) 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Stabilized Last 3 Weeks, And Have Turned Up Providing Support For 
Stock Market Daily Models Range From 52-80 (p.8) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Range From 47-81 (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure, But Will Start Disallocating Next Week 
If Reserve Models (weakest) Deteriorate Further (pp. 11 & 13). 
4. Two Of The Three 50 Series (parameterized around 50) Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And 
Turned Down Sharply - But Are Still Above 50 Sell Level. Models Range From 66-91(pp.15 & 17-19). 
5. Reserve Models Have Contracted From Earlier Levels (pp. 12, 15, 16). The 3 Long & Intermediate Horizon 
Weekly Reserve Models Range From 22-31. The 50 Series Reserve Model Has Fallen Steadily To 65.6. 
6. Short Term Models Present A Mixed Picture: Direction (i.e. slower changing technical model) And Causal 
Slowly Advancing (pp. S9&10). However, Faster Distribution Model Is Weak Around 50 (pp. Sll&rn) And 
Does Not Support A Market Advance. Stock Market Depends On What Happens To Bond Market This Week. 
7. Divergence Models Good Results Since March. Divergence Now Strong, But We Are Skeptical (pp.S13a-c). 
8. New Models: a. 3-D Analysis Of 50 Series Models - Weakening (pp. 1-6), b. Dividend/f-bill Is Neutral (p. 7), 
and c. New Causal Factor "A" Model - Reasonably Good (p. 10) - Recommend You Review New Model. 
Short Term Outlook Extremely Cautious Since Market Oyervalued Op Seyeral Measures. 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Consjderable Uncertainty. 
BARRON'S Article Is Even More Bearish 
Market Yery "Pricey". An article in this week's 
BARRON'S entitled "Is History Bunk?" by Thomas J. 
Feeney made me feel by comparison as if I were almost 
bullish. Since April we have been advising Caution 
regarding the stock market since it has reached over-
valued levels (see charts on pp. 1-6). Four of five of 
our Valuation Models are negative, and one is neutral; 
even the Dividendff-Bill ratio (discussed last week - p. 
6) is not strong (i.e above .6), but rather between .5 
(sell level) and .6 (level entry signal given). Also over 
the last 4 months, we have explained that the S&P 500 
P.E. Ratio has been in the upper 4-5 percent of its 
range while the dividend yield has been in the lower 4-
5 percent of its range covering the 17.5 years since 
1973. The only time these value measure were lower 
was prior to the Mega Stock Market Crash of 1987. 
Furthermore, we believe that the P .E. and Dividend 
ratios are likely to jump up a notch on the overvalued 
scale when the 2nd quarter earnings and dividends are 
tallied up and reported. A few weeks ago, we also 
showed that the S&P 500 dividend yield has only 
fallen below 3 percent five times since 1950, and that 
the market fell sharply over the next 1-2 years. It could 
fall below 3 percent if the S &P 500 makes a new high, 
or if the dividend level is sliced a little, and one or both 
events could occur. 
Why Investors Too Bumsh: In our opinion, what has 
mislead many investors is that the stock market did not 
get crunched in this recession like it had in the three 
prior recessions. During the earlier recessions (74-5, 
80, & 81-2), the S&P 500 P.E. Ratio declined to 
nearly 7 versus the recent recession (90-91) where· it 
fell towards 14. The reason the P.E. ratio did not con-
tract as much this time was due to the Soft Landing 
Program of the Federal Reserve which sent short term 
rates soaring 330 basis points from 3/88 to 3/89 to 
slow the pace of the economy to hopefully avoid a 
recession. The program moderated the inflationary 
pressures (only climbed from 4.5% - 6.5%), and kept 
the stock market from being sent reeling and P.E.'s 
from contracting sharply. The Soft Landing was for a 
time a success, and it might have gone on longer (i.e 
avoiding the 90-91 recession) had Iraq not invaded 
Kuwait destroying consumer confidence (that was 
already somewhat frayed). Those expecting a 50-80 
percent gain in the stock market following the 90-91 
recession failed to take into account the high level of 
the P.E. maintained during the recession. As a result, 
the 30 percent increase in the S&P 500 from Oct. 90 -
Mar. 91 carried the stock market from being somewhat 
undervalued to slightly overvalued. 
Plus & Minus Factors Reviewed: There are definitely 
some plus factors in the economic environment (i.e. 
declining defense spending and moderating inflation) 
that could keep the economy healthy as explained on 
the cover of this week's report. The bulls could still 
have their day if consumer prices move down to 3 per-
cent and stays there, and economy gradually improves. 
Unfortunately, there are also some negatives (i.e. low 
savings and investment and declining competitiveness) 
which tend to off set the positive development. The fact 
of the matter is that there are a great number of uncer-
tainties that lie ahead that makes forecasting the future a 
hazardous undertaking. To a certain extent that is why 
the stock market has been treading water and moving in 
a trading range the past four months as it awaits eco-
nomic news that will push the market either lower or 
higher. Unfortunately, given our research on the 
economy we tend to be biased more toward the nega-
tive outlook which is certainly the tone of the Barron's 
article. However, we are going to stay with the mone-
tary and technical models (i.e. constructed from interest 
rates, reserves, and money plus the technical models 
that pick-up the major market trend) that have per-
formed quite well over the past 20 years, and particu-
larly since 1980. At the present time most of the 
weekly and daily long term models are neutral (around 
50) and turning upward. If they reverse themselves, 
and start falling sharply, we will sound the alarm. 
Hi&hlieht Of Bearish Article From Barron's 
I have taken the liberty of extracting most of the key 
thoughts from the Barron's article since I believe it 
contains several good points that need to be considered 
regarding where the market is likely headed. 
Throughout the 20th century, some statistical conclu-
sions are clear. 
- The DJIA has sold at an average of 14 times ... 
- ... have yielded a divided of about 4.5%. 
- ... sold at a bit more than 1.5 times their book 
values. 
DJIA Value Now: P.E Ratio 23, Dividend Yield 
3.08%, and Price To Book 2.25. (from figures) 
... one finds there were always persuasive voices 
raised to convince investors that "it's different this 
time" to justify what, in retrospect, was excessive 
bullishness. . .. the market conclusions ultimately 
were always the same. The ratios of market value 
always reverted to their means. 
If we apply the 20th century's average price-to-earn-
ings, price-to-dividend and price-to-book ratios to 
today's levels of earnings, dividends and book values, 
we find that each suggests a Dow Industrials level 
around 2000. Once again aoove 3000, the Dow is 
about 50% above this century's norm. While the mar-
kets have occasionally spiked up to levels even more 
overvalued for very brief periods of ti.me, they have 
always fallen precipitously from such rarefied air. It is 
also instructive to note that the market's value ratios 
have, logically enough, spent as much time below their 
20th century averages as above them. 
Strategists who argue today for a heavily equity-
oriented approach see the economy emerging from a 
mild recession this quarter or next and expect visible 
growth in the economy and corporate earnings for an 
extended stretch ahead. At least implicitly, they con-
tend that these historically high value ratios are justifi-
able because we will enjoy considerable growth in 
coming years. Let's examine the growth argument 
The question is not whether we will grow, but rather 
how much we will grow and what price we will assign 
to that growth. At today's prices, we are evidencing a 
willingness to spend 50% more for a dollar of earn-
ings, dividends and book value than we have, on aver-
age, throughout the nearly completed 20th century. 
This is a century that has witnessed the introduction 
and growth of automobile and airplane travel, instant 
audio and video mass communications, information 
processing by computer and the development of 
numerous life-sustaining medicines and procedures. 
To justify today's historically overvalued levels, much 
less to make a case for higher stock prices, we need 
growth at an even faster rate in the future than we have 
had so far this century. Is it likely that an ever more 
mature society will grow faster than a younger Society, 
one closer to emerging status? 
Can we grow our way to a validation of today's value 
ratios? While the market is not at all-time levels of 
overvaluations on any of the three measures cited ear-
lier, there are only three historical precedents in which 
the three reached their current levels of overvaluati.on 
simultaneously ... the only three similar combina-
tions of overvaluation in these measures preceded the 
sharp stock market plunges that began in 1929, 1937, 
and 1973. The mildest of those was the 45% decline in 
the Dow Jones Industrials through 1973 and 197 4. 
We have never in this century grown out of such an 
overvaluated condition without a serious stock market 
setback. 
Will it be "different this time"? An examination of 
today's economic environments lends little support to 
the argument Washington, and most private 
economists, are forecasting a subparrecovery. 
This projected recovery is to occur with consumers, 
corporations and a government saddled with the great-
est absolute and relative debt in U.S. history. We have 
as a nation moved in the 1980s from being the world's 
greatest-ever creditor to our present status as the 
world's greatest-ever debtor. As a consequence, the 
government is unable to provide the kind and degree of 
stimulus normally available to help lift the economy 
from recession. And as a result of the rampant oor-
row-to-buy mentality of the 1980s, the consumer, 
whose wallet is most influential in transforming the 
economy from recession into expansion, is strapped. 
Having saved in recent years at the lowest rate in a 
half-century, the consumer has far less money available 
than in past recessions. 
This scarcely looks like a financial structure set to 
spawn a period of sustained growth at a more robust 
than usual rate. Instead, it looks strikingly like what 
most economists are calling a setting for slower-than-
normal economic growth. 
Where's the case for value measures 50% above the 
historic norm? In fact, more professionals are finding 
it difficult to make the case even for ttendline growth. 
The lesson of our entire investment history is that these 
value measures will revert to their means. Unless 
earnings, dividends and book values skyrocket (and 
they never have in this century when their ratios have 
been substantially overvalued), these value measures 
must remain at precarious heights for years to come. 
There is a huge price gap below this market just to 
reach historically normal levels. Upward price 
progress from here would come only from investors 1 
willingness to endure even greater overvaluations. 
Realization of just normal value relationships looms as 
a market disaster. 
All that said, these measures, especially book value, 
are notoriously poor short-term market forecasters. 
That leads to the great temptation to tty to squeeze a 
little more return from stocks in this cycle. Once again, 
history argues against giving in to that temptation. 
Although markets have gone higher temporarily after 
these measures have reached such overvalued levels, 
markets have always retreated to levels, even if some 
years later, at which the conservative investor could 
reinvest without having sacrificed return. 
Realistically, the only rationales for staying heavily in 
equities at this level are that you will be able to time the 
ultimate top or that "it'll be different this time 11 and 
history won't apply. 
The probabilities argue convincingly against both. 
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Model Results 
1. Valuation Models: Not Much Change From What Has Existed Last 4 Months As Market Has Moved In A 
Sideways Pattern. Borrowing But Quite Accurate. Valuation Models A-E = 4 Negative & 1 Neutral (Market 
Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. 
Debt). Dividendtr-Bill Model Is Neutral. Trend Following Technical Model Remains Strong- Supported By 
Rotation - And Suggest Market Not Experiency A Broad Based Advance.(pp.1-7) 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Last 4 Weeks & Is Reason S&P Has Been Testing Top Of 
Range. Daily Models Have Advanced & Are From 60-80 (p.8) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models From 49-82 (p.12). 
3. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure. But 
Decline In Weekly Reserve Model To Below 30 Has Caused 20 Part Weekly Portfolio Strategy To Now 
Recommed 95% (instead of 100%) Of Allowed Commitment To Market- Others Still At 100%. (pp. 11 & 13) 
4. Two Of The Three 50 Series (parameterized around 50) Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And 
Turned Down Sharply- But Are Still Above 50 Sell Level. Models Range From 00-92 (pp. 15 & 17-19). 
5. Reserve Models Are The Weakest And Continue To Contract (Fed may be more concerned now aoout inflation 
believing it has done enough to stimulate economy) - (pp. 12, 15, 16). The 3 Long & Intermediate Horizon 
Weekly Reserve Models Range From 20-30. The 50 Series Reserve Model Has Fallen Steadily To 59.5. 
6. Short Term Models Still Present A Mixed Picture: Direction (i.e. slower changing technical model) Gradually 
Advancing And Causal Models Quite Strong (pp. S9&10). But, Faster Distribution Model Is Weak Around 50 
(pp. Sl 1&12) And Does Not Suggest A Strong Market Advance. Could Be Difficult Week For Stock Market. 
7. Divergence Models Now A Strong 96, But We Are Skeptical (pp.S13a-c). Special Anaysis This Week. 
8. New Models: a. 3-D Models Weakening (pp.1-6) & Special Report On Fundametal Value (pp.7-10). 
Short Term Outlook lEillif<ernmwllw Cmw¢Il@Illl@ Sjnce Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Loni:er Term Movini: Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
BARRON'S Article Is Even More Bearish 
Market Very "Pricey". An article in this week's 
BARRON'S entitled "Is History Bunk?" by Thomas J. 
Feeney made me feel by comparison as if I were almost 
bullish. Since April we have been advising Caution 
regarding the stock market since it has reached over-
valued levels (see charts on pp. 1-6). Four of five of 
our Valuation Models are negative, and one is neutral; 
even the Dividend{T-Bill ratio (discussed last week - p. 
6) is not strong (i.e above .6), but rather between .5 
(sell level) and .6 (level entry signal given). Also over 
the last 4 months, we have explained that the S&P 500 
P .E. Ratio has been in the upper 4-5 percent of its 
range while the dividend yield has been in the lower 4-
5 percent of its range covering the 17 .5 years since 
1973. The only time these value measure were lower 
was prior to the Mega Stock Market Crash of 1987. 
Furthermore, we believe that the P.E. and Dividend 
ratios are likely to jump up a notch on the overvalued 
scale when the 2nd quarter earnings and dividends are 
tallied up and reported. A few weeks ago, we also 
showed that the S&P 500 dividend yield has only 
fallen below 3 percent five times since 1950, and that 
the market fell sharply over the next 1-2 years. It could 
fall below 3 percent if the S&P 500 makes a new high, 
or if the dividend level is sliced a little, and one or both 
events could occur. 
Why Investors Too Bullish: In our opinion, what has 
mislead many investors is that the stock market did not 
get crunched in this recession like it had in the three 
prior recessions. During the earlier recessions (74-5, 
80, & 81-2), the S&P 500 P.E. Ratio declined to 
nearly 7 versus the recent recession (90-91) where it 
fell towards 14. The reason the P .E. ratio did not con-
tract as much this time was due to the Soft Landing 
Program of the Federal Reserve which sent short term 
rates soaring 3 30 basis points from 3/88 to 3/89 to 
slow the pace of the economy to hopefully avoid a 
recession. The program moderated the inflationary 
pressures (only climbed from 4.5% - 6.5%), and kept 
the stock market from being sent reeling and P.E.'s 
from contracting sharply. The Soft Landing was for a 
time a success, and it might have gone on longer (i.e 
avoiding the 90-91 recession) had Iraq not invaded 
Kuwait destroying consumer confidence (that was 
already somewhat frayed). Those expecting a 50-80 
percent gain in the stock market following the 90-91 
recession failed to take into account the high level of 
the P.E. maintained during the recession. As a result, 
the 30 percent increase in the S&P 500 from Oct. 90 -
Mar. 91 carried the stock market from being somewhat 
undervalued to slightly overvalued. 
Plus & Minus Factors Reviewed: There are definitely 
some plus factors in the economic environment (i.e. 
declining defense spending and moderating inflation) 
that could keep the economy healthy as explained on 
the cover of this week's report. The bulls could still 
have their day if consumer prices move down to 3 per-
cent and stays there, and economy gradually imprqves. 
Unfortunately, there are also some negatives (i.e. low 
savings and investment and declining competitiveness) 
which tend to offset the positive development. The fact 
of the matter is that there are a great number of uncer-
tainties that lie ahead that makes forecasting the future a 
hazardous undertaking. To a certain extent that is why 
the stock market has been treading water and moving in 
a trading range the past four months as it awaits eco-
nomic news that will push the market either lower or 
higher. Unfortunately, given our research on the 
economy we tend to be biased more toward the nega-
tive outlook which is certainly the tone of the Barron•s 
article. However, we are going to stay with the mone-
tary and technical mooels (i.e. constructed from interest 
rates, reserves, and money plus the technical models 
that pick-up the major market trend) that have per-
formed quite well over the past 20 years, and particu-
larly since 1980. At the present time most of the 
weekly and daily long term models are neutral (around 
50) and turning upward. If they reverse themselves, 
and start falling sharply, we will sound the alarm. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend{f-Bill Model Is Neutral. Trend Following 
Technical Model Remains Strong - Supported By Rotation (pp.1-7). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Last 5 Weeks & Reason S&P Has Moved Beyond Top Of 
RanG. Models Have Advanced & Daily Are From 64-82 (p.8) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models From 55.84 (p.12). 
3. Only One Of The Portfolio Strategies Based On The Daily & Weekly Models Recommend Less Than 100% Of 
Maximum Equity Exposure. Decline In Reserve Model To Below 30 Has Caused 20 Part Weekly Portfolio 
Strategy To Recommend 95% (instead of 100%) Of Commitment To Equities (pp. 11 & 13) 
4. Two Of The Three 50 Series (parameterized around 50) Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And 
Turned Down Sharply- But Are Still Above 50 Sell Level. Models Range From 55-92 (pp. 15 & 17-19). 
5. Reserve Models Are The Weakest And Continue To Contract (Fed may be more concerned now about inflation 
believing it has done enough to stimulate economy) - (pp. 12, 15, 16). The 3 Long & Intermediate Horizon 
Weekly Reserve Models Range From 22-32. The 50 Series Reserve Model Has Fallen Steadily To 55.2: 
6. Market Advance Strongly Supported By Bond Index And Important Raw Material A & B Indexes (pp. S6-9) 
7. Short Term Trading Models Advanced Rapidly Last Week - Causal And Technical Still Strong. (pp. S9&12). 
8. Divergence Models Has Contracted After Being At Its Strongest Level In Years On Monday & Tuesday. 
9. New Models: a. 3-D Models Stabilizing (pp.1-6) & Special Report On Fundamental Value (pp.7-10). 
Short Term Outlook IE1frrrcemmcellJ Cmruutll@nn; Since Market Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. 
Loneer Term Movjne Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
Four Year Anniversary 
Of Market Hieb 
Four Year Pattern: Four years ago last 
week the S&P 500 and DJIA recorded 
its all-time high, and then slid 30 per-
cent over the next 15 weeks as we 
experienced the Stock Market Crash of 
87 (see chart on 4 year Pres. Elect 
term). Are there any similarities 
between now and four years ago? The 
answer is unfortunately, Yes! On the 
more conseivative side one would have 
to say that the stock market is oveival-
ued and "pricey", and that the down-
side potential is much greater than that 
on the upside. The prudent money 
manager cannot ignore what is happen-
ing. While the market is probably not 
as precarious as it was four years ago; 
it is, nonetheless, very over extended 
and could experience a rapid decline. 
The primary factor that drove the mar-
ket to an unrealistic level in 1987 was 
the "bigger foul" theory that the U.S. 
stock market was considerably under-
valued on a Price Earnings basis (less 
than half) that of Japan. Hence, some 
were convinced and sold others sold on 
the idea that the stock market could still 
climb further from its already elevated 
P.E. ratio, the highest that had been 
recorded since the end of the 1920s. 
Then reality set in. With the economy 
expanding too rapidly (due to soaring 
reserves designed to bring down the 
value of the dollar) inflation pressures 
increased, interest rates jumped, and 
the market corrected at one of its most 
~ rapid paces in history. 
Rationale For Price: Four years ago the 
stock market jumped to an unsustain-
able level on the tale that we were going 
to close the Price Earnings Ratio gap 
with the Japanese, while the current tale 
running the market up to a similarly 
high and precarious level is the eupho-
ria over the denouncement of 
Communism in the Soviet Union. 
There is no doubt that this is an incred-
ible development after almost 50 years 
of Communistic Rule. However, the 
reality is that the Soviet Union is 
extremely unstable at this time and is on 
the verge of Civil War (Republics have 
always been hard to co-ordinate). 
Should civil strife break out then all the 
uncertainties of what may eventually 
happen could create huge international 
tensions - a development with uncer-
tainty that the stock market would not 
like and could result in optimism turn-
ing into pessimism and causing stock 
prices to quickly retreat. In addition, 
there are domestic problems that could 
sour our economic situation such as a 
major financial failure involving a 
major bank or insurance company 
(F.D.l.C. needs shoring-up) or a fur-
ther Wall Street scandal (i.e. another 
Solomon Brothers.). Furthermore, the 
Federal Deficit is being revised upward 
to more than an additional billion dol-
lars every day of the week. That is not 
a healthy development, but part of the 
continuing negative legacy of our over 
borrowed economy of the past decade. 
Simis Of Overvaluation: The S&P 500 
made a new high this week and is over 
extended and vulnerable in much ttx: 
same way that it was four years ago (as 
well as the DJIA - see BARRON'S 
article on inflated DJIA - Aug. 19, 91). 
One of the factors that has driven the 
market to a very high level is Investors' 
Expectations that the stock market 
could climb 50-80 percent from ttx: 
recession low (like occurred following 
the prior 2 energy related recessions). 
However, due to the quasi successful 
Soft Landing Program of the Federal 
Resetve, the P.E. ratio did not collapse 
as in the past and the potential for 
recovery is much more limited and has 
enlarge already been recovered (see 
chart p 7). With the rapid gain of the 
stock market this past week, the S&P 
500 P.E. Ratio has climbed to 22.2 
times earnings. The P.E. ratio has only 
been higher 3.S percent of the time 
since 1950 (last 41.5 years) and this 
occurred 4 times. After reaching such 
an overvalued level the stock market 
contracted sharply in 3 of the 4 cases 
(see charts pp. 8-9). The S&P 500 
dividend yield has fallen to 3.09 per-
cent and is in the upper 4 percent of its 
range over the past 19 .5 years and was 
only less prior the the 1987 Stock 
Market Crash (see chart p. 10). 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred AUvine 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividendff-Bill Model Is Neutral. Trend Following 
Technical Model Remains Strong - Supported By Rotation (pp.1-7). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Last 6 Weeks & Reason S&P Has Moved Beyond Tqp Of 
Range. Models Have Advanced & Daily Are From 66-79 (p.8) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models From 57-83 (p.12). 
3. Only One Of The Portfolio Strategies Based On The Daily & Weekly Models Recommend Less Than 100% Of 
Maximum Equity Exposure. Decline In Reserve Model To Below 30 Has Caused 20 Part Weekly Portfolio 
Strategy To Recommend 95% (instead of 100%) Of Commitment To Equities (pp. 11 & 13) 
4. Two Of The Three 50 Series (parameterized around 50) Intermediate Horizon Models Have Peaked And 
Turned Down Sharply- But Are Still Above 50 Sell Level. Models Range From 52-92 (pp. 15 & 17-19). 
5. Reserve Models Are The Weakest (Fed may be more concerned now about inflation believing it has done 
enough to stimulate economy) - (pp. 12, 15, 16). The 3 Long & Intermediate Horizon Weekly Reserve Models 
Range From 25-33. The 50 Series Reserve Model Has Fallen Steadily To 51.8. · 
6. Market Advance Strongly Supported By Bond Index And Important Raw Material A & B Indexes (pp. S6-9). 
However, the Bond Index may have peaked since both Raw Material Indexes have turned down. Major Chg. 
7. Short Term Trading Models (Causal & Technical) Remain Strong, But Could Be Turning Down. (pp. S9&12). 
8. Divergence Models Has Contracted After Being At Its Strongest Level In Yrs. A Week Ago Monday & Tues. 
9. New Models: a. 3-D Models Mixed (pp.1-6) & Special Report On Fundamental Value (pp.7-10). 
Short Term Outlook Remains lE;es\br;mmq;Il7 <C@unftil®Iml .. S&P Oyervalued On Seyeral Measures. 
LonKet Term MoyinK Towards Pres. Elect. SliKhtly Bullish. But Considerable Upcertajnty. 
Market In Speculative Phase 
What Drives A Bull Market? The 
S&P 500 made another new high 
this week and is over extended and 
vulnerable in much the same way 
that it was four years ago. The 
three conditions that often drive a 
bull market are 1. declining infla-
tion, 2. improving earnings, and 3. 
buyer optimism (i.e. greed). The 
bull market that started in 1982 was 
first driven by falling inflation 
(dropped from double digit to one 
percent), next driven by improved 
earnings (late 87 to late 89), and 
finally is being driven by unwar-
ranted buyer optimism. We have 
just about completed the conditions 
normally associated with a long Bull 
Market. 
Justification For Current Market 
Level: At the present time we have 
one of the highest markets in recent 
and longer term history. While the 
market may go considerably higher 
and knock-out the prior records, the 
higher it climbs the further it can 
fall. We are now entering two of 
the worsts months of the year for 
the stock market - September and 
October. The only possible basis 
for the present high level of stock 
valuation is that we are heading into 
a new periodpf stable low inflation-
ary growth. · It could happen, but 
we remain skeptical. The excesses 
of the 1980s - when all segments of 
the economy (public, business, and 
government) borrowed for the pur-
pose of current consumption - have 
to be paid for. Savings fell to the 
lowest level in 50 years, productiv-
ity has grown very slowly , and the 
new debt load is burdensome. If 
we saw a bright light on the horizon 
for the U.S. economy, then the pre-
sent high level of market valuation 
might be justified. However, we 
foresee poor times ahead given the 
low savings and capital investment 
over the past decade (i.e. we lived 
beyond our means). The legacy of 
the 1980s is a "borrowed out" 
economy - that is one of the reasons 
for the sluggish nature of consumer 
demand which is responsible for 
two-thirds of our GNP. 
Fundamental Value: We repeated 
again this week, as the market made 
still another high, four charts 
showing that the fundamentals are 
very weak. The first chart (p. 7) 
shows that the P.E. Ratio did not 
contract during the 90-91 recession 
as it had during the prior three 
recessions. The reason for this was 
the quasi-success of the Soft Land-
ing that kept inflation from rising 
sharply as it had during prior reces-
sions. As a result, the the market 
can not climb the 50-80% experi-
enced after the prior recessions. 
The second chart (p. 8) shows that 
the growth in the S&P since 1988 
has been entirely due to the· P.E. 
climbing from 12 to 20. The third 
chart (p. 9) is also presented on the 
Cover of this week's report and it 
shows that the P.E. ratio is now at 
the upper 3.3 percent of its range 
over the past 41.5 years. It has 
been higher four times, and in 3 of 
the 4 cases the market fell sharply 
after reaching such a high overval-
ued level. The fourth chart (p. 10) 
shows the S&P 500 dividend yield 
and it is in the upper 4 percent of its 
range over the past 19 years (since 
early 1972). The dividend yield has 
risen to the current level five times 
since 1950 and the stock market has 
fallen sharply a while thereafter. 
Two Interestine New Models 
1. We have extended the Raw 
Material "B" Index (now shown of 
a 100 pt. scale) back to the begin of 
1983 (when reliable data began). 
Extensive comments are present on 
the chart (p. *I) that reveal it 
power. The Index is weakening 
and could be pulling market down. 
2. This week we present a Bond 
Model that has performed well since 
1977 (p. *2). 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/f-Bill Model Is Neutral. Two Trend Following 
Technical Model Remains Strong - Supported By Rotation (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Over The Last 7 Weeks & Have Supported The Gradual Climb 
Of The Stock Market To New Highs. Daily Models Are From 68-77 (p.10) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models From 56-
82 (p.12). 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Now Recommend A Slight Reduction In Equity Holdings Due To The 
Low Level Of The Reserve Models Recommend Less Than 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure. Portfolio 
Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 100% Of Max. Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14) 
4. Reserve Models Are The Weakest - (pp. 13, 15, 17). The 3 Long & Intermediate Horizon Weekly Reserve 
Models Range From 25-37. The 50 Series Reserve Model Has Fallen Steadily To 49.7. 
5. Raw Material A & B Indexes are weak, and offsetting strength of Bond Index (pp. S6-9) . 
6. Short Tenn Trading Models (Causal & Technical) Present A Mixed Picture(pp. S9&12). 
7. Divergence Model Has Sharply Advanced & Is Above 90 & Could Support A Short Market Upturn (p. S 13a) 
8. New Models: a. 3-D Models Mixed (pp.1-6). 
Short Term Could Exnerjence Market Adyance. Howeyer, S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Meas. 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish, But Considerable Uncertainty. 
Tb ree New Models other special models - those involv- and other measures of fundamental 
Last week we briefly introduced 2 ing sentiment and valuation. These value, the two technical models 
new models and this week a 3rd special models (technical, psycho- remain fairly strong. The next few 
model which we believe represent logical, and valuation) provide an weeks and months should provide a 
important additions that are helpful important backdrop to the fundamen- real test of the technical models. 
in forecasting the financial markets. tal causal models constructed from Raw Material "B" Index: As dis-
Two of these models (Raw Material interest rates, money supply, cussed for several months, we 
B and Bond) involve new reserves, and raw materials. strongly believe that the two· raw 
independent and dependent variables Description: The new technical material indexes provide important 
and the 3rd (Technical) comple- model (p. 8) is constructed from dif- insights into what drives Fed policy 
ments an existing type of model. ferent variables than used in the and moves the other causal variables 
Technical Model: This week we add existing one (p.7). Thus, the techni- including interest rates, reserves, 
a new technical model shown on p.8 cal models reinforced each other and and money supply. Good daily data 
(last section) which complements the the signals that they have provided used for this Index is only available 
existing technical model presented since 1982 are very similar. The since the beginning of 1983 when 
on p. 7. Like they say in the opera new technical model has provided 6 the Index starts (see chart on *1 -
"It isn't over until the fat lady stock buy signals since 1982 and has next page). While we tried to build a 
sings", and that is analogous to the recommended being in the stock decision rule model from this vari-
technical models. Good technical market during all the major able, we were unsuccessful in doing 
models will aid in identifying when advances. It has also recommended so given its unique properties 
the stock market is rapidly advancing being out of stocks during periods of (sometimes it has a great effect on 
and market exposure should be rapid decline in 84, 87 and 90 and the market and at other times it does 
increased. Conversely, a technical during 2 sideways markets in 85 and not). However, as can be observed 
model should reliably indicate when 89. At the present the new technical when Index B moves rapidly 
the stock market advance is over and model remains positive after recom- upward as it did in 86 and early 87, 
market exposure should be reduced. mending buying stocks in mid Jan- in early and mid 90, and in late 90 
Many investors are skeptical of uary. The new model is constructed and early 91 stocks market climbed. 
technical models (as I have been) from a technical variable that does Bond Model: We have long been 
since most are based on moving tend to lead the market up and then interested in developing a bond 
averages which tend to provide a down and that is why this particular model. The first permanent bond 
whipsaw--get in a little late and out a model has performed so well. No model (shown on p. *2) has 
little late. Our technical models are one can assure that the future will be performed well over the past 15 
constructed in a different manner like the past, and hopefully the two years (since 1977). The model has 
which gives us more confidence that technical models will continue to given six buy recommendations and 
they can be helpful in indicating provide valuable insight into the while one contributed to a small loss 
when major advances of the market major direction of the market While the other five were well timed. We 
start and stop. Furtherm<;>J'e, the I believe the market is quite overval- expect to introduce additional bond 
technical models supplem·ent the ued based on the valuation models models in the near future. 
lilA.llt!E./B1f COM W1 !EN1f AIRY i Stock Market Project, School of Management, 
Geor ia Institute of Technolo y Se tember 16, 1991 b Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models A-E Continue To Be All NeHtive (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted 
Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividendtr-Bill Model Is Neutral (did 
move slightly above .6). 2 Trend Following Technical Models Are Stron&. But Could Be Deceptive (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Over The Last 8 Weeks & Have Supported Gradual Mkt. 
Advance Until Slide Last Week. Daily Models Are Fairly Strong & Range From 70-79 (p.10) & 3 Of 5 
Weekly Models From 70-83 With Other 2 Weekly Model Pulled Down By Reserves (now improving)-p.12. 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Now Recommend A Slight Reduction In Equity Holdings Below 100% 
Due To The Low Level Of The Reserve Mcxiels. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 
100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Summary Fed Models Fairly Strong. 
4. Reserve Models Are Weakest .. (pp. 13, 15, 17). The 3 Intermediate Horizon Reserve Models Range From 44-
48 And Are Slightly Improved. However, Longer Tenn Horizon Model Down To 25, But Should Improve. 
5. Raw Material A&: B Indexes Have Weakened, And Are To A Degree Offsetting Strong Bond Index {pp.S6-9). 
6. Short Term Causal Trading Models Strong, While Technical Models Are Weak (pp. S9& 12). Mixed Picture. 
7. Divergence Models Have Sharply Advanced & Are 95+ & Could Support A Short Market Upturn (p. S 13,a,b) 
8. New Models: a. 3-D Models Mixed - Lon Tenn Horizon Model Im rovin With Reserve Declinin ( .1-6). 
hort erm utlook emams ery aut1ous mce arket vervalued n everal Measures. 
However, Could Experience Short Term Market Bounce Due To Strong Divergence Models. 
Lon er Term Movin Towards Pres. Elect. Sli htl Bullish, But Considerable Uncertaintv. 
Double Countjne? has, the economy no longer gets the 
We believe that the investtnent com- short term benefit from more bor-
munity has been doing some double rowing, but rather a concern on the 
counting, and that is one of the rea- part of consumers and other seg-
sons that the stock market has ments of the economy that it is a time 
climbed to record highs over the last to cut back on spending and to pay 
few months. As we have repeatedly down some of the debt. This is 
discussed the P.E. Ratio and the great news to the bond market, but 
Dividend Yield have moved to near can be neutral to negative for the 
record levels suggesting that the stock market. 
market has become considerably In summary, we believe that Low 
overvalued. We believe the reason Growth of National Income and 
for pricing the market so high is that High Debt Level creates a Precarious 
the investment community liked the Condition for the Economy. It could 
improving inflation outlook plus the well be that until we start to receive 
prospect that the economy would some positive evidence that the 
tum around causing improved earn- economy is actually turning around, 
ings. To a degree these two condi- the stock market could do some back 
tions are incompatible since falling treading since the outlook for eam-
inflation normally means a weak ings improvement is quite uncertain. 
economy. Conversely, an improv-
ing economy normally results in How Good InDatjon Nos.? 
gradually increasing inflation. Generally the opinion seemed to be 
Gradually increasing inflation means that the inflation news regarding the 
that demand is strong and permits PPI and CPI last week was fairly 
firms to pass through cost increases good. However, a closer e~amina­
in slightly higher prices. What ap- tion on the numbers does raise a 
parently bun the market last week question regarding whether inflation 
seemed to be growing realimtion that has been licked. Excluding food and 
the economy may be weaker than energy, the core PPI increased at a 
many had thought to be the case. 4.9 percent annual rate over the past 
Our own longer term economic three months. Similarly., excluding 
research suggests that the economy food and energy., the core CPI 
is much weaker than many seem to increased at an annual 4.6 percent 
believe - suffering a hangover from rate. Such number are not all that 
the borrowing decade of the 1980s. positive when one realizes that the 
When borrowing finally slows as it overall level otthe indexes has ben-
efited from sharply decreasing 
energy costs in comparison to a year 
ago this time. As the beneficial time 
comparison slides by., it is likely that 
energy costs will gradually rise and 
contribute to some deterioration of 
the inflation picture. We are· not 
suggesting that the inflation outlook 
is poor, but rather that it is not as 
good and beneficial to the stock and 
bond markets as may appear to be 
the case on the surface. Continuing 
inflation and "no or slow growth", 
commonly referred to as stagflation, 
is not what is needed to support 
higher stock prices. 
Enhancjne Yerv Profitable 
It has been our fundamental belief 
that enhancing a ponfolio can be 
very profitable by using our long, 
intermediate, and shon term stock 
market models. This week's 
BARRONS (pp. 16 & 26) has an 
article which suggests that the expe-
rience of the past four years strongly 
suppons the suJ'erior return from 
portfolio enhancing strategies. 
Djyereence Models Strone 
The divergence models are almost as 
strong as four weeks ago when the 
stock market experienced a major 
advance after a pullback due to 
uncenain regarding Soviet Union. 
The problem then and now is that the 
market is high and overvalued. 
Wl/J.llUlf.IE1f <C@WJWIIEN1f /J.llfK ~ Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technolo2y September 23, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Same Familiar Story Of Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' 
Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/T-Bill 
Model Is Neutral. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Strong & 2nd Positive But Weakening. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Have Improved Over The Last 9 Weeks & Have Supported The Gradual Climb 
Of The Stock Market To New Highs. Daily Models Are From 73-80 (p.10) & 3 Of 5 Weekly Models Strong 
From 72-82 (other 2 are 25 and 57 - hurt from weak reserve models). (see p.12). 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Now Recommend A Slight Reduction In Equity Holdings Due To The 
Low Level Of The Reserve Models Recommend Less Than 100% Of Maximum Equity Exposure. Portfolio 
Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 100% Of Max. Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14) 
4. Reserve Models Are The Weakest - (pp. 13, 15, 17). The 2 Intermediate Horizon And 50 Series Model Are 
From 46-48 & Shows Signs Of Gradual Improvement Longer Term Weekly Reserve Model Has Fallen 25.1. 
5. Bond Index Quite Strong (p. 3), Raw Material "A" Strong But Sliding (p.4), & Raw Material "B" Has 
Weakened (p.5). Overall Seem To Create A Fairly Good Background For Stock Market (also pp. S6-9) . 
6. Shon Tenn Trading Models: Causal Models Remain Very Strong. While Technical Could Bottom & Turn Up. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Very Strong From Mid 80s To 100+. Further Suggest Possibility Of Short Term 
Market Advance That Could Carry Market To Top Or Above Trading Range (pp. S 13,a,b) 
8. New Bond Model - Positive, But Weakening (p. 6). More Bond Models Next Week. 
Short Term Could Experience Market Adyance Sjnce Causal Models Remain Oujte Stron1. 
Howeyer. S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be volatile If It Adyances. 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Slh:htly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
DISCOUNT RATE CUT 
A week ago, the Federal Reserve 
lowered the Discount Rate at which 
it makes loans to member banks 
(see chart on cover of report). The 
discount rate is the lowest it has 
been for almost 20 years, and there 
are suggestions that the Fed may be 
prepared for another cut. If the rate 
is reduced to 4.5 percent, it will be 
the lowest it has been since the mid 
1960s (over 25 years). Clearly, we 
are witnessing a potentially signifi-
cant development for the stock and 
bond markets. 
The reason the Fed continues to 
push rates down is that the economy 
is very weak, and suffering from 
the borrowing hangover of the 
1980s. So far lower rates have not 
had the traditional stimulative impact 
on the economy and that is why 
there could be yet another cut in the 
discount rate. The longer the econ-
omy is in a slumber, the worse the 
nonperforming assets become on 
the books of our major financial 
institutions (banks, s&ls, and insur-
ance companies). It is very impor-
tant (perhaps an imperative) that the 
economy turns around and starts to 
advance, and until this happens 
rates are likely to be headed down. 
The fundamental problem is that 
governments (Federal, State, and 
Local) have overspent their budgets 
and are cutting back being unable to 
borrow more. As a result, the 
public sector is a drag on the econ-
omy. Consumers are borrowed out 
much like the Federal government 
since consumers have increased 
borrowing from 70 to 90 percent of 
their income from 1980 to 1990. 
As a result, the all-important con-
sumer sector of the economy, 
accounting for almost two thirds of 
our GNP, is not increasing its 
expenditures. The consequence of 
the weak public and consumer sec-
tors is that the economy is subdued 
and seems unresponsive to the nor-
mal stimulative medicine of the 
Federal Reserve (the actor of last 
resort in this burned out economy). 
The cover chart shows the very 
beneficial impact that the eight major 
cuts in the Discount Rate has had on 
the stock market since 1964. It is 
one of the strongest statistical rela-
tionships that exits. However, sub-
sequent cuts at times seem to be less 
significant as in 197 6 when the 
market did not advance with the last 
cut in the rate. Overall, the rate 
reduction has to be viewed _posi-
tively for the stock market. How-
ever, the question remains whether 
the economy is fundamentally dif-
ferent now and whether it will ben-
efit the stock market. A serious 
question involves the issue of fun-
damental value since the market 
rapidly advanced from the 4th qtr. 
90 - 1st qtr. 91. As a result the 
P .E. ratio is very high while the 
dividend yield is very low (at the 
upper of lower 4-5 percentile of its 
range over the past 18 years). 
Diyereence Model 
The Divergence Model was very 
strong as reponed 1 week ago, and 
the market slowly struggled ahead. 
Again this week, the D. Models are 
very strong (one model over 100), 
and continues to suggest that the 
market could advance and possibly 
make a new high. The problem 
remains that of Valuation. 
Three Indexes 
This week we have prepared two 
new Indexes and one was presented 
last week (pp. 4-5). The Bond 
Index and the Raw Material "A" 
Index are quite strong (bond some-
what stronger than R.M. "A'') and 
support a stock market advance. 
The R.M. 0 B" Index (introduced 
last wk.) is mid range, and we be-
lieve could stablize & may not hurt. 
W!Jlll?.IKIE1f <C(f})WJWJIEH1f Jl!R'K" Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technology September 30, 1991 
Model Resu Its 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. Valuation Models Same Story Of Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders1 Buying, 
Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/T-Bill Model 
Is Neutral. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Strong & 2nd Positive, But Weak. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Over Last 11 Weeks & Were Responsible For The Gradual 
Climb Of S&P 500 To A New High. Daily Models Now From 78-87 (p.10) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Fairly 
Strong Ranging From 64-88. Reserve Is Other Weekly Model And Is Slightly Improved At 27. (see p.12). 
3. Because Of Week Reserve Model, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 
80-90 Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still 
Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Are The Weakest - (pp. 13, 15, 17). The 2 Intermediate Horizon & 50 Series Models Range 
From 37-58, And Are Gradually Improving. Longer Term Weekly Reserve Model Up Slightly To 27.4. 
5. Bond Index Quite Strong (p. 7), Raw Material "A 11 Positive (p.8), While Raw Material "B" Has Declined (p.9). 
Background Fairly Good Background For Stock Market. (Also see pp. S6-9.) However, Seasonality Poor. 
6. Short Term Trading Models: Causal Models Remain Very Strong. While Technical Are Neutral To Weak. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Very Strong Ranging From Mid 80s To Almost 100. Any Further Dip In The 
Market Could Create A Good Short Term Buying Opportunity (pp. Sl3,a,b). 
8. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Buy Signal Given In Oct. Still In Effect (p. 11-14). New Bond Model Was 2.5 
This Week & Fairly Strong With New Buy Signals Given At 4, And Sell Signals Given At -4. Other Bond 
Model (shown in relation to Dow Jones Bond Index) Is Also Positive And Slightly Above 50 On A 100 Scale. 
Short Term Could Experience Market Adyance Since Causal Models Remajn Quite Strom:. 
Howeyer. S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be YolatUe If It Adyances. 
LonKer Term Moyin1 Towards Pres. Elect. Slh:htly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertajnty. 
DISCOUNT RATE CUT 
A week ago, the Federal Reserve 
lowered the Discount Rate at which 
it makes loans to member banks 
(see chart on cover of report). The 
discount rate is the lowest it has 
been for almost 20 years, and there 
are suggestions that the Fed may be 
prepared for another cut. If the rate 
is reduced to 4.5 percent, it will be 
the lowest it has been since the mid 
1960s (over 25 years). Clearly, we 
are witnessing a potentially signifi-
cant development for the stock and 
bond markets. 
The reason the Fed continues to 
push rates down is that the economy 
is very weak, and suffering from 
the borrowing hangover of the 
1980s. So far lower rates have not 
had the traditional stimulative impact 
on the economy and that is why 
there could be yet another cut in the 
discount rate. The longer the econ-
omy is in a slumber, the worse the 
nonperforming assets become on 
the books of our major financial 
institutions (banks, s&ls, and insur-
ance companies). It is very impor-
tant (perhaps an imperative) that the 
economy turns around and starts to 
advance, and until this happens 
rates are likely to be headed down. 
The fundamental problem is that 
governments (Federal, State, and 
Local) have overspent their budgets 
and are cutting back being unable to 
borrow more. As a result, the 
public sector is a drag on the econ-
.omy. Consumers are borrowed out 
much like the Federal government 
since consumers have increased 
borrowing from 70 to 90 percent of 
their income from 1980 to 1990. 
As a result, the all-important con-
sumer sector of the economy, 
accounting for almost two thirds of 
our GNP, is not increasing its 
expenditures. The consequence of 
the weak public and consumer sec-
tors is that the economy is subdued 
and seems unresponsive to the nor-
mal stimulative medicine of the 
Federal Reserve (the actor of last 
resort in this burned out economy). 
The cover chart shows the very 
beneficial impact that the eight major 
cuts in the Discount Rate has had on 
the stock market since 1964. It is 
one of the strongest statistical rela-
tionships that exits. However, sub-
sequent cuts at times seem to be less 
significant as in 1976 when the 
market did not advance with the last 
cut in the rate. Overall, the rate 
reduction has to be viewed posi-
tively for the stock market. How-
ever, the question remains whether 
the economy is fundamentally dif-
ferent now and whether it will ben-
efit the stock market. A serious 
question involves the issue of fun-
damental value since the market 
rapidly advanced from the 4th qtr. 
90 - 1st qtr. 91. As a result the 
P .E. ratio is very high while the 
dividend yield is very low (at the 
upper of lower 4-5 percentile of its 
range over the past 18 years). 
Dj verKence Model 
The Divergence Model was very 
strong as reported 1 week ago, and 
the market slowly struggled ahead. 
Again this week, the D. Models are 
very strong (one model over 100), 
and continues to suggest that the 
market could advance and possibly 
make a new high. The problem 
remains that of Valuation. 
Three Ipdexes 
This week we have prepared two 
new Indexes and one was presented 
last week (pp. 4-5). The Bond 
Index and the ':'"Raw Material "A" 
Index are quite strong (bond some-
what stronger than R.M. 0 A") and 
support a stock market advance. 
The R.M. "B" Index (introduced 
last wk.) is mid range, and we be-
lieve could stablize & may not hurt. 
MA!lf.!K!E1f rt:<{))filfil!EH1f Allf.'t/ ~ Stock Market Project, 
Georgia Institute of Technology October 7, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models Same Story Of Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, 
Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend{f-Bill Model 
Is Neutral. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Strong & 2nd Positive, But Weak. (p.p.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Have Improved Over Last 11 Weeks & Were Responsible For The Gradual 
Climb Of S&P 500 To A New High. Daily Models Now From 78-87 (p. l 0) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Fairly 
Strong Ranging From 64-88. Reserve Is Other Weekly Model And Is Slightly Improved At 27. (see p.12). 
3. Because Of Week Reserve Model, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 
80-90 Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still 
Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Are The Weakest - (pp. 13, 15, 17). The 2 Intermediate Horizon & 50 Series Models Range 
From 37-58, And Are Gradually Improving. Longer Tenn Weekly Reserve Model Up Slightly To 27.4. 
5. Bond Index Quite Strong (p. 7), Raw Material ''A" Positive (p.8), While Raw Material "Bn Has Declined (p.9). 
Background Fairly Good Background For Stock Market. (Also see pp. S6-9.) However, Seasonality Poor. 
6. Short Tenn Trading Models: Causal Models Remain Very Strong. While Technical Are Neutral To Weak. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Very Strong Ranging From Mid 80s To Almost 100. Any Further Dip In The 
Market Could Create A Good Short Term Buying Opportunity (pp. S 13,a,b). 
8. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Buy Signal Given In Oct. Still In Effect (p. 11-14). New Bond Model Was 2.5 
This Week & Fairly Strong With New Buy Signals Given At 4, And Sell Signals Given At -4. Other Bond 
Model (shown in relation to Dow Jones Bond Index) Is Also Positive And Slightly Above 50 On A 100 Scale. 
Short Term Could Exoerience Market Adyance Sjnce Causal Models Remain Oujte Strona:. 
Howeyer. S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be Volatile If It Adyances. 
Lona:er Term Moyin1: Towards Pres. Elect. Sli&:htly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
DISCOUNT RATE CUI 
A week ago, the Federal Reserve 
lowered the Discount Rate at which 
it makes loans to member banks 
(see chart on cover of report). The 
discount rate is the lowest it has 
been for almost 20 years, and there 
are suggestions that the Fed may be 
prepared for another cut. If the rate 
is reduced to 4.5 percent, it will be 
the lowest it has been since the mid 
1960s (over 25 years). Clearly, we 
are witnessing a potentially signifi-
cant development for the stock and 
bond markets. 
The reason the Fed continues to 
push rates down is that the economy 
is very weak, and suffering from 
the borrowing hangover of the 
1980s. So far lower rates have not 
had the traditional stimulative impact 
on the economy and that is why 
there could be yet another cut in the 
discount rate. The longer the econ-
omy is in a slumber, the worse the 
nonperforming assets become on 
the books of our major financial 
institutions (banks, s&ls, and insur-
ance companies). It is very impor-
tant (perhaps an imperative) that the 
economy turns around and starts to 
advance, and until this happens 
rates are likely to be headed down. 
The fundamental problem is that 
governments (Federal, State, and 
Local) have overspent their budgets 
and are cutting back being unable to 
borrow more. As a result, the 
public sector is a drag on the econ-
omy. Consumers are borrowed out 
much like the Federal government 
since consumers have increased 
borrowing from 70 to 90 percent of 
their income from 1980 to 1990. 
As a result, the all-important con-
sumer sector of the economy, 
accounting for almost two thirds of 
our GNP, is not increasing its 
expenditures. The consequence of 
the weak public and consumer sec-
tors is that the economy is subdued 
and seems unresponsive to the nor-
mal stimulative medicine of the 
Federal Reserve (the actor of last 
resort in this burned out economy). 
The cover chart shows the very 
beneficial impact that the eight major 
cuts in the Discount Rate has had on 
the stock market since 1964. It is 
one of the strongest statistical rela-
tionships that exits. However, sub-
sequent cuts at times seem to be less 
significant as in 1976 when the 
market did not advance with the last 
cut in the rate. Overall, the rate 
reduction has to be viewed posi-
tively for the stock market. How-
ever, the question remains whether 
the economy is fundamentally dif-
ferent now and whether it will ben-
efit the stock market. A serious 
question involves the issue of fun-
damental value since the market 
rapidly advanced from the 4th qtr. 
90 - 1st qtr. 91. As a result the 
P.E. ratio is very high while the 
dividend yield is very low (at the 
upper of lower 4-5 percentile of its 
range over the past 18 years). 
Diyereence Model 
The Divergence Model was very 
strong as reported 1 week ago, and 
the market slowly struggled ahead. 
Again this week, the D. Models are 
very strong (one model over 100), 
and continues to suggest that the 
market could advance and possibly 
make a new high. The problem 
remains that of Valuation. 
Three Indexes 
This week we have prepared two 
new Indexes and one was presented 
last week (pp. 4-5). The Bond 
Index and the Raw Material "A" 
Index are quite strong (bond some-
what stronger than R.M. "A 11 ) and 
support a stock market advance. 
The R.M. "B" Index (introduced 
last wk.) is mid range, and we be-
lieve could stablize & may not hurt. 
Fi/J1!RJ.K!E7f <C{{J)Fi/Fi/IEN7f J1!Rrt ~ Stock Market Project, 
Geor2ia Institute of Technolo2y October 14, 1991 
Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
41 
L Valuation Models No Change From Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, 
Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividendff-Bill Model 
Is Neutral. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Fairly Strong And 2nd Positive (But Weak). (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liguidity Models Have Improved Over Last 12 Weeks & Were Responsible For The Gradual 
Climb Of S&P 500 To A New High. Daily Models Now From 78-88 (p.10) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Fairly 
Strong Ranging From 65-88. Reseive Is Other Weekly Model And Is Slightly Improved At 30. (see p.12). 
3. Because Of Week Reseive Model, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 
80-90 Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still 
Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Are Weak, But Improving - (pp. 13, 15, 17). 2 Intermediate Horizon & 50 Series Models 
Range From 47-62, & Are Gradually Improving. Longer Term Weekly Reseive Model Up Slightly To 30. 
5. Bond Index Quite Strong (p. 7), Raw Material "A" Good (p.8), While Raw Material "B" Has Declined (p.9). 
Background Fairly Good Background For Stock Market. (Also see pp. S6-9.) However, Seasonality Poor. 
6. Short Term Trading Models: Causal Models Sliding, But Still Strong. Technical Models Are Neutral To Weak. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Strong Ranging From Mid 78 To 88. Any Further Dip In The Market Could 
Create A Good Short Term Buying Opportunity (pp. Sl3,a,b). 
8. 3-Dimensional Analysis Of 50 Series Reseive & Bond Models Suggest Possibility Of Small Advance Over 5 
Time Horizons. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Buy Signal Given In Oct. Still In Effect (p. 11-14). New Bond Model Was 3.3 
This Week & Fairly Strong With New Buy Signals Given At 4, And Sell Signals Given At -4. Other Bond 
Model (shown in relation to Dow Jones Bond Index) Is Positive & Slightly Above 50 On A 100 Scale (p. 10). 
Short Term Could Experience Market Adyapce Since Causal Models Remajn Oujte Strone. 
However, S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be YolatUe If It Adyances. 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bumsh. But Considerable Uncertajnty. 
Economic Outlook 
Weakenine? 
While the Bush Administration is 
trying to put a "happy face" on the 
economy, some business leaders are 
reporting that there is a growing 
possibility of the economy weaken-
ing during the fourth quarter of this 
year. In recent weeks, there have 
been signs that the economy may be 
slumping from its already lackluster 
pace. Furthermore, there is a 
growing belief that the unemploy-
ment numbers were understated last 
month, and that there might not 
have been any new jobs created. 
Making matters perhaps worse lay-
offs seem to be continuing. We 
believe this recession is quite differ-
ent from the other ones experienced 
since WW II. The heavy borrowing 
throughout the 1980s by consumers 
and the Federal government (and 
cut-backs at the state and local 
levels) have virtually tranquilized a 
large part of the economy. The 
business sector can not continue to 
improve without a pick-up in con-
sumer and government spending. If 
the Administration perceives that the 
situation is serious, then a further 
cut in the Discount Rate and Fed 
Funds Rate is likely. Jump-starting 
the economy has so far been 
difficult, and this could continue to 
be the situation. If the economy 
remain very slow, we expect that it 
will be good for bonds but poor for 
earnings and the stock market. 
Multi-Factor Bond Model 
Two weeks ago we introduced the 
Multi-Factor Bond Model which has 
performed quite well in the past, 
and we believe it has good future 
potential. The bond model has 3 
components: Value, Econ, and Fed. 
The Value component of the model 
measures the present bond price in 
relation to other interest rates and 
financial instruments. The Econ 
component is based on several vari-
ables which measure the perfor-
mance of the economy. The Fed 
component is derived from actions 
of the Fed which have been corre-
lated with bond prices. At the pre-
sent, the Value and Econ 
Components are fairly strong, while 
the Fed element is neutral. The 
Macro Bond Model is equal to the 
sum of the three models and is 3.33 
this week (pp. 10-11 ). 
The performance of the Multi-Factor 
Bond model was improved when it 
was converted to an Index. The 
Macro Model was smoothed using a 
5 week exponential moving aver-
age, and then ranked and indexed 
from 0-100 (as is done with all the 
stock models). The Multi-Factor 
Bond Index gave 10 well-timed buy 
signals from 197 5 to the present. 
The Buy and Sell Bond Rules used 
with the Index is to purchase bonds 
when the index climbs to 80, and to 
sell bonds when it falls below 35. 
Last week we co-plotted the Multi-
Factor Bond Model (in its 2 forms) 
with the S&P 500. That analysis 
showed that the new Bond Model 
generally leads an upturn in the 
stock market. In addition, the Bond 
Model often remains strong over the 
early and middle stages of the stock 
market advance. Finally, the Bond 
Model frequently turns down before 
the stock market tops. The results 
suggest that an optimal asset alloca-
tion strategy could involve switch-
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Model Results 
1. Valuation Models No Significant Change From Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' 
Buying, Inflation Adjuste.d Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend!f-Bill 
Model Is Neutral. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Fairly Strong & 2nd Positive But Weak. (pp.l-8). 
2. Lon~er Term Liguidity Models Have Improved Over Last 13 Weeks & Were Responsible For The Gradual 
Climb Of The DJIA To A New High. Daily Models Now From 78-88 (p.10) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Fairly 
Strong Ranging From 67-89 (both sets unchanged). Wkly. Reserve Model Slightly Improved At 31(see p.12). 
3. Due To Reserve Model, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strate~ies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 80-90 
Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 
100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Are Weak, But Improving - (pp. 13, 15, 17). 2 Intermediate Horizon & 50 Series Models 
Range From 44-63, & Are Gradually Improving. Longer Tenn Weekly Reserve Model Up Slightly To 32. 
5. Bond Index Quite Strong (p.7), Raw Material "A" Good (p.8), While Raw Material "B" Has Declined (p.9). 
New Combo Index (aver. of Bond & R.M. A &B) Is Neutral (p.10) Background Guarded. Poor Seasonality. 
6. Short Tenn Tradin~ Models: Causal Models Good, But Deteriorating. Technical Models Positive. 
7. Diver~ence Models Have Chgd. From Being Quite Strong For 2 Wks. To Now Being Negative (pp. S 13,a,b). 
8. 3-Dimensional Analysis Of 50 Series Reserve & Bond Models - One Positive And One Negative. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Another Buy Signal Last Wk. (3rd in series) Given In Oct. Still In Effect (p. 
12-17). Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Is Positive And 45 On A 100 Scale (p. 11 ). 
_Short Term Market Becomjne Oyeryalued With Djyereence Model Down Io A Neeatjve JO. 
Also. S&P Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be volatile If Advances Further. 
Loneer Term Moyjne Towards Pres. Elect. Slit:htly Bullish, But Consjderable Uncertainty . 
Yaluatiop- Market Rjsky For several months we have pre- return sometime over the next 13 
As the S&P moved to a new record sented a bond model index and two weeks (p. 12). However, this rep-
high a few months ago, we pre- raw material indexes which have a resents the 3rd series of buy signals 
sented a series of charts involving strong impact on stock prices (pp. since the last sell signal. As can be 
the P.E. and Dividend Yield show- S6-8). For the last few weeks we observed, the earlier signals tend to 
ing that the market had become have lengthened the time period of be more reliable with the latter sig-
overvalued and vulnerable. Given these indexes so they start at the nals being reversed by a sell signal. 
the attention to the bond models, we beginning of 1983 (date when data The level of the M.F. Bond Model is 
did not oresent the P.E. and Divi- for one of the indexes first became strongly correlated with the change 
dend ch~"ts this week (but will next available). This week we have in the Ryan Excess return as shown 
week if market pushes higher). developed a Combo Index (average on (p. 13 b). Stagnation will be 
However, the P.E. ratio is at the up- of other three indexes) which com- good for Bonds, but not stagflation. 
per 4 percent of its range and the bines some major forces we believe 
dividend yield at the low 4 percent of drive the stock market (p. l 0). As 
its range covering the past 18 years. can be observed, the change and 
Additionally, the S&P dividend yield level of the Combo Index is highly 
has only fallen to 3 percent five correlated with changes in S&P 500. 
Diver2ence 
Divergence Model continues to 
record a fairly good performance 
record in the sideways trading mar-
ket since April (see p. S 13 ). lt is a times since 1950 and the market was 
down sharply 12 to 18 months later. 
The S&P 500 dividend yield is 
presently 3.11 percent and will fall 
to almost the 3 percent level if the 
S&P 500 .climbs above 400. Given 
the serious problems undermining 
our economy we believe the market 
is becoming quite over-extended. 
Furthermore, we believe that evi-
dence is mounting the the economy 
is beset by either stagnation or 
stagflation as will be discussed next 
week . 
New Combo Index 
Mufti .. factor Bond Model sophisticated model that measures 
The creation of bond models was the relationship between price and 
one of our research objectives for, short causal models. When it 
this year. For a few months we becomes very positive (causal strong 
have been presenting a signal factor and price weak), stocks are likely to 
bond model that has perfonne.d quite advance. When opposite conditions 
well (p. 11 ). Three weeks ago we exist, stock prices are expected to 
introduced the Multi-Factor Bond decline. Two weeks ago Divergence 
Model which has a good historical Model was extremelv strong and one 
performance r.ecord (pp. 12-17). week ago strong. Then when S&P 
The Multi-Factor Bond Model 500 pulled back to level of Russian 
climbe.d 10 above 4 this week and Coup of 2 months ago stocks surged 
gave another signal to buy bonds. forward. Divergence Model now 
The model is optimized over a 13 down to a low l 0. and if stocks 
week horizon and is forecasting a advance model will become more 
possible gain of 4 percent excess negative. Warrants close watching . 
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1. Valuation Models No Significant Change From Last Few Months: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' 
Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/f-Bill 
Model Is Slightly Positive. 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Strong & 2nd Fair. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Deteriorated Last Wk. After Improving Prior 13 Weeks. Strength Responsible 
For Gradual Climb Of The DJIA To A New High. Daily Models Now From 74-83 (p.9) & 4 Of 5 Weekly 
Models Fairly Strong Ranging From 68-87. Wkly. Reserve Model Slightly Improved At 35 (see p.13). 
J. Due To Reserve Model, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 80-90 
Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still Recommend 
100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Are Improving - (pp. 13, 16, 17). 2 Intermediate Horizon & 50 Series Models Range From 
62-67, & Are Considerably Improved. 50 Series Reserve Model Up Slightly To 45. 
5. Bond Index (p.7) & Raw Material "A" (p.8) Are Gradually Declining, While Raw Material 11B11 Is Quite Weak 
(p.9). New Combo Index (aver. of Bond & R.M. A &B) Is Neutral (p.10). Poor Seasonality. 
6. Short Term Trading Models: Causal Models Weak As Our Technical Models. 
7. Divergence Models Were Negative Last Week And Market Corrected. Models Remain Weak (pp. S13,a,b). 
8. 3-Dimensional Analysis Of 50 Series Reserve & Bond Models - One Positive And One Negative. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Recent Buy Signal (3rd in series) Earlier Buy Signal Still In Effect (p. 12-15). 
Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Has Fallen To 39 On A 100 Scale (p. 11). 
10. New Multi-Factor Stock Model This Week. High Performance Model Gave Sell Signal 2 Wks Ago (p. 6). 
Last Week Djyen:ence Model A Ne2atjye 10 & Market Corrected. Djyen:ence Remajns Weak. 
S&P Still Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be volatile If Adyances Further. 
Loni:er Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertajnty. 
Stock Still Hh:hly valued 
We started the discussion last week 
by noting that the stock market had 
become quite overvalued again as 
the DJIA made a record and the 
S&P 500 climbed towards the top 
of its range. Two weeks ago, the 
S&P 500 was in the upper tail of its 
range (highest: 4%) and the S&P 
dividend yield was in the lower tail 
of its range (lowest 4%) covering 
the past 18 years. Had the markets 
held at their extended levels, we 
would have presented the special 
set of valuation charts periodically 
shown. We believe that it is very 
important to consider Valuation as 
well as the primary daily and 
weekly Monetary/Liquidity Models 
(constructed from interest rates, 
reserves, and money suppy). The 
Fed sets the conditions for the mar-
ket to move, and the stock market is 
likely to advance rapidly if the mar-
ket is undervalued (conditions that 
existed in 4th qtr. 90). However, 
market participants often become 
overly enthusiastic and the market 
moves from an undervalued state to 
an overvalued state (as has been the 
condition for several months). To 
date we have separated the analysis 
of the strength of the Monetary 
Models from the Valuation Models. 
This week we introduce a new 
model that incorporates both Fed 
Conditions and Market Valuation. 
Multj-Factor Stock Model 
Four weeks ago we introduced a 
new Multi-Factor bond model that 
has performed extremely well since 
1975, and this week we present its 
twin the new Multi-Factor 
Stock Model. The new stock 
model has two components (Value 
and Fed) that are combined to give 
the macro model value (which will 
be reported weekly). We urge you 
to study the history and perfor-
mance of the new stock model (see 
p. 16). As with the new bond 
model, the more comprehensive 
stock model has an impressive track 
record with an excess return of 
close to 600 basis points from 1975 
to the present. The new stock 
model gave its tenth sell signal 2 
weeks ago when the DJIA made its 
new high and S&P 500 moved 
toward the top of its range. We 
believe that the new and more com-
prehensive stock model represents 
an important addition to the package 
since it incorporates both Liquidity 
Conditions and Market Valuation. 
Another attractive feature of this 
model is that the model values rep-
resent forecasts of expected change 
in the stock market anytime over the 
next 13 weeks. A buy signal is 
given when the model climbs to 7 
and a sell signal is registered when 
the model falls below 7 (as it did 2 
weeks ago). The expectation is 
thus that the S&P 500 could decline 
7% sometime over the next 13 
weeks. Conversely, the bond 
model is fairly strong at 4 which 
suggests that long terms bonds 
could increase 4% over 13 wks. 
Diyereence 
Divergence Model measures the 
ranked relationship over 5000+ 
days between the 10 day change in 
the S&P 500 and a short term 
causal model. Negative Divergence 
occurs when as two weeks ago the 
S&P advanced and the causal 
model fell. As can be observed 
from the chart on p. S13, the 
Divergence Model has performed 
very well in the sideways market of 
the past 6 months. Presently, the 
Divergence model is weak at 37, 
but stronger than a week ago when 
it was a negative 10. 
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1. Valuation Models Fundamentals Remain Basically Unchanged: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' 
Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend/f-Bill 
Model Is Slightly Positive (improving). 2 Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Strong & 2nd Fair. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Improved Last Week And Remain Fairly Strong. Strength Responsible For 
Gradual Climb Of The DnA To A New High. Daily Models Now From 74-87 (p.9) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models 
Fairly Strong Ranging From 74-89. Wkly. Reserve Model Slightly Improved At 38 (see p.13). 
3. Due To Weak Reserve Mooel, 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 80-
90 Percent Of Maximum Level Of Equity Holdings. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily Models Still 
Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 2 Intermediate Horizon Models Are 65 & 72. 50 Series Model Is Up To 
46 (pp. 13, 16, 17). There Is An Adequate Supply Of Credit For Banks To Lend If Applications Are Good. 
5. Bond Index (p.7) & Raw Material "A" (p.8) Have Stabilized & Are Fairly Strong. Raw Material "B" Is Quite 
Weak And Could Pressure Stocks (p.9). New Combo Index (aver. of Bond & R.M. A &B) Is Neutral (p.10). 
6. Short Term Trading Mooels: Causal Models Strengthening, And Technical Models Improving. 
7. Divergence Models Are Gradually Improving Suggesting Market Could Work Higher (pp. S 13,a,b ). 
8. 3-Dimensional Analysis Of 50 Series Reserve & Bond Mooels - One Positive And One Negative. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Recent Buy Signal (3rd in series). Earlier Buy Signal Still In Effect (p. 12-15). 
Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Continues To Recommend Buying Bonds (p. 11). 
10. New Multi-Factor Stock Model. High Performance Model Gave Sell Signal 3 Wks Ago (p. 16). 
11. Special Report: Stock Prices Push To Upper Limit On P.E. And Lower Limit On Dividends (pp 17-18) 
Diyera:ence Model And Short Term Causal Models Improyina:. Better Short Term Outlook. 
S&P Still Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be volatile If Advances Further. 
Loneer Term Moyin& Towards Pres. Elect. Slia:htly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertainty. 
Stocks Pricey 
This week the S&P 500 is in the 
upper 4% of its range and the S&P 
dividend yield in the lower 4% of 
its range (covering the past 18 
years). It is also very pricey taking 
a longer term perspective. There 
have only been five times since 
1950 that the S&P 500 dividend 
yield has been below its current 
level of 3.1 %. As can be observed 
from the chart (see p. 17), such a 
low dividend yield has been fol-
lowed in all cases by a declining 
stock market. Similarly, the 
S&P 500 ratio has climbed to 20.1 
and there have only been four times 
that the stock market has been bid-
up to such a high level. As can be 
observed from the chart (p.18), the 
stock market has corrected shortly 
after reaching such a high multiple. 
An important question is "whether 
or not conditions are different this 
time and warrant such a high P.E. 
and a low Dividend Yield. Interest 
rates have come down sharply and 
it is quite possible that the discount 
rate could be cut from 5% - 4.5% -
to its lowest level since the 1960s 
and early 1970s. Lower rates have 
generally been good for the stock 
market since the 1970s, but there 
have been times in the past (30s, 
50s, 60s) when lower rates have 
been poor for stocks. 
Multi-Factor Stock Model 
The new Multi-Factor Stock Model 
(twin on new bond model) was 
designed to combine both Fed 
Conditions (i.e. interest rates, 
reserves, & money) and Stock 
Market Valuation. If the stock 
market becomes 11overvalued11 (i.e. 
P.E. too high & Dividend Yield too 
low), then negative Valuation can 
offset positive Fed Conditions. 
This is what happened 3 weeks ago 
when the new multi-factor stock 
mooel gave its 10th sell recommen-
dation since 1975 (p. 16). While 
Fed conditions remain fairly strong, 
the stock market has become quite 
overvalued. For the stock market 
to warrant the current level of 
Valuation, the economy and earn-
ings will have to improve substan-
tially over the next year. Unfortu-
nately, given the borrowing 
excesses of the 1980s, the economy 
is likely to grow very slowly mak-
ing it difficult for firms to increase 
prices and profits. 
Lona: Term Liguidjty Model 
Strona: 
This week we produced for the 
Cover of the Report the Long Term 
Weekly Liquidity Model from 1980 
to the present. As can be observed, 
this model has provided 5 good buy 
decisions and 4 sell decisions. It is 
the best performing weekly model 
providing an excess return of close 
to 600 basis points (after charging 
1 % when buying and again when 
selling stocks). The model is 
presently at a reasonably strong 75, 
and does not suggest by itself that 
stocks should be in any real trou-
ble. However, as discussed above 
the opposite conclusion is sug-
gested when Valuation is consid-
ered. The strength of the Liquidity 
Models stands in stark contrast to 
the extreme weakness of the Valua-
tion Models. It the economy grows 
at a 3+ percent annual rate over the 
next 12 months then the stock mar-
ket is probably not seriously over-
valued. In contrast, should growth 
be slower than 3 percent, and still 
worse the recession continue, then 
stock are way overvalued and the 
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1. Valuation Models Continue To Suggest Tha.t The Stock Market ls Overvalued: A-E All Ne~ative (Market 
Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. 
Debt). Dividendff-Bill Model Is Slightly Positive. 2 Trend Model: 1 Is Strong And Other Is Fair. (pp.1-8). 
2. Loneer Tenn Liguidity Models Improved Again Last Week And Remain Fairly Strong. Strength Responsible 
For Markets Making & Contemplating New Highs. Daily Models Now From 77-89 (p.9) & 4 Of 5 Weekly 
Models Are Also Strong And Range From 77-89. Wkly. Reserve Model Rapidly Improving At 46 (see p.13). 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strate&ies Recommend A Slight Reduction To 80-90 Percent Of Maximum Level 
Of Equity Holdings Due To Weak Reserve Model A Few Months Ago. Portfolio Strategies Based On Daily 
Models Still Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. Fed Is Providing Banks All The Liquidity Needed. Problem Is That 
Their Balance Sheets Are In Bad Shape & Potential Loans Are Not Very Attractive. 2 Intermediate Horizon 
Models Are Up To 77 & 72. 50 Series Mcxlel Has Advanced To 48 (pp. 13, 16, 17). 
5. Bond Index (p.7) & Raw Material "A" (p.8) Are Quite Strong. However, Raw Material "B" Is Weak And 
Keeps Pressure On Stocks (p.9). New Combo lntiex (aver. of Bond & R.M. A &B) Is Turning Up (p.10). 
6. Short Tenn Tradine Models: Causal Models Reasonably Strong, While Technical Models Are Mixed. 
7. DiverGnce Models From High 60s To Low 70s, And Are Supportive Of A Market Advance(pp. Sl3,a,b). 
8. 3-Dimensional Analysis - 50 Series Reserve & Bond Mcxlels - Very Positive (range where mkt. often climbs). 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Recent Buy Signal (4th in series). Earlier Buy Signal Still In Effect (p. 12-15). 
Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Strong & Recommends Holding Bonds (p. 11). 
10. New Multi-Factor Stock Mcxlel. High Performance Stock Model Gave Sell Signal 4 Wks Ago (p. 16). 
11. Special Report: Stock Prices Push To Upper Limit On P.E. And Lower Limit On Dividends (pp 17-18). 
However, Discount Rate Cut Is Positive (pp. 19-21). Market Normally Increases Following A D.R. Cut. 
Djyereepce Model And Short Term Causal Models lmproyjne. Better Short Term Outlook. 
S&P Still Oyeryalued Op Seyeral Measures. Market Could Be volatile If Adyapces Further. 
Loneer Term Movin& Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Considerable Uncertajpty. 
Triple Factor Bullishness 
(Taken from report of 12/21/90) ... 
The Fed has succeeded in slowing 
the economy and bringing inflation 
under control and continues the 
process of easing. The charts show 
what has happened when the Fed 
has reduced the Fed Funds and also 
cut the Discount Rate. Over the 
past 40 years this twin condition 
has been very bullish for the stock 
market. The third factor that is 
extremely bullish is the reduction in 
the reserve requirement. We have 
experience 3 factor the past four 
weeks that have been historically 
very bullish for the stock market. 
The question now is "what is the 
significance of the 5th cut in the 
Disc. Rate since last December?" 
To provide some clues as to what 
might be expected, we reproduced 
and update the charts prepared last 
December showing the major 
reduction in the Disc. Rate in rela-
tion to the stock market. What the 
charts indicate is that additional cuts 
in the Disc. Rate are nonnally good 
for the stock market. Late in 1976 
was the only time when the last cut 
in the D. R. was not followed by an 
increase in the stock market (p. 20). 
Should the economy remain slug-
gish, then we may yet have another 
D.R. cut. The problem is that the 
market is very pricey. 
Tue-A-Wac: Ljg. ys. value 
If one merely considers our liquid-
ity models (constructed from inter-
est rates, reserves, and money 
supply) the outlook for the stock 
market is strong with the 3 daily 
and 4 weekly mcxlels ranging from 
77-89. That's the good news. The 
bad new is that on the basis of fun-
damental value the stock market is 
very high and overvalued. The 
S&P 500 is in the upper 3.5% of its 
range and the S&P dividend yield 
in the lower 4% of its range over 
the past 18 years. There have only 
been five times since 1950 that the 
S&P 500 dividend yield has been 
below its current level of 3.08%. 
In all 5 cases the stock market de-
clined a short time thereafter. The 
S&P 500 P. E. ratio has climbed to 
20.2, and there have only been four 
times that the S&P 500 has been 
bid-up to such a level since 1950. 
In addition to the dividend yield and 
the P.E. ratio, our 5 other measure 
of valuation also suggest that the 
market is considerably overvalued. 
To make matters worse, 3rd qtr. 
earnings are expected to be down 
almost 8% from a year ago. As a 
result, when Standard and Poors 
updates the 500 earnings, the S&P 
P.E. ratio could jump another .4 to 
20.5+. The new high performance 
Multi-Factor stock market model 
(p. 16) remains very bearish 
because of the extreme level of 
market valuation. The only justifi-
cation in our minds for the high 
level of the stock market is the 
belief that earnings will improve 
sharply during 1992 as we go to the 
next presidential election. While 
Bush will do everything in his 
power to stimulate the economy, 
his effort will be thwarted to some 
degree due to the "borrowing hang-
over" from the 1980s. A slow 
growth economy of 3% (or less) is 
not going to help firms increase 
their prices and earnings. 
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1. Valuation Models Unchanged And Negative: A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividendff-Bill Model Is 
Positive (we discount its validity). 2 Trend Following Technical Models: Positive But Decreasing. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Tenn Liquidity Mcxlels Improved Last Week And Are Fairly Strong. Daily Mcxlels Range From 81-92 
(p.9) & 4 Of 5 Weekly Models Range From 80-92. 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. 
Daily Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 4 Reserve Models Range From 50-81 (pp. 13, 16, 17). There Is An 
Adequate Supply Of Reserves For Banks To Lend If Justified By Loan Applications. 
5. Bond Index (p.8) & Raw Material "A" (p.9) Have Stabilized & Are Fairly Strong. Raw Material "B" Has 
Bottomed (p.10). New Combo Index (aver. of Bond & R.M. A &B) Is Neutral To Slightly Positive (p.11). 
6. Divergence Models Have Become Strong, But We Are Skeptical As Explained Below (pp. S13,a,b). 
7. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Recent Buy Signal (3rd in series). Earlier Buy Signals Still In Effect (p. 2-6). 
Bond Model Predicts A High Return Over Next 13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to DJ. Bond 
Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 7). 
8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model. High Performance Model Gave Sell Signal 6 Wks Ago (p. 1). 
Diyereence Model Strone. But We Are Skeptjcal. Short Term Outlook Oujte volatile. 
S&P Remaips Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. A Siepificant Correctjon May Be In Makin&· 
Loneer Term Moyine Towards Pres. Elect. Sliehtly Bullish. But Consjderable Uncertainty. 
Connictine Sienals 
We frankly believe that this is a 
particularly treacherous time for 
money managers for there are 
clearly conflicting signs regarding 
the attractiveness of stocks. As 
explained above, the monetary 
models (built from interest rates, 
money supply, and reserves) are 
very strong. Over the past twenty 
five years there has been a strong 
correlation between our monetary 
models and the movement of stock 
prices. The reason for this is quite 
simple. When the Federal Reserve 
has tightened to fight recessions, 
interest rates have increased and 
stock prices have typically declined. 
Another reason for this relationship 
is that as the Fed tightens, the return 
from bonds increases for a period 
of time relative to stocks. The con-
tradictory evidence is that the mar-
ket is quite overvalued with the 
S&P 500 P.E. ratio of 22 only 
being exceeded twice since 1950 -
the last time was in the summer of 
87 (other late 1950s). The primary 
justification for such a high P.E. is 
the expectation that the economy 
and stock market will bounce back 
in 1992 and 1993 and the tattered 
earnings will be greatly improved. 
A bedeviling question by a research 
assistant!. One of my best research 
assistants over the years was a 
Presidential Fellow at Georgia Tech 
(a scholarship given to a select 
group of students at G.T.). This 
assistant repeatedly called to my 
attention that there was one period 
during which falling rates were very 
bad for the stock market. This was 
during the 1929 Crash when inter-
est rates fell for a long period of 
time and so did the stock market 
during its worst performance in 
history. Lower rates simply could 
not tum around the economy during 
the go-go 20s when financial 
excesses abounded. 
Yes, the theme of excesses during 
the 1920s has some parallels to the 
present time and conditions. The 
financial excesses during the go-go 
1980s leave us with an economy 
that is experiencing some deep 
financial problems. The "beggar 
thy neighbor" policy of the 
Japanese has also hurt our economy 
and the world economy. Any care-
ful examination of the data like we 
have been doing for our book 
WAKE UP AMERICA, YOUR 
ECONOMY IS BURNING reveals 
the borrowing excesses of the 
1980s by the general public 
(personal borrowing up from 80% 
of personal income in 1980 to 97% 
in 1990) and the borrowing by 
Federal, state, and local govern-
ments is legendary. What the 
excessive borrowing of the 1980s 
did was to shift future consumption 
(that of the 1990s) back to the 
1980s (borrowing created the 
longest economic expansion since 
WWII). While the expansion of the 
1980s felt good, it left us with a 
host of economic and financial 
problems that now have to be dealt 
with. The 'borrowed-out' economy 
is very lethargic (has not responded 
to 5 cuts of the discount rate and 
more of the Fed Funds). History 
will soon determine whether we 
were able to 'jump-start' the econ-
omy. Over the weekend the 
evening news reported that unem-
ployment has been under reported 
by 600,000 people during the 1st 
quarter bringing the total level of 
unemployment to 2 million persons 
- a sign that the recession is worse 
than originally thought. If the 
recession did not end in June and 
the economy experiences a double-
dip, then this recession could equal 
or exceed the 18 months of the prior 
2 energy recessions of 73-7 5 and 
81-82 (the 2 worst recessions since 
WWII). In both of those case the 
stock market was devastated, while 
recently several of the stock market 
indexes made new highs. We do 
not believe the pieces fit together at 
this time to support such a high 
stock market. In last weeks' report, 
and in the daily reports, we warned 
that the stock market was in our 
opinion 'dangerously' high. We 
hope we are wrong. 
Multi-Factor CM.F.) Stock 
Model Bearish. While M.F. 
Bond Model Bullish 
Over the past two months we have 
introduced the new multi-factor 
bond and stock models. The major 
feature of the new stock model is 
that it incorporates both Liquidity 
and Valuation. This high perfor-
mance model gave its 10th sell sig-
nal since 197 5 6 weeks ago at the 
prior market high (personally 
believe it could be more). At that 
time the model was predicting a 7% 
decline in the S&P 500 sometime 
over the next 13 weeks. This week 
the stock model is predicting a 
2.4 % decrease in the stock market 
over the next 13 weeks. In con-
trast, the new high performance 
multi-factor Bond Model is fore-
casting an increase in long term 
government bond prices of 9% 
sometime over the next 13 weeks 
(our other Dow Jones Bond model 
is also strong). In conclusion, the 
risk reward relationship seems to 
strongly favor bonds over stocks. 
fllAI!U1r.JE7l <C((J)WJWJIEN7f A!l!.Yf ~ Stock Market Project, 
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1. Valuation Models A-E All Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Market Yield vs. Debt). Dividend{f-Bill Model Is Positive (we discount its validity 
given importance of short term interest rates). 2 Trend Following Technical Models: In Downturn, But Slightly 
Positive - Another Bad Week For Stock Market Could Make Them Negative. (pp.1-8). 
2. Longer Term Liquidity Models Improved Last Week And Are Fairly Strong. Daily Models Range From 82-94 
(p.9) & 4 Of 5 Weeldy Models Range From 60-93. However, Believe Positive Liquidity Models Are Offset 
By Poor Fundamentals. 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. 
Daily Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). 
4. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 4 Reserve Models Range From 60-85 (pp. 13, 16, 17). There Is An 
Adequate Supply Of Reserves For Banks To Lend If Justified By Strong Loan Applications. 
5. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material "A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and ~x (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) Are Positive (p.10). 
6. Diveq~ence Models Have Become Strong, And Suggest The Possibility Of A Market Bounce. But We Are 
Skeptical About The Health Of The Stock Market (as explained below) (pp. S13,a,b). 
7. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Recent Buy Signal (3rd in series). Earlier Buy Signals Still In Effect (pp. 2-5). 
Bond Model Predicts A High Return Over Next 13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to DJ. Bond 
Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 6). 
8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model: This High Performance Model (combines liquidity & value) Gave A Sell 
Signal 7 Wks. Ago (p. 1 ). 
Diyereence Model Strom:· But We Are Skeotical. Short Term Outlook Quite volatile. 
S&P Remajns Oyeryalued On Seyeral Measures. A Sieniticant Correction May Be In Makim:. 
Next 12 Months Moyine Towards Presidential Election Chaneed From Sliehtly Bullish To 
Hiehly Uncertain And Ljkely Neeatiye. 
Bears Are Roamjne: 
And Wjtb Good Reason 
With the sharp sell-off the stock 
market the past 6 days the news is 
full of the Bear Case, and we 
believe that the outlook for the mar-
ket is in fact treacherous. The pri-
mary reason for throwing in with 
the Bears is that our forecast of the 
performance of the economy is 
bleak during at least the first half of 
the 1990s. We certainly could be 
wrong and hope that we are 
(Grandville and Prechter have been 
wrong in their long term bear market 
calls), but our honest appraisal of 
the first half of the 1990s is quite 
bleak. The Cover this weak sum-
marizes why we are so bearish. Our 
outlook for earnings is quite differ-
ent from most analysts who see 
earnings sharply improving during 
the Presidential Election year 1992. 
We have long written about the 
Pres. Election Cycle and the very 
strong tendency for the economy to 
improve and the stock market to 
advance over the two years before 
the P.E. (we too have been slightly 
bullish because of this tendency, but 
are having increasing reservations). 
Why Our Negativeness? As sum-
marized on the Cover of the report, 
we believe that the downward trend 
in earnings is not over and that the 
high P.E. multiple of the various 
stock indices is unwarranted. The 
high multiples are based upon a 
turnaround in the economy moving 
into the P .E. year that is expected to 
give earnings a boost. While there 
is a possibility of the economy being 
rescued going into 1992, there is in 
our opinion a greater likelihood of a 
very lethargic economy. In yester-
day's issue of the Atlanta Journal & 
Constitution there was a lengthy 
article by Bill Hendrick entitled 
"Forecasters see a nation in depres-
sion". The 3 Bears in this article 
were S. Jay Levy (highly regarded 
forecaster), Albert Sindlinger 
(pollster), and Moncure G. Crowder 
(economist for Wachovia Bank of 
Ga.). Most of the article focused on 
the reasoning of Levy who believes, 
much as I do, that we lived far 
beyond our means during the 
1980s. He feels that as a result of 
unwarranted borrowing we have 
shifted consumption from the 1990s 
back to the 1980s (our position as 
well). As a consequence, he fore-
casts very slow growth of 1 percent 
a year on average over the 1990s. 
Since it takes 2 percent GNP growth 
to keep unemployment from grow-
ing, Levy expects that unemploy-
ment will gradually increase to 10% 
over the 90s. Last week's issue of 
Business Week presented some 
startling data that showed that the 
standard of living was constant to 
declining for most American fami-
lies from 1977 to 199l(quite differ-
ent from the sharp improvement in 
the standard of living from 45-76) 
and Levy forecasts that this trend is 
likely to continue through much of 
the 1990s. Such bleak reality can 
not be good for the economy since 
consumers account for two thirds of 
GNP. Finally, we are of the opin-
ion (see Cover) that the earnings 
growth from late 87 to 89 was 
bought by excessive borrowing 
(shifting consumption from future to 
present), and hence there will be 
little improvement in earnings for 
the foreseeable future. As stated in 
the past, we believe there has to a 
penalty for the excesses of the 
1980s (over borrowing and building 
of fixtures, bloated government 
budgets, low savings and dimin-
ished competitiveness). 
"Pushine On A Strine" 
We believe that many forecasters 
like the Zweigs and Gazarellis are 
putting too much emphasis on 
"monetary models" that are flashing 
buy signals. Our "liquidity models" 
constructed from interest rates and 
reserve are very strong (see above) 
as the Fed pushes rates lower trying 
to jump start the economy. Fur-
thermore, we foresee the possibility 
of rates being lowered again if the 
economy doesn't budge. While 
lower rates have historically worked 
to get the economy moving, we 
believe that there is a good chance 
that it will not happen this time since 
the economy is borrowed out. 
Unfortunately, the fiscal tool of 
increased government spending is 
no longer viable due to the "guns 
and butter policy" of President 
Reagan during the 1980s that 
racked-up huge Federal deficits that 
persist to the present. Reagan's tax 
cut was suppose to increase savings 
and investment to improve produc-
tivity, but the opposite happened 
(now President Bush originally 
called Reagan's plan voodoo eco-
nomics). 
Valuation Considered 
I was recently asked by a sponsor 
why we have started our report for 
the last several months with a dis-
cussion of Valuation. The reason 
for doing this is that at times the 
market becomes undervalued and 
normally presents a good environ-
ment for buying stocks. Con-
versely, when the market becomes 
overvalued on a fundamental basis it 
is a bad environment for buying and 
holding stocks. Over the past 7 
months our view of valuation has 
shifted from being fully valued, to 
overvalued, to dam~:erously overval-
~ (daily reports 2 weeks ago 
when S&P made a new high). A 
few weeks ago we introduced a new 
high performance mult-factor stock 
model that includes both liquidity 
and valuation components, and it 
gave a sell signal 7 weeks ago (10th 
sell signal since 1975). Presently, 
the stock model is back to neutral 
after being quite negative. If our 
view of constant to sliding earning 
is correct, the model will continue to 
be bearish. In contrast to the nega-
tive stock model, our bond models 
are quite strong (see pp 2-6). 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred All vine 
1. Valuation Models A-E Remain Negative (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted Market Return, 
Market Return vs. Debt, & Stock Yield vs. Debt). New Multi-Factor Stock Model (which incorporates 
valuation) Remains In A Sell Mooe (next page). 2 Trend Following Technical Models Have Sharply 
Deteriorated But Remain Slightly Positive. Dividendff-Bill Model Is Positive (we discount validity). pp.1-8. 
2. Lon~er Tenn Liquidity Mooels Remain Fairly Strong. Daily Models Range From 79-94 And 5 Weekly Models 
Range From 66-93 - pp 9&13. However, Believe Positive Liquidity Mooels Are Offset By Poor Valuation. 
3. 4 Of The 5 Weekly Ponfolio Strate&ies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. 
Daily Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Committnent To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Strength 
Again Due To Strong Liquidity Mooels. 
4. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 4 Weekly Reserve Mooels Range From 55-82 (pp. 13, 16, 17). Banks 
Have Reserves To Lend - Problem Is Poor Loan Applications. 
5. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material "A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and New Combo Index (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) Are Positive (p.10). Combination Is An 84 On A 100 Point Scale. 
6. Diver&ence Models Remain Strong, And Suggest The Possibility Of A Market Rally. However, We Are 
Skeptical Since Market Is Overvalued And Upward Momentum Has Been Broken (pp. S 13,a,b ). 
7. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Continues In A Buy Mooe. Bond Mooel Predicts A High Return Over Next 
13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to DJ. Bond Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 6). 
· 8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model: High Performance Model (combines liquidity & valuation) Gave A Sell Signal 
8 Wks. Ago Which Is Still In Effect (p. 1). Predicts Maximum 1.5% Gain In Stocks Over Next 13 Weeks. 
1vergence odel trong. Market ould Rally, But e Are kephcal. xpect High olatlhty. 
S&P Remains Overvalued On Several Measures. Sharp Market Correction Could Continue. 
Next 12 Months Moving Towards Presidential Election Changed From Slightly Bullish To 
u· hi Uncertain And Likely Ne ative. Could Be Down As Case For 83 To 84 & 87 To 88. 
Are Thines Really Different? consumption from the 1990s back to 
The Outlook for the Stock Market the 1980s, and that is why we Real Return Too Hi&h 
based simply on our liquidity mooels believe that economic growth could Our studies suggest that one of the 
(constructed from interest rates and be quite slow during the 1990s. The problems contributing to the outlook 
reserves) is actually quite strong - Federal Reserve is confronted with a for slow economic growth is that the 
10 of our 13 daily and weekly problem likened to "pushing on a Real Return of Long Term 
models range from 79 to 96 on a 100 string". It can provide the liquidity, Borrowing is too high. Real return 
point scale. The stock markets nor- but will businesses and consumers is defined as the difference between 
mal1y advance when the liquidity borrow and banks and financial the the 30 year T-Bond yield and the 
mooels are as strong. However, we institutions lend. inflation rate. The Cover (also pp. 
believe that things are different this 11 & 12 - 1st section) shows that 
time, and that the strong liquidity Earnines Growth In Doubt from 1950-1980 that the Real Return 
models could be misleading. We are Businesses are going to find it diffi- averaged 2.5 percent. However, as 
of the opinion that the poor Valuation cult to pass through the cost in- borrowing increased from 130% of 
Models (those sighted above plus the creases needed to significantly im- GNP from 1965-1980 to 195% of 
high P.E. ratio and low dividend prove their earnings if the economy GNP by the end of the 1980s, the 
yield) largely offset the strong liq- remains sluggish and only grows at credit worthiness of the U.S. fell 
uidity models. The reason the liq- 2-3 percent during the election year (reason for higher premium). As the 
uidity are strong is because the econ- 1992. Year over year earning of the Cover suggests, the borrowing was 
omy i~ so weak. The Fed keeps S&P 500 are now slightly below good for the economy and stock 
driving down rates hoping that low- $18. The stock market optimists market during the 1980s, but is 
ering borrowing costs will increase (i.e. the bulls) justify the high mul- detrimental to the economy in the 
consumer expenditures on housing tiples they are paying for earning on 1990s. If the economy s1ows and 
and durable goods and contribute to forecasts that earnings will grow to borrowing is low, then the real 
increased investment by business. $24 to $27 (up 40-50%) for all of return from bonds could decrease 
The· economy may eventually re- 1992. Unless the lower rates take from present level of near 5% to 
spond to the traditional stimulus of hold and start stimulating the econ- 2.5%. Assuming the CPI during 
lower interest rates, but the economy omy (which is not certain), is 1992 is 4 percent (near the core rate) 
is very lethargic due to the borrow- unlikely that earnings will grow any and the real return falls to 2.5%, then 
ing excesses during the 1980s. The where near as fast as the projections bonds could continue to rally (our 
borrowing excesses actually shifted suggest . expectation). 
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Model Results 
_ 1. Valuation Models A-E (pp 1-5): 3 Negative And 2 Neutral (Market Letters, Insiders' Buying, Inflation Adjusted 
Market Return, Market Return vs. Debt, & Stock Yield vs. Debt). (Improving Valuation Models Indicated By Italics.) 
Dividend/T-Bill Model Is Positive (p. 6 we discount validity). New Multi-Factor Stock Model Which Incorporates 
Valuation In A Sell Mode (next page). Overall, Valuation Models Are Negative Having Improved 
Slightly As Stocks Prices Have Fallen And Interest Rates Have Continued To Decline. 
2. Trend Fo11owing Technical Models Have Sharply Deteriorated Last Few Weeks. "The Trend Is Your Friend0 
And It's Getting Weak. 1st Trend Model Almost Gave A Sell Signal (p. 7) & 2nd One Did (p. 8). 
3. Longer Term Liquidity Models Remain Quite Strong. Daily Models From 80-95 And 5 Weekly Models Range 
From 71-95 - pp 9&13. Believe Strong Liquidity Mcxlels Are Offset By Poor Technical & Valuation Models. 
4. 4 Of 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. Daily 
Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Strength Again 
Due To Strong Liquidity Models Which We Believe Have To Be Discounted As Chart Comments Indicate. 
5. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 4 Weekly Reserve Models Range From 57-91 (pp. 13, 16, 17). Banks 
Have Reserves To Lend - Problem Is Poor Loan Applications And Poor Bank Balance Sheets. 
6. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material 0 A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and New Combo Index (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) Are Very Positive (p.10). Combination Is A Strong 87 (on a 100 point scale) And Improving. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Fairly Strong, And Suggest The Possibility Of A Market Rally. However, We Are 
Skeptical Since Market Is Overvalued And Upward Momentum Has Been Broken (pp. Sl3,a,b). 
8. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Continues In A Buy Mode (pp 2-6). Bond Model Predicts A High Return 
Over Next 13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 6). 
9. New Multi-Factor Stock Mcxlel: High Performance Model (combines liquidity & valuation) Gave A Sell Signal 
9 Wks. Ago Which Is Still In Effect (p. 1). Predicts Maximum 2.9% Gain In Stocks Over Next 13 Weeks. 
hort Term utlook: Divergence Model trong tocks ould Rally, But We Are kephcal. 
S&P Remains Overvalued On Several Measures. Sharp Market Cor·rection Could Continue. 
Next 12 Months Moving Towards Presidential Election Changed From Slightly Bullish To 
Hi hly Uncertain And Likel Ne ative. Could Be Down As Case For 83 To 84 & 87 To 88. 
Will Lower Rates Reyitalize Economy? 
Historically the economy (and in turn the stock market) 
has responded favorably to lower interest rates since 
this typically means that the Federal Reserve is 
rebuilding liquidity to give a boost to the economy. The 
Fed Funds rate has been cut 14 times since the 
recession began in July 1990, but the economy has yet 
to respond. The problem in economic terms is likened 
"to pushing on a string". The Fed can provide the 
liquidity, but if the economic system is "borrowed out" 
then lower rates fell to work (or are slow to have an 
impact), and that has been the problem to date. We 
have studied a large number of time series for our 
forthcoming book on our "weakened economy", and 
many suggest that we pushed the economy too hard in 
the 1980s. The large real increase in borrowing during 
the 1980s shifted consumption backward from the 
1990s. As a consequence government, business, and 
consumers are trying to repair their tattered financial 
conditions, and this means very slow growth which is 
going to hurt earnings. 
Technical Models Ne1:atiye 
We have been warning since the 2nd quarter of 1991 
that the S&P 500 was becoming more overvalued after 
having increased 25% over the prior six months. Two 
reasons that this has happened include: 1. may forecast-
ers were expecting the stock market to increase by 50-
80 percent from the recession low as has often been the 
case in the past (however, the large gains occurred 
when the P.E. fell to half of the level of this recession -
7 vs. 14) and 2. many stock market analyst were 
relying on the historical relationship between improved 
liquidity and rising stock prices (the relationship which 
we believe is breaking down). As we have reported for 
quite some time, while the Liquidity Models are very 
strong the Valuation Models (5 we run plus level of 
S&P 500 P.E. and S&P dividend) are quite weak. The 
reason for this discrepancy is that the Fed has not suc-
ceeded (and may not) in jump-starting the economy 
through the traditional medicine of lower rates. Over 
the last few weeks our two Technical Models (built for 
highs and lows and advances and declines) have 
sharply deteriorated (pp 7 &8). The first technical 
model (constructed from highs and lows) almost gave a 
sell signal this week, and the second one constructed 
from advances and declines did. While the Technical 
Models could reverse themselves and improve, they 
often decline and give a sell signal after a major advance 
in the stock market like we had over the 14 months 
from Oct. 90 - Nov. 91. I believe that what we are now 
experiencing is the end of the long bull market that 
started in August 1982. The poor outlook for the 
economy and the weakened state of the consumer, 
business, and government does not provide the setting 
for the stock market to continue to advance. 
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Model Results 
1. 2 Psychological Models (pp 1-1): 1 Somewhat Positive (Market Letters) And Other Very Negative (Insiders) 
2. 4 Valuation Models [pp 3-6]: 2 Which Compare Market Return To Other Variables Are Quite Negative (Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return & Market Return vs. Debt) and 2 Based On Dividend Yield Are Somewhat (Stock 
Yield vs. Debt) To Very Positive (Dividend{f-Bill Model Is Positive - we discount validity). 
1 &2. Summary: 6 Psychological & Valuation Models Are Evenly Split (3+ & 3-). In General Positive Factors 
Are Those Associated With Lower Short Tenn Rates And Negative Ones Due To High P.E. Ratio (see our 
reasoning for negative view of S&P Earnings Outlook) [p 15 - sect. 1]. 
3. Trend Following Technical Models: 1st Trend Model Gave Sell Signal This Week (p. 7) & 2nd One Gave Sell 
Signal Last Week (p. 8). If "trend is supposed to be your friend" then it is now negative. 
4. Longer Tenn Liquidity Models Remain Quite Strong. Daily Models From 84-95 & 5 Weekly Models Range 
From 74-96 - [pp 9&13]. Strong Liquidity Models Are To A Degree Offset By Poor Technical & Valuation. 
5. 4 Of 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. Daily 
Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Strength Again 
Due To Strong Liquidity Models Which We Feel Need To Be Discounted To A Degree (see chart comments). 
6. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 4 Weekly Reserve Models Range From 64-92 (pp. 13, 16, 17). Banks 
Have Plenty Of Liquidity - Problem Is Their Poor Financial Conditions And Weak Loan Applications. 
6. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material "A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and New Combo Index (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) Quite Strong (p.10). Combination Is A Strong 86 (on a 100 point scale) And Improving. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Fairly Strong, And Suggest The Possibility Of A Market Rally (which happened 
last week). However, We Believe Upward Moves Will Be Small Since S&P 500 P.E. Ratio So High & 
Dividend So Low (pp. S 13,a,b). 
8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model: High Performance Model (combines liquidity & valuation) Gave A Sell Signal 
10 Wks. Ago Which Is Still In Effect (p. 1). Predicts Maximum 3% Gain In Stocks Over Next 13 Weeks. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Continues Quite Strong (pp 2-5). Bond Model Predicts A High Return Over 
Next 13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to DJ. Bond Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 6). 
hort Term Outlook: Divergence Model trong tocks ould Rally, But ams Likely mall. 
Important Valuation & Trend Models Negative Suggesting Stock Market Could Be Volatile. 
Next 12 Months Moving Towards Presidential Election Changed From Slightly Bullish To 
Hi hly Uncertain And Likel Ne ative. Could Be Down Like Case For 83 To 84 & 87 To 88. 
Interest Rates Likely To Go Lower 
Signs still suggest that economy remains very sluggish. 
As a result, Federal Reserve could cut the Discount Rate 
again in the near future - will pull all stops to try and 
jump stan economy going into Presidential Election 
year 1992. The primary reason for the slow economic 
recovery in our opinion (assuming we do not have a 
double dip with recession continuing) is the financial 
excesses of the 1980s. The increase in borrowing by 
government (Federal, state, & local), consumers, and 
business all contribute to a "borrowed-out economy". 
What we have done is to shift consumption (through 
borrowing) to the 1980s from the 1990s. As a 
consequence growth is likely to be relatively slow 
during the 1990s (2 percent or less). When consider 
payment of interest to foreigners, the standard of living 
should continue to contract during 1990s (as it has done 
since late 1970s). This is not an environment (given 
already high level of valuation - S&P only contracted to 
14+ P.E. in this recession vs. 7+ P.E. during three 
prior recessions) in which one would expect the stock 
market to be regularly jumping to new highs. 
Is Fallin&: CRB Good For Stocks Or Bonds? 
The CRB Index is near a 15 year low, and we decided 
to examine the record to see whether this is good for 
stocks and/or bonds. The first chart (p. 11 sect. 1) 
suggests that a rising CRB Index was good for the 
stock market from 1977 -1982. However, from 1984 
to the present the reverse has been the case with a 
falling CRB Index normally contributing to a rising 
stock market. We next examined the relationship 
between a falling CRB Index and the Dow Jones Bond 
Index and the 30 year Treasury Bond Yield (pp. 12&13 
sect. 1). These charts show that a falling CRB Index is 
generally quite favorable to bond prices and falling 
interest rates. The final chart shows the decade by 
decade change in the 30 yr. Treasury Bond Yield (past 
27 yrs). Since late summer 1987, the 30 yr. Bond 
Yield has been trending lower and is likely to continue 
to do so if the economy continues to grow slowly. At 
the present the bond premium over the CPI is close to 
4. 7 percent. If the economy remains slow, then this 
premium is likely to fall which could send the yield 
done to 6%+ which 
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Model Results 
1. 2 Psychological Models (pp J-2): 1 Somewhat Positive (Market Letters) And Other Very Negative (Insiders) 
2. 4 Valuation Models [pp 3-6]: 2 Which Compare Market Return To Other Variables Are Quite Negative (Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return & Market Return vs. Debt) and 2 Based On Dividend Yield Are More Positive (Stock 
Yield vs. Debt) To Very Positive (Dividend/T-Bill Model Is Positive - we discount validity). 
1&2. Summary: 6 Psychological & Valuation Models Are Evenly Split (3+ & 3-). In General Positive Factors 
Are Those Associated With Lower Short Term Rates And Negative Ones Due To High P.E. Ratio. 
3. Trend Following Technical Models: Both Trend Following Models Became Negative Over The Past 2-3 W~eks 
(pp. 7&8). If "trend is your friend", then it is now negative". We Believe Downturn In Trend Is Quite 
Significant. While It Could Reverse Itself And Market Advance To New Highs, The Uncertainty For The 
Economy And Outlook For Earnings Put Odds At On The Negative Side Of This Happening. 
4. Longer Term Liquidity Models Even Stronger Than Last Week. Daily Models From 86-95 & 5 Weekly Models 
Range From 77-97 - [pp 9&13]. Strong Liquidity Models Are To A Degree Offset By Poor Technical & 
Valuation Models. 
5. 4 Of 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. Daily 
Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Strength Again 
Due To Strong Liquidity Models Which We Feel Need To Be Discounted To A Degree (see chart comments). 
6. Reserve Models Continue To Improve. 2 Weekly Reserve Models Above 80 And Other 2 Models Close To 60 
(pp. 13, 16, 17). Banks Have Have Reserves - Problem Is Their Poor Financial Conditions And Weak Loan 
Applications. 
6. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material "A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and New Combo Index (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) All Improving And Quite Strong (p.10). Combination Is A Strong 87 (on a 100 point scale) 
And Improving. 
7. Divergence Models Remain Fairly Strong, And Suggest The Possibility Of A Market Rally (which happened 
last 2 weeks). However, We Believe Upward Moves Will Be Small Since S&P 500 P.E. Ratio So High & 
Dividend So Low. 
8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model: High Performance Model (combines liquidity & valuation) Gave A Sell Signal 
11 Wks. Ago Which Is Still In Effect (p. 1). Predicts Maximum 3.5% Gain In Stocks Over Next 13 Weeks. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Continues Quite Strong (pp 2-5). Bond Model Predicts A High Return Over 
Next 13 Weeks. Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Also Remains Strong (p. 6). We 
Believe That On Balance The Return From Bonds Should Be More Attractive Than Stocks. This Conclusion Is 
Based On The Belief That The Economy Is Likely To Remain Weak. However, Should The Drastic Move By 
The Federal Reserves Of Cutting The Discount Rate By A Full Point At The Open Of The Market On Friday 
Work And Stimulate The Economy, Then Stock Attractiveness Would Increase Relative To Bonds. 
Short Term Outlook: Divergence Model Strong tocks ould Rally, But ams Likely mall. 
Important Valuation & Trend Models Negative Suggesting Stock Market Could Be Volatile. 
Next 12 Months Moving Towards Presidential Election Changed From Slightly Bullish To 
Hi hi Uncertain And Likel Ne ative. Could Be Down Like Case For 83 To 84 & 87 To 88. 
Fed Does All It Can To Stimulate Economy 
The economic news last week was very poor with new 
weekly unemployment numbers rising to nearly 
500,000 people. General Motors announcement of a a 
reduction of 75,000 employees over the next few years 
added a further chill to the economy. Stock market was 
in a very precarious position with the poor economic 
outlook. The Federal Reserve pulled all its stops to see 
if they could do something to stimulate the economy. 
As I have repeated discussed, our studies suggest that 
the U.S. economy is seriously crippled due to the 
excessive borrowing during the 1980s that shifted 
consumption back to the 80s from the 90s. As a 
consequence, we believe the economic outlook for the 
1990s is rather bleak, and at the best expect very slow 
growth with a relatively high level of unemployment. 
We hope that the Fed action of cutting the discount rate 
by a full point and taldng it down to the level of the 
early 1960s and late 1950s does in fact stimulate the 
economy. On the positive side, it does lower 
borrowing costs, however, on the negative side it will 
for a while reduce income through driving down money 
market funds and other short term rates that older 
people rely upon. 
(repeated from last weeks report) 
Interest Rates Likely To· Go Lower 
Signs still suggest that economy remains very sluggish. 
As a result, Federal Reserve could cut the Discount Rate 
again in the near future - will pull all stops to try and 
jump start economy going into Presidential Election 
year 1992. The primary reason for the slow economic 
recovery in our opinion (assuming we do not have a 
double dip with recession continuing) is the financial 
- excesses of the 1980s. The increase in borrowing by 
government (Federal, state, & local), consumers, and 
business all contribute to a "borrowed-out economy". 
What we have done is to shift consumption (through 
borrowing) to the 1980s from the 1990s. As a 
consequence growth is likely to be relatively slow 
during the 1990s (2 percent or less). When consider 
payment of interest to foreigners, the standard of living 
should continue to contract during 1990s (as it has done 
since late 1970s). This is not an environment (given 
already high level of valuation - S&P only contracted to 
14+ P.E. in this recession vs. 7+ P.E. during three 
prior recessions) in which one would expect the stock 
market to be regularly jumping to new highs. 
(topic from last week's special report) 
Is Falline CRB Good For Stocks Or Bonds? 
Answer: At Times It Is Good For Stocks And At Other 
Times Bad. However, A Closer Correlation Exists 
Between Falling CRB And Fall Interest Rates And 
Rising Bond Price. 
We believe that as long as the CRB continues to decline 
that it will be positive for bonds, however, negative for 
stocks. A falling CRB means a very slow world 
economy and will make it difficult for firms to pass on 
price increases and to improve earnings. 
Watch-out for Japan, it could be in trouble with it 
trading neighbors and its stock and real estate markets 
could be hurt. 
Wishing You A Happy Holiday 
And A Healthy And A Prosperous 
New Year! 
Due to vacation this week, the short term section of the 
report is not produced (will be next week). The critical 
first and third sections of the report are produced. 
Our objective for early next year is to introduce a 
systematic procedure for enhancing market return which 
we believe will be an important addition to the package. 
The enhancing tools can be used to better time long term 
commitments to the stock market, and to adjust market 
exposure to improve short term return. 
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Model Results 
School of Management, 
by Professor Fred Allvine 
1. 2 Psychological Models (pp 1-2): 1. Market Letters Positive. 2. Insiders Very Negative. 
2. 4 Valuation Models [pp 3-6]: 2 Comparing Market Return To Other Variables Remain Quite Negative (Inflation 
Adjusted Market Return & Market Return vs. Debt). 2 Based On Dividend Yield Comparison Are Positive 
(Stock Yield vs. Debt) To Very Positive (Dividend/f-Bill Model Is Positive - we discount validity). 
1&2. Summax:y: 6 Psychological & Valuation Models Are Evenly Split (3+ & 3-). In General Positive Factors 
Are Those Associated With Lower Short Term Rates And Negative Ones Due To High P.E. Ratio. 
3. Trend Following Technical Models: Both Trend Following Models Became Negative Over The Past 3-4 Weeks 
(pp. 7&8). If "trend is your friend", then it is now negative - but less so. We Believe Downturn In Trend Is 
Quite Significant. Trend Could Turn-up If Stock Market Continues To Advance. However, As Explained In 
Write-up (below) We Expect Rally To Abort. 
4. Longer Term Liquidity Models Even Stronger Than Last Week. Daily Models From 86-95 & 5 Weekly Models 
Range From 78-98 - [pp 9&13]. Strong Liquidity Models Are To A Degree Offset By Poor Technical & 
Valuation Models. 
5. 4 Of 5 Weekly Portfolio Strategies Recommend Having From 80-90% Of Maximum Equity Holdings. Daily 
Portfolio Strategies Recommend 100% Of Maximum Commitment To Equities (pp. 12 & 14). Strength Again 
Due To Strong Liquidity Models Which We Feel Need To Be Discounted To A Degree (see chart comments). 
6. Reserve Models Continue To Be Strong. Models Range From 59 to 91. Banks Have Reserves - Problem Is 
Their Poor Balance Sheets And Weak Quality Of Loan Applications. 
6. Bond Index (p.7), Raw Material "A" (p.8), Raw Material "B" (p.9), and New Combo Index (aver. of Bond 
& R.M. A &B) All Improving And Quite Strong (p.10). Combination ls A Strong 89 (on a 100 point scale) 
And Back To Strong Level Of 86 And First Half of 87. 
7. Divergence Models Were Right-On With Buy Signal Two Weeks Ago. Now Short Term Model (p. S13) Has 
Reversed Itself And Has Given A Sell Signal (pp. S13a-c). 
8. New Multi-Factor Stock Model: High Performance Model (combines liquidity & valuation) Gave A Sell Signal 
12 Wks. Ago Which Is Still In Effect (p. 1). Predicts Maximum 2.8% Gain In Stocks Over Next 13 Weeks. 
9. New Multi-Factor Bond Model: Continues Quite Strong (pp 2-5). Bond Model Predicts A High Return Over 
Next 13 Weeks (around 10%). Other Bond Model (shown in relation to D.J. Bond Index) Also Remains 
Strong (p. 6). We Believe That On Balance The Return From Bonds Should Be More Attractive Than Stocks. 
This Conclusion Is Based On The Belief That The Economy Is Likely To Remain Weak. However, Should 
The Efforts By The Fed Succeed In Stimulating The Economy Then The Bond Rally Is Over. 
10. Special Studies: S&P 500 P.E. And Dividend Yield From 1950 (weekly) To Present. Both Analyses 
Suggest Market Is Dangerously High. Obviously, If The Fed Strategy Works And Stimulates Economy 
(earnings improve), And We Move Into A Slow Growth I Low Inflationary Period, The Stock Market Might 
Warrant Such High Earnings Multiples and Low Dividend Rates. We Remain Skeptical About Economy And 
Earnings. 
Short Term Outlook: Divergence Model Called The Upturn Two Weeks Ago. Now Negative. 
Important Valuation & Trend Models Negative Suggesting Stock Market Could Be Volatile. 
Next 12 Months Moving Towards Presidential Election Changed From Slightly Bullish To 
Hi2hly Uncertain And Likely Ne2ative. Could Be Down Like Case For 83 To 84 & 87 To 88. 
Quite A Week. But Will It Hold? sharp cut in the discount rate. However, we believe 
that one needs to take into account other factors which 
The stock market exploded as many people in the influence the stock market and not just interest rates. 
financial world were vacationing. The factor that 
propelled stocks higher was the 6th cut in the discount Stock Market In Dam:erous Territory 
rate on 12/20. As we have frequently discussed in 
special reports, a discount rate cut is normally a very Our experience suggests that market tops are much 
positive development for the stock market. However, harder to call than bottoms. Upturns are often sharp, 
earlier cuts in a series sometimes give the stock market while tops are rolling and at times defy logic. The stock 
more of a charge than those coming later on. I goofed market may work its way higher and hold the gains, but 
last week (I apologize) and in my hurry to catch an air we remain skeptical. This week we updated our study 
plane I failed to included the cover from last week's of the S&P 500 Price Earnings Ratio. As can be 
report that gave an update on the meaning of a discount observed from the first cover for the report, there have 
rate cut (see 3rd cover for this week's report). There is only been two week over the past 42 years when the 
no question regarding the general positive nature of a P.E. ratio was higher, and this was before the 1987 
